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LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES FOR
LITERACY, PRODUCTIVITY AND DEMOCRACY

THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
AND,

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCAvION AND LABOR
Washington, DC

The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in the
East Ballroom, Ramada Renaissance Hotel, 999 9th Street, NW,
Washington, DC, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell and Simon.
Also Present: Representatives Pat Williams, Richard Neal, and

Major Owens.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. This joint congressional hearing on "Literacy, Pro-
ductivity and Democracy" will come to order.

It is a great pleasure to open this hearing. As the lead Senate
sponsor of the resolution that established this conference, it gives
me great satisfaction to know that this event, which so many
people have worked toward, is now occurring as we meet.

Twelve years have passed since the first White House conference
was held in 1979. The positive results of that conference were im-
pressive. These included increases in library services funding, the
sharp growth in the number of friends of libraries groups, and
most significant, the remarkable increase in public awareness of li-
braries and how these institntions influence all our lives.

It is largely because of I central role of libraries in the lives of
American citizens that th.t.. second conference received such a ring-
ing endorsement from members of Congress. Seventy-two Senators
cosponsored the resolution that established this second major na-
tional meeting on libraries and information services.

Today, Congress has come to the White House conference to
meet with 3rou and to hear from you in this special forum. I am
delighted that Congressman Pat Williams, a great friend of librar-
ies in the House of Representatives, will be here to co-chair. He is
tied up now with the election of the Whip, which is proceeding at
exactly the same time as the opening of our hearing.

I I I
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I recall the joint hearing on the LSCA reauthorization that he
and I ,o-chaired just a year or two ago. At that time, we agreed to
await the recommendations of this Conference before seeking
major changes in LSCA.

As a procedural matter, I will say that we have many witnesses
today and only a limited amount of time to hear from them. I
would ask, therefore, that the testimony, after the initial testimo-
ny, be limited to the specific amount of time that has been allocat-
ed to each witness. I normally prefer to use warning lights, but
these could not be moved from the Senate hearing room, so a
Senate aide will wave a card at the right time.

All statements will be printed in full in the hearing record,
which will remain open for 2 weeks. I am eager to hear from you
today and pledge to continue to work with you as we strive to do
what is best the years ahead.

I will now recognize my friend and colleague, the Senator from
Illinois, Senator Simon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I
thank you, Senator Pell, in behalf of everyone here for your leader-
ship in all of this. We are grateful to you.

The people who are here are stuck with hearing me on Saturday
so I am not going to talk about libraries right now. I am here for
one specific reason, and then I have to get up to a Foreign Rela-
tions Committee meeting because the chairman of the Foreign Re-
lations Committee is really a tough ogre, and he's very tough on
those of us who are on that committee, and I've got to be up there
on time. [Laughter.]

For those who don't know it, the chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is Senator Pell. [Laughter.]

My reason for being here is to introduce someone who has pro-
vided leadership in my State and in the Nation in the whole area
of libraries and that is Charles Benton. He was the chair of the
first White House Conference on Libraries. He has been creative;
he has been a fighter for the things that are important for librar-
ies, and he is just a good citizen. He and his wife Marge have been
involved in just about every good cause that comes along. So I am
very pleased and honored to present him to you, and I apologize to
him and to the other witnesses for leaving immediately after intro-
ducing him.

It is a pleasure to be here. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. I thank you very much indeed, Senator Simon, and

my apologies to Senator BidenI should be up there also at that
hearing.

Senator SIMON. Just so the members of this group understand,
Senator Pell chairs the Foreign Relations Committee, and our first
witness today is Secretary of State Jim Baker, and Senator Pell is
here staying with the librarians rather than going up to listen to
Jim Baker. [Applause.]

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Senator Simon, for
that nice plug. I appreciate it.

8
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We now come to the first panel, with Hon. Charles Reid, senior
vice president of the Prodevco Group, who is the chairman of the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and
chairman of the 1991 White House Conference on Library and In-
formation Services; and Hon. Charles Benton, chairman of Public
Media, Inc., Chicago, IL, and chairman emeritus of the National
Commission and chairman of the 1979 Conference.

Mr. Reid, please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF CHARLES E. REID, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
PRODEVCO GROUP, FT. LEE, NJ, CHAIRMAN, U.S. NATIONAL
COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION SCIENCE, AND
CHAIRMAN, 1991 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE; AND CHARLES
BENTON, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC MEDIA, INC., CHICAGO, IL, CHAIR-
MAN EMERITUS, U.S. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES
AND INFORMATION SCIENCE AND 1979WHITE HOUSE CONFER-
ENCE

Mr. REID. Thank you.
On behalf of the U.S. National Commission on Libraries and In-

formation Science, and the White House Conference on Library
and Information Services, I want to thank you, Chairman Pell, and
Chairman Williams, and the 250 members of the House and Senate
who cosponsored the legislation that called for this second White
House Conference on Libraries and Information Services.

This conference will culminate in a report to the President and
to Congress which will assist you in formulating relevant national
policies to assure adequate library and information services to all
citizens. I am pleased to be able to join today's witnesses to offer
some views that might assist you in formulating these relevant na-
tional policies.

You will be pleased to know that approximately 900 delegates
and alternates selected by their States, and representing all 50
States and 9 U.S. Territories, Native American tribes, and the Fed-
eral library community, are participating in this conference.

In addition to developing a library and information component
for public policy recommendations, we are hoping that this confer-
ence will provide a much needed and clerArer definit:on of the im-
portant role of libraries in education and the critical role of infor-
mation services in our Nation's future. These clearer definitions
will address not only the relationship of libraries and information
services to structured educational systems, but will include the role
of library and information services in the development of funda-
mental literacy and reading skills, and the opportunity for lifelong
learning.

I speak from personal experience. Curiosity, coupled with read-
ing and learning skills I developed as a child with urging from my
parents, teachers, and a dedicated librarian enabled me, a high
school dropout who left school to enlist in the Navy at age 17
during World War II, to utilize available library and information
resources, not only to operate successfully in a competitive business
environment, but to maintain a level of competence which has sus-
tained me throughout almost 40 years of public service.
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I truly believe that libraries and information services are one of
the real measures of our Nation's wealth and one of our most im-
portant national resources. Indeed, I am talking at aut library and
information services as a source of cultural richness to young
people, to students, members of corporations, elected officials, and
in fact, the entire Nation.

One of the goals of "American 2000: An Education Strategy" is
to have all school age children ready to learn when they enter ele-
mentary school. Libraries have traditionally been the critical con-
tributors to the educational well-being of preschoolers. Yet today,
support for libraries has dropped rather dramatically in many
areas.

We have to ask ourselves these questions: What is the definition
of the role of libraries and information services in our society? How
do we arrive at the best national policies professed and implement-
ed regarding libraries as essential services and as the essential
foundation for quality education? And what is our ability to pro-
vide equal opportunity of access to public information in the most
economical way?

Until these questions are addressed, I am afraid our libraries will
continue to have difficulty competing for funding with other essen-
tial services.

It is libraries and information services that are the main contrib-
utors to our Nation. Libraries and information services enhance lit-
eracy, libraries and information services increase productivity, and
libraries and information services strengthen democracy.

As our delegates vote on the resolutions tomorrow night, I hope
we will produce a reaffirmation of our values, a recognition of li-
brary and information services as forces to assure a just and
humane society, and recognition of the important role they serve
as building blocks for our Nation.

This conference is at the cutting edge of some of the most critical
issues facing our Nation: a literate work force; the productivity to
compete in the international marketplace in the 21st Century, and
a populace equipped to fully participate in the democratic system.

At the first White House Conference on Library and Information
Services in 1979, 64 resolutions were presented to the President,
Congress, and Government agencies at the Federal, State and local
levels for improvements to library and information services nation-
wide. To date, action has been taken on 55 of these, including: In-
tensified efforts to use new technologies to preserve books and
papers; increased use of satellite communications, video techniques
and cable TV in the expansion of the library and information serv-
ices; an active role for libraries in adult literacy programs, and
adoption of standards for publishing, producing, organizing and
transmitting information, and for telecommunication and computer
technology.

Now, in conjunction with the second White House Conference on
Libraries and Information Services, some 60 State, Territorial,
Indian tribe, Federal, network systems and international theme
pre-conferences held nationwide in 1990-1991 resulted in approxi-
mately 150,000 people being involved at the grassroots level. They
generated a total of 2,500 recommendations which have been
grouped into 10 broad topic areas and condensed into 98 issue

iti
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statements distributed to all delegates and alternates for their con-
sideration and deliberations in the development of recommenda-
tions at this historic conference.

The second conference will strive to find pathways to meet the
information& needs of the United States and the world in the 21st
Century.

We are looking forward to working with you in this great en-
deavor, Senator.

Senator P. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Reid.
We now turn tb Charles Benton, chairman emeritus and an old

friend.
Mr. BENTON. Thank you very much, Senator. It is a great pleas-

ure to be here, and thank you for being here.
I am here today because Charles Fteid, the NCLIS and White

House Conference chair, appointed me as a delegate-at-large to the
second White House Conference on Library and Information Serv-
ices, carrying on the tradition of bipartisan support of library and
information services that has always characterized the commis-
sion's successes.

What I'd like to do this morning is to give you a brief back-
ground of the evolution of the three overarching themes of this
conference, which built on the five themes of the first one. This
shows that we have a continuum in the critical process of assessing
user needs nationwide at the grassroots level as a foundation for
establishing responsive national policies by the legislative and ex-
ecutive branches of our Government. I also have a recommendation
concerning the need for continuing this process into the future.

There is considerable excitement about the overarching themes
of Library and Information Services for "Literacy, Productivity and
Democracy" that were identified in 1985 as the conceptual frame-
work for this White House Conference. My written testimony
chronicles the process by which the White House Conference Pre-
lim; nary Design Group, appointed by Elinor Hashim, my successor
us chg.. anan of NCLIS, and chaired by Bill Asp, must ably, the
State librarian from Minnesota, and how they developed these
themes in 1985.

Let me now move from process to content and briefly encapsu-
late our vision for you. First, Library and Information Services for
Expanding Literacy. By "literacy" we had in mind not simply the
three R's, but the communications skills necessary for survival in
the information society in which we liveliteracy not only for
young people, but for the over 25 million persons or one-fifth of the
adult population of the United States who are unable to read
beyond the fifth grade level. In our society, which daily becomes
more information-oriented and more economically dependent on
the effect-, e use of knowledge. The definition of literacy should be
expanded to include the ability to find and use information. That
is, information literacy, computer literacy, even interactive media
literacy.

Consider also the literacy rates, not to mention the foreign lan-
guage proficiencies in this country compared to those in Western
Europe or Japan.

The basic and expanded literacy theme was a logical extension of
the first two themes of the 1979 White House Conference which

1 1
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were "Library and Information Services for Meeting Personal
Needs," and also "Library and Information Services for Lifelong
Learning." It now becomes a preconuition for strengthening our
country's economic productivity and participatory democracy.

Second, Library and Information Services for Increasing /°roduc-
,'ty. Here, we were thinking not only of organizational, institu-
.ial and business productiWy, but especially of individual pro-

ductivity. How can one be productive without being information-lit-
erate? Information, knowledge, and the applicatiqr. of skilled intel-
ligence are the new raw material of international commerce and
competition and are today spreading throughout the world as vig-
orously as miracle drugs, synthetic fertilizers, and blue jeans did
earlier. If information is power, isn't it reasonable to sa; that li-
brary and information services are a key to productivity? They are
indispensable to the economic well-being of our Nation.

Research and developmerit depend on access to information. Li-
braries are needed by industry, business and Government as they
deal with the need to develop new products and services, to adopt
new technology and to increase productivity.

Again, the productivity theme grew logically out of the third
theme of the first White House Conference, "Library and Informa-
tion Services for Organizations and Professions."

Third, Library and Information Services for Strengthening De-
mocracy. The big idea here was to expand the use of library and
information services by public officials and other Government deci-
sionmakers in support of their public responsibilities of govern-
ance, and also by citizens to give them ready access to the informa-
tion sources they need in order to make better choices in our demo-
cratic society.

Here again, if information is power, library and information
services should be a key to citizenship based upon access to as wide
a range of information options as possible. In short, a democratic
society depends on the informed participation of its pf ople. And as
Tim Healy, president of the New York Public Library, reminds us:
"Libraries exist essentially in service to freedom."

The democracy theme clearly relates to "Library and Informa-
tion Services for Governing our Society," the fourth theme of the
previous conference and more subtly to the fifth theme in 1979 of
"International Understanding and Cooperation" where the ideas of
democracy now seem to be sweeping the world.

I look forward to the resolutions coming out of this conference as
eagerly as you do. They should help shape your priorities in sup-
port of library and information services legislation at all levels.

It is interesting to note that in February of 1990, President.
George Bush and the National Governors' Association issued a
joint statement outlining the goals for American education, of
which the fifth goal was, quote, "By the year 2000, every adult
American will be literate and will possess the knowledge and skills
necessary to compete in a global community and exercise the rights
and responsibilities of citizenship"here also literacy, productivity
and democracy ary the key elements, as Congressman Major
Owens also passionately shared with us in his keynote speech on
"Library and Information Services for Democracy" yesterday after-
noon.

4,1
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Having had the honor to chair the first White Flu se Conference
on :brary and Information Services ever held, I ehperienced the
value of what is, at its best, a massive nationwide needs assessment
process that then feeds into the formulation of public policy at
community, State and national levels. In fact, as Mr. Reid men-
tioned, 55 of the 64 resolutions passed at the first conference have
been implemented in whole or in part during the past 12 years.
Managed well, the White House Conference process is well worth
the time, money and effort involved.

For this reason, I would suggest that you consider, and I hope
that the White House Conference delegates will pass n esolution
recommending, that there be a third White House Conference in
1997, which would be in only half the time elapsed since the first
one in 1979. You will note that this would not only come immedi-
ately after a Presidential election, giving some real time for the
Congress and the President to work together on the emerging rec-
ommendations, but also this could be a most useful vehicle for be-
ginning to chart our future in the increasingly complex informa-
tion age of the 21st Century.

The proverbial "information explosion" we are experiencing now
would suggest that we need to accelerate the time frame for recon-
sidering library and information policies in light of new, expanded
and competing services and needs.

Please consider the continuation of this White House Conference
process for library and information services based upon the positive
results of the first two conferences.

Thank you for your continuing support of library and informa-
tion services for expanding literacy, increasing productivity and
strengthening our democracy.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Benton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BENTON

Mv name is Charles Benton and 1 served as Chairman of the first White House
Conterence on Library and Information Services (WHO in November of 1979. 1 was
also serving then in my first term as Chairman of the U.S. National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science iNCLISI, the permanent, independent agency
which advises both Congress and the President.

1 am here today because Charles Reid, the NCL1S and WHC Chairman, appointed
me as a Delegate-at-Large to this second White House Conference on Library and
Information Services, carrying on the tradition of bi-partisan support of Library and
Information Services that has always characterized the Commission's successes.

What 1 would like to do this morning is to give you a brief background on the
evolution of the three overarching themes of this Conference, which built on the
five themes of the first one. This shows that we have a continuum in the critical
process of amessing user needs nationwide, at the grassroots level, us a foundation
for establishing responsive National Policies by the Legislative and Executive
Branches of our Government. I also have a recommendation concerning the need for
continuing this process into the future.

There is considerable excitement about the overarching themes of Library and In-
formation Services for: "Literacy," "Productivity," and "Democracy" that were iden-
tified in 1985 as the conceptual framework for this White House Conference. Let me
tell you briefly how they came to be.

Elinor Hashim. the Chairman of the National Commission who succeeded me. ap-
pointed a "White House Conference Preliminary Design Group" to come up with
recommendations for priorities and procedure's for a second White House Confer .

erwe on Library and Information Service's. Bill Asp, the State Librarian from Min-
nesota, was our most able Chairman and the group included leading ptofessional
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and public repremtatives from the library and information services community at
the Federal, State and local levels, including the private sector, I was privileged to
serve as an ex officio member of that group.

A point of departure for our group was a report by Sandra Milevsky at the Con-
gressional Research Service, giving US an analysis of the structure and effectiveness
of White House Conferences over the years, especially those held since our first Con-
ference in 1979. This analysis showed that White House Conferences as a genre had
not done particularly well since 1979, with the leading exception being the one on
Productivity. It was also noted that the issue of "Literacy" was not only emerging
as one of the central challenges for library and information servicea, but that was
the primary concern of Mrs. George Bush. In the mid 80's, for us to get the White
Hoe behind a second White House Conference, we needed to be focusing on issues
of basic concern to them as well as to the Nation as a whole.

The third theme of "Democracy" emerged out of a speech given by Gordon
Ambach, then Commissioner of Education of the State of New York and currently
Executive Director for the Council of Chief State School Officers, at an annual meet-
ing of WHCLIST in Princeton, New Jersey. He was concerned about "Library and
Information Services for Governance." Through subsequent discussions at our Pre-
liminary Design Group meetings, Bridget Lamont, the Chief Officer of the State Li-
brary of Illinois, made the suggestion that what we were really talking about wasn't
so much "Goernance' as "Democracy"and this gave us our third theme.

To move from who made this happen to an understanding of the big ideasthat
is, from process to contentlet me try and briefly encapsulate our vision for you:

1. Library and Information Services for Expanding Literacy. By "Lit, .acy" we had
in mind not simply the 3 "R's", but the communication skills necessary for sur-
vival in the information society in which we live. Literacy not only for young
people, but for the over 25 million persons, or one fifth of the adult population
of the U.S., who are unable to read beyond a 5th grade level. In our society that
daily becomes more information-oriented an k more economically dependent on
the effective use of knowledge, the definition of literacy should be expanded to
include the ability to find and use information; that isInformation Literacy,
Computer Literacy, even Interactive Media Literacy. Consider also di ?. literacy
rates, not to mention the foreign language proficiencies, in this country com-
pared to those in Western Europe or Japan. The basic and expanded Literacy
theme was a logical extension of the first two themes of the 1979 White House
Conference: Library and Information Services for: "Meeting Personal Needs"
and also for "Life-Long Learning." It now becomes almost a precondition for
strengthening our country's economic productivity and participatory Democra-
cy.

2. Library and Information Service for Increasing Productivity. Here we were
thinking not only of organizational, institutional and business productivity, but
especially of individual prodlctivity. How can one be "productive" without
being "information literate"? Information, knowledge, and the application of
skilled intelligence are the new raw materials and of international commerce
and competition, and today are spreading throughout the world as vigorously as
miracle drugs, synthetic fertilizers and blue jeans did earlier. If information is
power, t hen isn't it reasonable to say that "library and information services are
a key to productivity? Libraries are information agencies in an information soci-
ety. They are indispensable to the economic well-being of our Nation. Research
and development depend on access to information. Libraries are needed by in-
dustries, business, and government as they deal with the need to develop new
products and services, to adopt new technology, and to increase productivity.
Again, the Productivity theme logically grew out of the third theme of the first
White House Conference. "Library and Information Services for Organizations
and Professions,"

3. Library and Information Services for Strengthening Democrucy. The big idea
here was to expand the use of library and information services by public offi-
cials and other governmental decision makers in rupport of their public respon-
sibilities of governance; and also by citizens to give them ready access to the
information sources they need in order to make better choices in our democratic
society. Here again, if information is power, library and information services
should be a key to citizenship based upon access to as wide a range of informa-
tion options as possible. In short, a democratic society depends upon the in-
formed participation of its people. And, as Tim Healy, President of the New
York Public Library, reminds us, "Libraries exist essentially in service to free-
dom." The Democracy theme cleorly relates to the fourth theme of "Library
and Information Services for Governing our Society" and more subtly to the



fifth theme of "International Understanding and Cooperation" .. where now

the ideas of democracy seeming to be sweeping the world!

I look forward to the resolutions coming out of this Conference as eagerly as you
do. They should help shape your priorities in support of library and information
services legislation at all levels It is inter sting to note that in February of 1990,

President George Bush and the National Governor's Association issued a joint state-

ment outlining the goals for American education of whici, the fifth goal was: "By

the year 2000, every adult American will be literate ard will possess the knowledge

and skills necessary to compete in a global community and exercise the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship" ... Literacy, Productivity and Denlocracy!

Having had the honor to Chair the first White House Conference on Library and
Information Services ever held, I eAperienced the value of what is at its besta
massive nationwide needs assessment process, that then feeds into the formulation
of public policy at community, State and national levels. In fact, 55 of the (-i4 Rerc,,u-

tions passed at the first Conference have been implemented in whole or it, part
during the past twelve years. Managed well, the White House Conference process is

well worth the time, money and effort involved.
For this reason, I would suggest that you consider and hope that the White House

Conference Delegates will pass a resolution recommending that there be a third
White House Conference in 1997, which would be in only half the time elapsed since

the first one in 1979. You will note that Clis would not only come immediately after

a Presidential election, giving some real time for the Congress and the President to

work together on the emerging recommendations; but also this could be a most

useful vehicle for beginning to chart our future in the increasingly complex infor-
mation age of the 21st century. The proverbial "information explosion" we're expe-

riencing now would suggest that we need to accelerate the timeframe for reconsider-

ing library and information policies in light of new, expanded, and competing serv-

ices and needs.
Please consider the continuation of this White House Conference process fo.

brary and Infbrmation Services based upon the positive results of the first two t
ferences, Thank you for your continuing support of library and information servk,

for expanding literacy, increasing productivity and strengthening our democracy.

Senator PELL. We have been joined by our co-chairman, Con-

gressman Pat Williams, who is chairman of the oversight commit-
tee on the House side.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAMS

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you, Mr. Reid and Mr. Benton, for your good

advice and counsel here this morning.
Twelve years ago, a similar joint hearing was held to receive the

recommendations of the first White House Conference on Libraries.
Those recommendations, as I think you all recall, became the foun-
dation of library policy during this past decade.

Last Congress, as you know, we reauthorized the major Federal
law having to do with our Nation's public libraries, the Library
Services and Construction Act, and in so doing the House and
Senate both agreed that we should make very few changes, antici-

pating this conference and the counsel and advice of the people
who could come before us both at this hearing and following your
conference with your own individual recommendations as well, of

course, as the recommendations of this entire body.
You have now had the chance over the past few days and most

particularly during the months of the State and regional confer-

ences to think through your historic efforts. The challenges that
face libraries today and that will no doubt face them tomorrow in
America are far different than those which were considered by the
first White House Conference on Libraries. The Congress of the
United States eagerly anticipates your recommendations. We
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intend to give them full consideration, to follow your lead, and we
are delighted to have you all here today.

I am particu!arly pleased that we could move this hearing off the
Hill, but the Hill schedule both on the floor and in committees is of
such a busy nature this week that you can see the awkwardness of
the vacant chairs before you; that is because most members will
not be able to be both down here and up there.

As you may have noticed, I was late in coming, and I am going to
be very early in leaving, because we are in the middle, as Senator
Pell mentioned to you, of replacing the departing m,.'ority whip,
Bill Gray, so we must be voting on that in literally jt,_ a few min-
utes. I'll return as I can and will, of course, read all of the testimo-
ny that is presented to us.

Mr. Chairman, I have no questions of either Mr. Reid or Mr.
Benton but again want to thank them for their counsel.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
just had one question, Mr. Reid, and that is what do you see as

the most pressing recommendation that can come out of this con-
ference?

Mr. REID. I think a very clear and definitive role of libraries in
education, Senator, and not just the structured educational pro-
grams, but both the structured and nonstructured, and the relative
responsibility of the Federal, State and local governments for the
support of that role.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
I thank Mr. Benton for being with us c- well. The contribution of

the Encyclopedia Britannica to the world's body of knowledge is
tremendous. I remember being so impressed with the way your
father would send a copy to chiefs of government around the world.
I would go on these Foreign Relations trips, and there would
always be an Encyclopedia Britannica on the deskalthough I
must say I like the old alphabetical system. [Applause.] I found the
"Micropedia" and the "Macropedia" turned me off a bit, and from
the reception that remark has in this room, you can see how well-
advised your successors the encyclopedia are.

I thank you both very much for being here.
Mr. BENTON. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. REID. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We'll ask our next panel to join usDr. Venezky,

Dr. Cerf, Dr. Healy, Dr. Billington and Dr. Sobol. We thank each of
you for joining us this morning.

Dr. Venezky, please proceed.
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STATEMENTS OF RICHARD VENEZKY, CO-D1RECTOR, RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL CENTER ON ADULT LITERACY,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, UNIVERSITY OF
DELAWARE, NEWARK, DE, AND CHAIRMAN, OTA ADVISORY
PANEL ON TECHNOLOGY; VINTON CERF, VICE PRESIDENT,
CORPORATION FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH INITIATIVES,
RESTON, VA; TIMOTHY HEALY, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK PUBLIC
LIBRARY, NEW YORK, NY; JAMES H. BILLINGTON, THE LIBRAR-
IAN OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTON, DC; AND THOMAS 50B014,
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, STATE OF . NEW YORK,
ALBANY, NY

Mr. VENEZKY. Good morning. I am Richard Venezky. I am
Unidel Professor of Educational Studies and a professor of comput-
er sciences at the University of Delaware. I am also co-director for
research and development of the new National Center on Adult
Literacy, and I chairfor reascris that are hard to explain some-
timesthe advisory panel for the Office of Technology Assessment
study of technology and adult literacy.

Obviously, all the normal caveats apply. None of these organiza-
tions should be held responsible for anything I say that doesn't find
favor in your eyes this morning.

My purpose here this morning is to reinforce a particular view of
literacy and to situate library literacy programs in the vast net-
work of literacy service providers. I am sure, as most of you 'nave
been overtold, literacy has a whole variety of definitions. It centers
somehow on print; it obviously involves reading and writing; you
just heard Mr. Benton extend it to communications, which is some-
thing that a large number of others would like to do.

My colleagues and I have committed to print a number of ideas
about how to define literacy and about the distribution of literacy
abilities among young adults, and I have made these publications
available to you this morning, in particularly one called "Toward
Defining Literacy" and another, "The Subtle Danger."

The main points about literacy that I would like to reinforce
here are that first, literacy is a continuum of skills; it is not an all-
or-nothing ability like measles orif you'll pardon me, some of you
here in the roompregnancy.

Second, illiteracy, the total lack of any literacy ability whatso-
ever, is extremely rare in America, America's problem is not illit-
eracy; it is the low level of literacy throubhout the population. Low
literacy is both chronic and common, and its consequences, I am
sure you have heard over and over and I need not repeat here.

Next, adequate literacy ability is not an absolute. What was ade-
quate for the Minutemen is not adequate today. And what we may
hear, say, is adequate functional literacy for citizenship, work, or
whatever in America probably will not be adequate 20 or 30 years
from now.

Low-literate adults, furthermore, tend to have many differences
from children who might score at the same level on any given liter-
acy examinat'un. They have responsibilities for work, for citizen-
ships for families, in many cases. They generally have had very
negative experiences in school and they are quite reluctant to be
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dragged into yet again another classroom situation to be tested, to
be evaluated, to be given grades.

Probably fewer th,an 10 percent of all adults who need literacy
assistance willingly ask for it. The research and development pro-
gram at the National Center on Adult Literacy, which in consonant
with the President's literacy goals for the year 2000, has a number
of very basic principles that it is working from, one of which, and
which I feel is the most important for what we are here for today,
is that this country needs multiple paths to literacy. We cannot
and we will not be able to depend upon any single program, not
matter how well-funded it might be.

Workplace and correctional institution programs are going to be
needed, general education degree programs, adult basic education,
family literacy, volunteer tutoring, and many other approaches are
going to be required to meet this particular country's goals.

Our population is too diversified; their needs vary too much;
their entry-level abilities are so different, and their beliefs and atti-
tudes about learning and whatever are also quite different.

America's public libraries have begun through Titles I and VI of
the LSCA to form a very important link within this literacy deliv-
ery network. They are the main point for the low-level literacy
needs to come into a program that is comfortable to them.

The average adult who would not admit to his family that he is
going to a literacy class would say he is going to the library. Many
who are unwilling or unable to profit from adult literacy programs
are willing to go into voluntary programs.

What must be done is to support both the organizational role of
libraries in literacy and the acquisition uf collections of high-inter-
est, low-vocabulary materials, and third, to support digita technol-
ogy for information access and computer-assisted instruction. These
are, I feel, essentials for continuing to allow libraries to fit into the
vast network of service delivery, and if this network is ever to
reach the goal of accommodating even 50 percent of those in need,
we will have to make a large, large expansion,

Thank you for your patience.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[ThP prepared statement of Mr. Venezky follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. VENEZKY

The comments that follow address the role that libraries can play in promoting
literacy in America. Since improved literacy is the primary goal of the recommenda-
tions made here, some attention will be given below to the definition of this entity
and to Its distribution within the adult U.S. population. The basis for my remarks
here is over 25 years of research on reading, writing, and other ,Trrponents of liter-
acy, plus nearly the same amount of time spent in development of literacy pro-
grams. More recently I have acquired the roles of co-director for research and devel-
opment of the National Center on Adult Literacy, which is jointly funded by the
Departments of Education, Labor, and Health and Human Services; and chairman
of the advisory panel for the Office of Technology Assessment's study of Technology
and Adult and P'amily Literacy. All of the usual caveats apply, however; that is,
these remarks represent my own views and not those of the various organizations
with which I am affiliated.

DEFINING LITERACY

By literacy is generally meant a set of skills that center on the processing of
print. Beyond this core definition, however, agreement wanes. Some prefer to hold

18
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the line with reading and writing; others extend the field of concern to at least basic
mathematics, while others of a more expansionist bent insist on includinc a variety
of additional skills such as oral communication and interpersonal rela' ans. Since
my colleagues and I have recently committed to print some of our i.. ?as on this
topic (Venezky, Wagner, & Ciliberti, 1990) and this publication has been made avail-
able to the Joint Committee, I will restrict my concerns with definition to those fea-
tures that are essential for justifying a role for libraries in the promotion of liter-
acy.

Literacy is, first and foremost, a culturally defined skill, deriving its definition
from the needs of a given society at a given point in time. What was considered
adequate literacy for the Minutemen would not be considered sufficient today, and 1
doubt that what we consider adequate today will suffice for the year 2091. Six hun-
dred years ago, a person who could read but not write might be considered literate.
One hundred years ago, a person who could read and write, but not figure much
beyond simple addition might have been counted among the literate. Today we
assume that for comprehending everyday texts and communicating basic ideas,
reading, writir.g, and basic mathematics are required. These are the core skills,that
most people r,ccept for defining the components of literacy and therefore are the
main skills '.hat functional literacy tests asses& (e.g., ETS Young Adult Literacy
Survey and the current National Adult Literacy Assessment). Literacy is, therefore,
not a sing'e skill but a group of skills, and people vary in the levels of mastery they
have obtained in Rach of these.

Second. literacy ability, as we know how to measure it, falls along a continuum
for any lorga population. There is, therefore, no natural point that can be set for
separating Eterates from illiterates. We can attempt to relate different ranges of
performance with the average requirements of different jobs, professions, and tasks,
and attempts to do this are now underway by both researchers and national com-
missions (e.g., SCANS). Furthermore, the Young Adult Literacy Assessment (Hirsch
& Jungeblut, 19861 showed that the number of young people who might be classed
as illiterate was relatively smallperhaps 4-5 percent of the population. On the
other hand, the general level of literacy among the lower 25 percent of the young
adult population and especially among minorities, was frighteningly low. America
does not have an illiteracy problem; instead it has a chronic literacy problem (Ven-
ezky, Kaestle, & Sum, 1987),

Whether America has 15, 25, 50, or 80 million persons whose literacy skills are
below what is desired for full participation in society is a vacuous argument. We do
know that millions lack a high school education, that millions more can not find
work because of their low literacy abilities and that the literacy requirements of the
jobs market are projected to increase over the coming decade (Johnston. 1987). In a
global economy, American skills are becoming less and less competitive (Lapointe,
Mead, & Phillips, 1989). With only an estimated 7 percent of those who need liter-
acy assistance actually receiving it, the educational task that we face is obvious,
even without agreement on an exact figure for those who lack functional literacy.

Finally, while the emphasis here is on literacy, we must understand that literacy
by itself does not create a productive citizen, worker, or family member. Literacy is
a foundation for acquiring the skills needed for success in these domains. We should
not, therefore, be satisfied by the simple acquisition of literacy on the part of an
individual or group. Literacy has to be a first step not a final Itep in an educative
process.

THE ADULT LEARNER

Adults who n(*.d assistance in literacy differ from elementary and secondary level
students in critical ways. First, adults with low literacy skills generally have had
bed experiences with formal education. They may have been labeled as learning dis-
ordered or held back one or more grades; therefore, they are not, in general, anx-
ious to return to a formal class setting and most are ashamed even to have others
know of their limited reading and writing abilities. Second, while elementary and
secondary 1 ol students are "professional" students, few adults have this luxury.
Most of toe latter have assumed family or job responsibilities. They cannot, there.
fore, be expected to st.end 4-7 hours per day in a class and then go home and do
several hours more of homework,

Low literacy adults often have attitudes and beliefs that am counter productive
for literacy advancement. Many of these adults have negative attitudes about
schooling. They often believe that what schools teach is good only for school related
tasks. The knowledge that is needed to get ahead in the world, they assume, comes
only from the street, Then. the reading strategies of adults differ from those of chi!.
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dren. An adult who reads at, for example, a fourth grade level, usually has quite
different reading skills from a fourth grader who reads at the fourth grade level.
The adult brings many years of living experience to the reading task and therefore
can apply general background knowledge that most grade schoolers lack. The adults
actual reading skills in such a comparisondecoding, vocabulary, etc. might
lower than those of the average fourth grader.

IMPROVING AMERICA'S LITERACY SKILLS

Given the nature of the adult learner and of literacy itself, several general princi-
ples for advancing literacy have been developed by the National Center on Adult
Literacy. These principles define both a research agenda and A model for service
delivery and thereby constitute a background for the recommendations made here.

1. Literacy embedded within life situations. For the child, schooling is generally
separated from everyday life. Without major responsibilities for earning a livirw,
caring for a family, and contributing to one's community and country, the child s
main occupation is education. What is learned in school, furthermore. cannot easily
be matched by the child to what is needed for adult life. In contrast, most adult
learners are confronted with adult responsibilities: family, work, and citizenship in
particular. A single parent on welfare with a small child to care for cannot devote
her full energies to literacy classes, nor can a factory worker struggling to maintain
a family and support aging parents. Literacy programs, to be of use to these people,
must be matched to their life needs and must be coordinated with other social serv-
ices. To attract and retain individuals in literacy programs, we must understand
better their life needs, their family functioning, and the various impacts that higher
literacy levels might have on their lives.

2. Multiple paths to literacy acquisition. Given the diverse population that literacy
programs must serve and the complicated lives that these people lead, a diversified
delivery system is required. Literacy programs need to be developed for a variety of
specia! needs and to be placed where ever individuals are who need them: work-
place, housing development, correctional Institution, community college, library, etc.
To make such a system work and to ensure that individuals who move from one
type of program to another receive services tailored for their needs, the special in-
terests and concerns of different types of adult learners must be understood and
techniques must be found to incorporate this knowledge in curriculum design and
service delivery. In addition, information systems are needed to facilitate continuity
of literacy development as individuals move in and out of programs over their life
spans.

3. Understanding adult learning processes. How children learn to ride a bicycle,
read, do mathematics, and understand science concepts are all active being studied
today. We have no lack of theories about the development of addition and subtrac-
tion ability in children or of early reading development. But the adult learner is
little understood and only a small amount of research is currently focused on this
area. Most of the theories about adult literacy acquisition are extensions, with mini-
mal data, from work done with children. On learning to write or do mathematics
beyond the ages of 13 or so we know even less. The long term improvement of liter-
acy instruction requires a focus on the adult learner, an understanding of the ways
in which new information and new processes are acquired and retained and how the
adult learns to monitor his or her own progress.

4 Information-based decision making. The knowledge base for adult literacy is
weak. Besides gaps in our understanding of adult learning, we lack effective tools
for assessing the adult learner and for evaluating adult learning programs. Many
data bases involving national samples of adult literacy abilities have not been fully
explored; modeling techniques commonly used to advantage in the social sciences
have rarely been applied; and techniques for evaluating program implementation
have been given limited attention. To inform individuals, programs, and state and
national policy, we must have better assessment instruments and techniques, better
program evaluation models, and more powerful modeling tools.

THE ROLE OF LIBRARIES

The evolution of the modern library is in part a transformation from a book ac-
quisition and loaning service to a full information provider (Boorstin, 1984; Cole,
19S7). A library educator, Robert D. Stueart, has summarized this shift succinctly.
"This change in the library's role from warehouse to supermarket, from a passive
role of preserver to an active one of purveyor, has brought greater emphasis on
service, identifying needs and communicating solutions, rather than just on the
process of lending books" (Cited in Cole, 1987, p. 2(9). As part of this new role for
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libraries, training for informar.'nn access has become an essential service. The 1979
White House Conference on Library and information Services, the 1984 report from
the Librarian of Congress to the Congress (Books in our Future) and the supplemen-
tary volume issued by the Library of Congress in 1987 (Cole, 1987), and the work on
literacy by the American Library Association and the Coalition for Literacy, all
have contributed to the current role which public libraries play in the adult literacy
training network.

Title VI of the Library Services and Construction Act Amendments of 1984, P.L.
98-480 has also been a successful supporter of library literacy programs and has
demonstrated how Federal koding can encourage an expansion in the role of librar-
ies. In fiscal year 1991, for example, $8,163,000 was distributed through a competi-
tive process by the Title VI office to library literacy programs. The characteristics of
the programs funded through this Act have been well documented through 1989 and
verify the essential role which library literacy programs have assumed Clroughout
the U.S.A. for entry level instruction in adult literacy ;Seeger, Roberts, & Lincoln,
1987; Humes & Cameron, 1990).

LIBRARIES AS LITERACY SERVICE PROVIDERS

My basic message to this Joint Congressional Committee is that if the President's
goals fo the year 2000 are to be met for literacy, a vast expansion in the literacy
service delivery network must occur.

Given the nature of the adult earner, no single delivery mechanism can reach a
insjor part of the potential audience. A multitude of different programs will contin-
ue to be required, reaching adults at the worksite, in schools, correctional institu-
tions, libraries, housing developments, and the like. Each of these must expand to
accommodate larger numbers of learners. Exactly how many distinct types of deliv-
ery programs exist is not totally clear. The best attempt so far to survey the entire
literacy delivery system is reported by the California Workforce Literacy Task Force
(California Workforce Literacy Task Force, 1990). In this report, 13 different deliv-
ery systems in the state of California are identified, ranging from adult schools that
enrolled 199,500 students, to Literacy Volunteers of America, who served an esti-
mated 1,750 adult learners. (The California public libraries served 24,249 adults in
literacy programs during this same period-1990-91).

Library literacy programs are especially important because they tend to serve the
lowest ability learnerthe adult who is unwilling or unable to enroll in higher level
literacy programs and often does not want family or friends to know that he or she
is receiving literacy assistance. St. Paul, Minn., in proposing to co-ordinate its liter-
acy services through a Literacy Center, nevertheless noted the need for satellite pro-
grams, especially for those who "may have anxieties and fears about returning to a
formal learning program" (Jennings, 1988, p. 37). A one-to-one tutorial program in
the Chester County Library, 1-1 :ton, Pennsylvania, reports that "Once they have met
their goals, adult students are referred to appropriate educational programs, voca-
tional schools and community cOleges" (Seeger, Roberts, & Lincoln, 1987, p. 197). In
FY 1989, the last year for which -,nalyses of projects funded under the LSCA Title
VI program are available, 75 percent of the grantees described a "close working re-
lationship" with other literacy providers in their communities (Humes & Cameron,
1990, p. 11).

Unfortunately, many library literacy programs today are srraping by on a patch-
work of multiple source funding and volunteerism. One such program is located in
Wilmington, Delaware, called Literacy Volunteers at the Wilmington [Delaware] Li-
brary. This program receives federal funds under the LSCA Title VI Act, Depart-
ment of Public Instruction funds from what in the future will be federal block
grants, Title funds through the Delaware Stare Division of Libraries, corporation
grants, and donations from individuals. The library provides in kind support (office
space, duplication, telephone, postage, etc.). Although this program has expanded
from serving approximately 120 adult learners in 1988 to about 250 today, too much
of its staff time is devoted to Proposal writing, given its multiple sources of funding.
This program is typical of thausands of other library literacy programs In America
that serve as entry points to education for adults with limited literacy abilities.

For libraries to fulfill their role as literacy service providers In the President's
Year 2000 plan, significant new funds need to be earmarked for library literacy pro-
grams and the various sources of funds that many libraries draw upon need to he
consolidated. Library literacy programs should be a joint interest of the Depart-
ments of Education, Labor, and Health and Human Services.
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LIBRARY COLLECTIONS

The second area in which libraries call help promote literacy is in the library col-
lections themselves, and in particular in the acquisition of h;711 interest, low vocabu-
lary reading mate-ials. Where only four years ago Congress was informed that few
publishers were willing to risk publication of materials for low literacy adults (East-
man, 1989, today there is an extensive list of such materials (Ryan, 1989). Some li-

braries have already begun to acquire small collections of these materials and many
library volunteer programs have purchased materials on their own. These materials
include not only books but at least one weekly newspaper.

For the smooth integration of adult learners into the modern information society,
major allocations are required for high interest, low vocabulary materials. Besides

assisting libraries in building such collections, encouragements need to be found for
publishers so that a wide range of low vocabulary materials will be published, In-
cluding science, sports, travel, biography, technology, and general fiction.

T ECHNOLOGY

Public libraries can be found in virtually every community in the United States,
react ing probably more than 90 percent of the country's total population. However,

the resources available in our public libraries vary dramatically and costs for allow-
ing every library to have staffs and local holdings equal to those of the best are far
beyond what this country could afford to expend. Fortunately, modern technologies
allow even the most remote rural library to have access to information resources far

more extensive than what could be housed locally. In addition, through computer-

assisted instruction and computer-managed instruction, the efforts of local teachers
and volunteers can be greatly expanded at a tolerable cost (Venezky & Osin, 1991).
With recent improvements in optical scanning and voice synthesis, computer-based
reading tutors can be designed to Incorporate reading materials tailored for individ-
ual students. With increased miniaturization, hand-held devices for teaching read-
ing are possible. All of these technologies are currently available and many libraries
are already using them to access remote catalogues and databases and to teach
reading and other adult level skills.

A funding program similar to the National Science Foundation's college and uai-
versity computer acquisition program of the 1960's is needed to prepare libraries for

a greatly expanded role in literacy instruction. Every library in America should
have access to national computer information networks and every library should
have advanced workstations for computer-assisted instruction and computer-man-
aged instruction.

LIBRARIES AND ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY READING

Libraries are also important for promoting literacy at the primary and secondary
school levels. Although I suspect that others will testify to these roles, I wish to add

just a few notes on this topic. The most obvious role that libraries play in promoting

literacy at these levels is in support of the school literacy programssummer read-
ing programs and the like. These are important activities and they deserve adequate

funding. There is a more subtle role, however, that libraries can play and this is in

providing a wide range of reading materials, particularly for young males. For a va-

riety of reasons, the elementary and secondary language arts programs are strongly

oriented toward narrative fiction reading materialsmaterials which females more

than males enjoy.
Studies of reading acquisition in the United States show that girls tend to do

better than boys in reading through at least the sixth grade. In addition, a signifi-

cantly higher percentage of boys than girls each year are classed as reading retard-

ed or dyslexic. However, this pattern of sex differences does not hold up across in-

dustrialized nations. In Germany, more girls than boys have trouble in reading; in

England no consistent differences are found between boys and girls (Gibson & Levin,

1975). Surveys of reader preferences done by the National Assessment of Education-

al Programs show wide differences in reading preferences across school age males

and females. One reason cited for the unusually large percentage of males who are

classed as backwards or slow readers relates to this lack of satisfactory reading ma-

terials in the school reading curriculum.
Although sex differences in reading acquisition probably result from a variety of

causes, libraries can help overcome this problem by maintaining collections of mate-

rials that will appeal to both males and femalessports, science, mystery, biogra-

phy, fix-it, and travel materials as well as fiction. Where to many young males the

')
41,
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classroom reading program is uninteresting and alien, the local public library is a
potential source of friendly and compatible materials.

Federal funding for acquisitions could be earmarked for materials that would
appeal to all types of young readers.

SUMMARY

Libraries are an integral part of the literacy service network, serving primarily as
a first step for those with low literacy skills and often also with low self esteem.
Libraries are non-threatening locales for adults who are unsure how others might
react to their limited literacy abilities. If the President's literacy goals for the year
2000 are to be met, then the entire service delivery network for literacy will need to
expand dramatically and libraries will need to take on an equal share of this expan-
sion. Library services for literacy, library holdings of high interest/low vocabulary
materials, and appropriate technologies will all need increased federal funding.

In return, library literacy programs should be evaluated not only in terms of indi-
vidual learning, but also in terms of the extent to which the graduates of these pro-
grams engage in continuing education. Although some individuals who participate
in library (and other) tutoring programs have limited goals: read the Bible or simple
stories to their children, the primary justification for increased spending on library
literacy programs is the role that libr3ries can play in preparing adultb for more
advanced programs through which better jobs, more effective parenting, and fuller
participation in civic affairs can result. In my opinion, America's public libraries
are ready and 'willing to assume this role in striving for the President's literacy
goals for the year 2000.

Senator PELL. Dr. Vinton Cerf, vice president, Corporation for
National Research Initiatives.

Mr. Cerf.
Mr. CERF. Good morning, Senator Pell, Congressman Williams. I

appreciate this opportunity to address you this morning.
My name is Vinton Cerf, and I am vice president of the Corpora-

tion for National Research Initiatives, a nonprofit research and de-
velopment activity in Reston, VA.

My observations this morning are personal, and they are rather
technocentric, so I'll take responsibility for them; no one else would
probably want to agree.

I'd like to make six points this morning. First of all, I would like
to observe that the confluence of computer and communications
technology, although it seems to be a cliche, is quite real. It is just
like the fellow who says, "I might be paranoid, but that doesn't
mean they're not after me." In fact indeed there is a confluence of
these technologles, and this confluence is very critical for our next
decade.

The second observation is that computers are very powerful indi-
vidual enablers. Anywhere from PCs to supercomputers, we under-
stand that some of the applications empower individuals. You
know some of these applications from your own personal experi-
ence no doubtspreadsheets, desktop publishing, word processing,
visualization and simulation, and supercomputer applications.
These are all examples of capabilities that we have been able to
make available by means of computer technology.

The third point is that computers are tools for creating knowl-
edge, particularly if the information is in a form that a computer
can manipulate. But there is an implication of this. If we create
knowledge with the computers, it does not good unless it can be
communicated somewhere else. So there is per force a need for
communication networking technology to link various conferences
together.
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There is also another iniplication, namely, that the recipient un-
doubtedly needs to have a computer in order to make sense of what
has been produced. So we now discover that these two technologies
have a destiny together.

The fourth point I want to make is about various trends and ob-
servations that we can see in the information world tcday. One of
them is that we are buried in information. There is more informa-
tion about information that is on-linebibliographic information,
databases and the like. You will find a sample of them across the
street.

There is also more information on-line, and that is a good thing
because if you know about its existence through the bibliographic
database, it increases your appetite to have the real thing. But
there is a lot of it, and there is more coming. It is distributed in
many different networks, on many different databases. It is hard to
find.

We need standard data representations. That is critical for infor-
mation sharing. Unless we have a common language between the
computers, it won't be possible for them to share the results of the
computations. And we clearly need to apply the techniques of li-
brary and information science in order to manage all this comput-
er-generated stuff.

There are some potential roles for the Federal Government in all
of this, and I'd like to suggest a few. First of all, you can leverage
the private sector. For example, you can fund applications develop-
ment and pilot studies, and in fact the Government is doing that in
the high-performance computer and communications program. You
can do a very powerful thing in the way of making public domain
software available. It has been a very powerful development tool in
the computer communications industry. The Government has spon-
sored the development of software which is available in the public
domain; the public sector has taken that up and turned it into
products and services. Some micro systems, for example, of Sysco
systems, rapidly growing companies out in Silicon Valley, have
taken advantage of the Government's stimulation in this way.

Another thing the Government do is to subsidize the use of some
of these technologies initially in order to establish that there is a
market. The Government has done that in the past in other areas.
Once the market has been established, it is possible for private in-
dustry to pick that up and do something with that.

The sixth point I want to make has to do with productivity
where win the gains come from? Well, computers have created the
information explosion, but the seeds of managing that information
explosion lie within the machines. I'll give you one simple example.
The connection machine is capable of going through 100,000 docu-
ments in one second. If we can apply that capability to other infor-
mation problems, that will help.

What we really need is to create what we call an information in-
frastructure, a sort of knowledge super-highway, that is capable of
linking all these various people and roachines together. In a sense,
it is an opportunity to make a great equalizer in this country.
Rural America, for example, can become a new knowledge resource
once such an infrastructure is in place because there is no geo-
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graphic preference anymore to where information is or how it is
obtained. Maybe it is time for a "Rural Information Act."

So I would conclude by observing that the United States is tech-
nically prepared to create such an information infrastructure, but
only the Government can move us down that path on a national
scale.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cerf followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. CERF

IMPACT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE ON PRODUCTIVITY IN THE UNITED
STATES

irmtouucTION

Senator Pell. Senator Kassebaum, Representative Williams and Representative
Boukema, distinguished subcommittee members, participants and guests. I am
grateful for the opportunity to address these brief remarks to you during the second
White House Conference on Library and Information Services. My comments reflect
personal opinion and are not necessarily representative of organizations with which
I am affiliaed. These views have been formed, however, in the context of several
groups with which I am involved.

As a vice president of the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI), a
not-for-profit research organization based in Reston, VA. have been able to observe
at close hand many of' the national technical initiatives which I believe will be key
factors in the creation of a national information infrastructure By this I mean the
collection of technologies, products and services upon which computer-based infor-
mation exchange systems can be constructed. One of the (7NRI projects relevant to
this testimony is a National Digital Library System through which we are erploring
frameworks for organizing our nation's information resources to form a rich and
powerful, national knowledge processing environment. I have been connected with
the Internet, an international system of some 5,000 computer networks. since its in-
ception as a Government-supported research program. I currently serve as the
Chairman of the Internet Activities Board (IAB) which is responsible for guiding the
technical evolution of this system. I recently completed a four year term as Chair-
man of the Special Interest G:..up on Computer Communications (SIGCOMM) of the
Association for Computer Machinery (ACM). My remarks are intended to reflect
technical opportunities for national scale efThrts, not to endorse any particular legis-
lation or course of action.

It is especially timely for this hearing to take place during the Second White
House Conference on Library and Information Services. This is an extraordinary
period in the history of computer and communications. The confluenc e. of thew
technologies in the marketplace. in our educational and research institutions and in
our homes has created a fertile ground which, like the annual flood along the Nile
in ancient Egypt, holds the productive future of our nation. Like the dark loam Of
the flood plain, computer and communications technology awaits th seeds of new
products and services which, in the proper climate. can beconw a tww economic re-
source and fuel an economic engine affecting more than half' of all the activities
contributing to our Gross National Product.

There can be little doubt that the rapid decline in cost and increase in perform-
ance of all classes of computers, but most specially, personal computers (kneetops,
desktops, laptops, notebook, palmtops ...) has contributed in a material way to indi-
vidual productivity in knowledge work. These seemingly ubiquitous machines have
empowered and enabled individuals to carry out complex computations (e.g. through
spreadsheets) which required whole departments of specially trained staff only a
decade ago. Desktop publishing tools have made it possible for one individual to
produce professionally printed material which once required the work of many indi-
viduals and perhaps even organizations to accomplish. Laboratory instruments are
becoming increasingly automated, supporting much more ambitious and complex ex-
periments. Supercomputer systems prmit the simulation and visualitat ion ()I proc-
esses so complex that heretofore they could be only dimly understood and appreciat
ed.
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Despite the frequently irascible, frustrating and narrow-minded eharacter of
today's software tools, computers have become an integral component of the work of
significant fraction of the national population. Systems are even beginning to
appear in the educational infrastructure as more than curiosities, but there is s II b.

long way to go to make computer-based educational applications a serioua part of
our national curriculum. It should not be a surprise to find that as more of the work
product of our population ernerps with computer assistance, it is increasingly im-
portant to communicate and to retain this work product in a form which is accessi-
ble to computers. Our necds do not stop with mere accessibility. Computer-produced
information needs to be org._=nized in a coherent way and machines that work with
it must be able to interact and exchange this information easily.

These predictable and naturally-occurring needs have stimulated significant in-
vestment by the U.S. Government and the private sector in computer communica-
tions technology development and service provision. Where there is more than one
computer. there needs to be a network to link them and the nctworks need to inter-
connect to provide paths between our computer-based tools so that their work prod-
uct can be transmitted, stored, retrieved, re-analyzed, shared, sorted, indexed and
cataloged for our own benefit and the benefit of colleagues, some of whom may only
arrive in the distant future and interact with information provided, in their percep-
tion, by colleagues in the distant past.

IMPOICIANT TRENDS IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

A number of trends may be discerned as computer and communication technol-
ogies are fashioned into applications. The first is a strong move towards making in-
formation about information more accessible on-line. By this, I mean to suggest
catalogs, indices, bibliographic databases, lexicons and self-describing databases and
systems. By on-line I mean accessible by computer. This need not imply that the
information is accessed by a network. A high-density optical disk (Compact Disk-
head-Only Memory or CD-ROM) is a good example of a computer-accessible, on-line
source of' information. The important point is that information consumers (research-
ers, businessmen, librarians, and John Q. Public) have an option to turn computer
cycles loose searching for information of interest to them because much of it is cata-
loged and indexed in a machine-accessible form.

The second trend is an intensely increasing interest in the provision of primary
information in machine-usable form. Merely discovering (he information in a biblio-
graphic database does riot satisfy the need: the roferenced material itself is the next
natural step in the progression of machine-accessible information. This is important
on two grounds:

(1) It makes possible computer searches through the source material in lieu of
manual Ones.
(21 The resulting information can be used with the individual empowering tools
we are growing accustomed to using in our day-to-day work.

Since it is very unusual for all the information needed for one's work to be found
in one single. gigantic database or even in the databases of a single supplier, the
third trend is apparent: provision of bibliographic or full-content information by
nwans of a network. This trend merely emphasizes what we already know to be
true: our information needs are satisfied by many, geographically-dispersed sources
and to reach them, via our computers, we need fast, ubiquitous data networks.

A fourth trend, which is far from bearing fruit, is the widespread recognition that
standards for the computer-based representation of common types of information
are critical to our successful tapping of the potential of computers and communica-
tions technology for our information needs. There are still far too many different
ways of organizing and representing information to have a reliable base for an in-
formation infrastructure.

A fifth trend is the slowly spreading recognition that the tools we need to orga-
nize our information resources need to work seamlessly across personal information
(e.g. electronic mail atchive, personal digital library), corporate information and na-
tional information (such as the National Library of Medicine MEDLARS databases,
the census databases, Library of Congress resources, private sector commercial data-
bases). The implications are profound. Our tools must work successfully with an
countless collection of databases each independently managed and geographically
dispersed. A number of' experiments and pilots are underway in the research com-
munity and in the private sector seeking to bring together these diverse threads and
to weave from them a seamless information tapestry accessible to all.
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A Rm.': FOR GOVERNMENT

In virtually every national infrastructure (e.g., National Highway System, power
genecation and distribution system. telephone system, air transport system the
government (local. state and federal) has played some critical role. In the infortro-
tion technologies. onc of the most powerful contr'butions made by the federal gov-
ernment has been the long-term, stable funding of computer networking initiatives
and support for the development of public-domain software for use in networked en-
vironments. When DARFA funded the development of a paged, virtual-memory ver-
sion of the UNIX operating system (AT&T) by the University of California, Berkeley
and made this software available to any interested parties, the confluence of this
software, local area networking and workstation computer systems ignited a
networking explosion. Together with investments made by the National Science
Foundation in its NSFNET and related regional networks, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and Department oi Energy in their networks, along with
key private sector product and service offerings, these investments have resulted in
a global Internet system operated on a collaborative basis by government, the pri-
vate sector and academia in :3;1 countries comprising over 5.00(1 networks, over
350,000 computer qstems and over 3 million users.

Assuming that the Government continues to invest in basic information technolo-
gy research and development, it can make two additional crucial investments:

II) Support for the development of new computer-based applications stressing
information interoperability and coherence in many areas of interest in re-
search and education, the results of which are made widely available to users.
product and service developers and which can also be delivered over a national
network.
)2) Subsidies, where needz-d, to consumers of computer-based applications (e.g.
researchers, educators and the nation's libraries).

Th, former investments can have private sector multiplying effects of staggering
proportions. Where there is a business opportunity, the private sector will invest,
but often the government can provide the nucleus around which private investment
may coalesce. Network subsidies can take many forms from direct subsidy of the
purchase of networking services to the direct provision of network services to par-
ticular constituencies. In my opinion, the strongest benefits will be obtained by dem-
onstrating to the private sector that a market exists for new computer and network-
based products and services, then supporting acquisition of the private sector offer-
ings. This works especially well if the products and services in question are of inter-
est to the general public (residential citizens as well as businesses), since the public

vastly out:Terds the federal expenditures in research and et. ,:ation and provides
an economy of stale not otherwise obtainable. These are critical considerations if
information technologies are to become readily :Iccessible to the general public.
Nothing could he more damaging to our national interest than to create enclaves of
empowered individuals while the general populace downs in a sea of unprocessible
information.

The Federal Government has already made a major commitment in the form of
the High Performance Computing and Communication program endorsed by the Ad-
ministration and the Congress. For this effort to bear fruit, serious attention to new
applications is essential. Pilot efforts, experinwntal testbeds, construction of a varie-

ty of digital libraries and other on-line information resources are all potentially
helpful in fulfilling the objectives of the National Research and Education Network.

With regard to policy. the Government can harness the interests of the private
sector by establishing conditions under which privately developed information prod-
ucts and services can he accessed through the National -search and Education Net-
work. Support for the interconnection of the nation's library resources through the
NREN is another important example of an enabling step that the Government
could take.

Opportunities do nut leave off with Federal initiatives. The states are the princi-
pal funders of the notional educational infrastructure and have a major role to play
in the introduction of information technologies into our educational cutriculum.
Working with local governments, a combined state and Federal campaign to inject
these new technologies into education, into our libraries and the mechanisms of gov-
ernment could have a major impact on the rate at which our national information
infrastructure can evolve.

To assure that the development of such an infrastructore proceeds as effectively
in rural America as it can in our urbao business and population centers, it may be

timely for the Federal Government to consider sponsoring a Rural Information Act
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comparable in its vision and impact to the Rural neetrification Act nearly sixty
years ago. The REA brought electrical power alai communication to our rural coin.
munities. A Rural Information Act could erase geographical differences in informa-
tion readiness across the continent anci create a new national knowledge working
resource for the country. Clearly, such an effort could only succeed if it were to
move in parallel with new education initiatives which are aimed at erasing geo-
graphical distinctions in educational levels across the country. The President's
America 2001) program. with its strong grass-roots components would appear to com-
plement a national effort to make our entire population information-ready. It seems
equally plain that our nation's sch9ols and libraries can serve as focal points in the
introduction of new infbrmation technology to the general population, We need to
link all of our schools, libraries, governnwnt organizations and businesses in a seam-
less information web, harnessing at once the power of our computer resources and
the ubiquity of oor telecommunications system.

PsoDUCPWITY

Where will produ,:tivity gains come from? From the perspective of the research
community, we are being buried in information. much of it produced in great quan-
tity and detail through application of increasingly powerful computer-based tools.
The only tools that have any chance of coping with this massive influx of undigested
knowledge are the same kinds of tools that help us produce the information in the
first place: computers (and networks to link them). The same tools that help us
produce and find relevant information can also help us apply it.

The United States has proven that it is very good at creating computer-based
tools. We now use these tools to create massive amounts of information and we need
to apply the methods of library and information science to organize and utilize it.
Special-purpose computers and programniing methods (e.g. highly parallel comput-
ers and object-oriented programming systems) promise significant productivity gains
in the creation of new, information processing tools. We must learn how to apply
them in the networked environments of the new century.

Unlike people, who can do only a few things at a time and cannot work twenty-
four hours a day (for long, anyway), computers can be programmed to do thousands
of simultaneous tasks and can work without pause. For many classes of' knowledge
work, especially sifting through great masses of text or numbers, we can trade our
scarce human brain power ("wetware") for vast quantities of' computer power. None
of this is trivial to accomplish. The information to be examined by computer has to
be in an accessible form. It must be relatively easy for a person to specify what it is
that the computer is to do with the information. Standards are needed for the repre-
sentation of information generated and exchanged between computers. In short, we
must create a national, computer-based information infrastructure if we are to
unlock " productivity gains ri.ipped inside great masses of information stored in
millions of' distributed databases large and small.

At the ('.oporation for National Research Initiatives ((NRI), we have been experi-
menting vith a new kind of computer program we call a Knowledge Robot (or
Knowbot, ( NM). These are programs which can move ft in mtchine to machine in
a network, for knowledge in an information landscape littered vati data in myriad
forms. The task of these Knowbot programs would be made vastly easier if the in-
formation could be represented in a few standards ways. It is too early to tell wheth-
er it is feasible to define such standards, but the only way to find out is to build
some real examples. Many other workers in this general domain are carrying out
similar experiments using various kinds of information and focused on various spe-
cific applications (astronomy, climate ,lynamics, DNA sequences, molecular models.
neural circuitry databases, economic data, computer chip design databases, and so
on). It is hoped that these experiments will yield insights front which some general-
izations can be made so that common information structures can be defined.

COWL! IS1ON

If it proves possible to create an informatioo infrastructure, an economic and
social engine of considerable magnitude will result. Computer-based applications
will naturally exchange information without the need for myriad bilateral technical
agreements; a very low barrier to the creation of' new products and services will
have beim established since the infrastructure will deal with the ubiquitous and al-
fordable delivery of infitrination, registration of printouts and services in on-line, ma-
chine-accessible directories; and the nation's information resources will he linked
with our business and educational enterprises in a way which erases many geo-
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graphical disparities in opportunities and opens up new human potential in all
parts of our society.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Our next witness is Dr. Timothy Healy, president
of New York Public Library, late president of Georgetown Univer-
sity.

Tim, I don't know if you are too busy or I am, but you haven't
dropped by in a while; I haven't seen you. How come?

Reverend HEALY. If you haven't heard of the budget crisis in
New York City, Mr. Williams, you must be the only American who
hasn't. [Laughter.]

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, our budget crisis here is so loud, we're deaf
to all others, I think, Tim. It is nice to see you now, Father. Please
proceed.

Reverend HEALY. It is nice to be back, Senator, Mr. Williams.
Before Mr. Williams has to go vote, can I answer that question

you asked the last speaker on the first panelwhat I would like to
see come out of this. By some sort of Federal magic, what I'd like
to see come out of it is the kind of structure that will get librar-
ians' salaries at least up to where teachers' are. [Applause.] They
have the same qualifications, and they work just as long hours.
have no summer vacations, and are substantially below what
teachers are paid.

I'd like to say thanks for the privilege of testifying this morning.
I want to talk about one part of the library world And only one
part, and that is the Nation's great research libraries, which are so
important to preserving democratic institutions in the United
States and in the increasingly important labor of exporting the
dreams and hopes and ideas of democracy to the rest of the world.

American political life is really a 200-year dialogue, a conversa-
tion between the two strands that made us. On the one hand is the
logical voice of James Madisonand by the way, as a New Yorker,
let me add Alexander Hamilton. The pair of them turned the an-
cient Christian and Jewish notion of original sin into what the Fed-
eral Government calls "the balance of power." [Laughter.)

On the other hand is the more revolutionary voice of Thomas
Jefferson, who reminds us that the tree of liberty must at times be
watered with the blood of patriots. The debate between them, at
times strident and sometimes violent, has guided the Nation ever
since its beginning.

It is principally in the Nation's great libraries that that dialogue
of 205 years is kept alive, made available to each succeeding gen-
eration, and by that simple fact, these institutions root each gen-
eration in the democratic consensus that makes us one.

The beginning of the cure for religious bigotry, ethnic intoler-
ance and i.acism that so often divide our people is always and only
knowledge, and this we routinely offer. The recent anti-Catholic re-
marks by the Governc;:. of Virginia are a good example of how igno-
rance can be hurtful.

Another level of our work, deeper but no less successful, issues in
scholarly public statements like the magnificent television series
on the Civil Waran achievement literally unimaginable without
the support of dozens of great libraries throughout the Nation, two
of which are talking to you this morning.
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When Thomas Jefferson left the Presidency he wrote to John
Adams that he was relieved to be rid of the administrative duties,
but that he was most happy to shed from his shoulders the respon-
sibility for "the only Republican form of government on the face of
the earth."

Look what has happened in less than two centuries. The ideas
and dreams of democracy cover the face of that earth. Sometimes,
as in the liberation of a great continent to the south of us, the
rhythms of that spreads were swift and agitated. At other times,
for long years, they seemed to drag. At the end of our century, de-
mocracy is spreading literally like wildfire, liberating a great slave
empire which 25 years ago looked as impregnable by freedom as
China does today. If ever there was a time when our historic export
of democratic ideas was needed, it is now.

Our prob!em is that we are systematically weakening the schol-
arly base of that world-shaking export. Sharp inflation in the price
of books and periodicals, joined to a pattern of restricted budgets in

the Nation's great universities, and accompanied by a decline in

the value of the dollar itself, have made it increasingly difficult for
the Nation's research librar"s to purchase, catalog and make
available materials of foreiga origin and language on which our
scholarship increasingly depends.

The research library is the engine room of advanced study, as it
is indeed the throbbing heart of a university. What has happened
is simple enough. Twenty-five years ago, 80 percent of what schol-
ars needed for research was published in the United States. Now
that figure is bately GO percent and steadily going down. Increas-
ingly, American research needs foreign materials, many of them
published in languages othet than English.

While American universities and scholarly centers need more
and more foreign books and materials, our capacity to acquire
them is dwindling. With it will go the leadership role of American
scholarship. Once we have lost itand that is only about 20 years
awaygetting it back will be expensive and perhaps impossible.

The solution is not single, but there are some obvious steps, and
some of the machinery to take them is already in place. Some eight
to ten research libraries in the United States buy over 100,000 for-
eign serials a year. If Government support were available to each
of them in small amounts, it would be easy to work with the De-
partment of Education to avoid unneeded d.uplication in these for-
eign purchases.

In addition, working with the department, all of them could
guarantee to catalog and make such Federally-funded items avail-
&Ile to users all over the Nation, particularly to all other universi-
ty and research libraries.

American has been, at least since the Second World War, the
scholarly capitol of the world. Very few of our exports have not
been hurt by our trade gap, but this is one that hasn't, our stream
of superbly trained young professionals and specialists. Our train-
ing also involves them personally, in a close experience of demo-

cratic Government, democratic institutions and a democratic
people. That adds to the value of what we ship out.

It would be high folly now were we to put that eminence at risk,
and factors beyond the control of any university or research library

3 0
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are already putting it very much at risk. For its own sake and for
the sake of the rest of the world, America needs to retain its out-
standing chain of great research library centers. A very small in-
vestment now could guarantee that eminence for the foreseeable
future.

Thank you very much for listening.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Reverend Healy follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REVEREND HEALY

INTRODUCTION

Timothy S. Healy, the President of The New York Public Library, was born in
New York City in 192:i. After graduating from Regis High School in 1940, he earned
degrees from Woodstock College; the Faculties Saint Albert in Louvain, Belgium;
Fordham University; and Oxfbrd University where he received his doctorate in Eng-

lish literature.
Dr. Healy began his career in education by teaching English and Latin at Ford-

ham Preparatory School, becoming an English professor at Fordham University in
1955. In addition to his teaching responsibilities, he served as Fordham's Director of
Alumni Relations from 1955 to 1962 and as Executive Vice President until 1969.
From 1969 to 1976 he was Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Professor of
English at The City University of New York. In 1974, while on temporary leave
from CLJNY, he served as Special Assistant to the Chancellor of the State Universi-
ty of New York for the planning of a State Prison College. He became President of
Georgetown University in 1976.

During Dr. Healy's 13-year tenure at Georgetown. the University's endowment
rose from $38 million to $225 million, the budget increased from $112 million to in
excess of $500 million, and the number of student applications doubled. Alf the
while, he taught English to students, lectured across the country about higher edu-
cation, and wrote articles on a vast range of topical subjects. A first-rate scholar and
administrator, Dr. Healy throughout his life has championed the causes of academic
freedom and individual civil rights.

His myriad publications include two books, Ji an Donne: Selected Prose (edited
with Dame Helen Gardner); and John Donne: Ignatius His Conclave, both published
by the Clarendon Press. Oxford. His articles have appeared in such media as The
New York Times. The Chronicle of Higher Education, The London Times, The Los
Angeles Times, The Washington Post, Rheinischer Merkur, America, Daedalus, New
Republic, Newsweek, and The Saturday Review.

Dr. Healy serves as a member of the NCAA President's Commission, and the
American Academy of Poets Board of Directors. to naine a few. He is a trustee of
Fordham University, The Literacy Assistance Center, Regis High School. and Cov-
enant House. He has served as a Director and Chairman of the American Council
on Education and the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
and has been Chairnmn of the National Advisory Committee on Accreditation 'Ind
Institutional Eligibility. Previous nwmberships include the Folger Library Commit-
tee, the President's Commission )n Foreign Language and International Studies, the
Middle States Commission on Higher Education, and the Secretary of State's Advi-
sory Committee on South Africa.

A Fellow of St. Cross College. Oxford, Dr. Healy also has held fellowships from
the Danforth Foundation, the American Philosophical Society. and the American
Council of Learned Societies.

TOE NI,,w Volts PUBLIC LIBRARY
Neu. York. NY July I I. 1991

Tnis morning I want to limit my remarks to one kind of' library, and to an iinixa-
mitt contribution that kind of library makes to democracy, not only in the ITnited
States but throughout the world. My own base is the New York Public I,ibrary, the
great center at 42nd street, the Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center,
and the Schomhurg Center for Black Culture in Harlem. The three are a world class
research library, hut with a special democratic grace: like the Library of Congress
and unlike Anwrica's great university libraries, the charter of the New York Public
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Library says that its treasures are "for the free use of all the people," and this they
hay:: been for almost 100 years.

In everything I say this morning I want to talk about the place of research librar-
ies not only in the long internal struggle to preserve democratic institutions in the
United States, but in the increasingly important labor to export the dreams, ideas,
and hopes of' democracy to the rest of the world.

American political life is a 200 year-old conversation between the two great
strands that shaped this nation at the end of the 18th Century. On one hand is the
logical voice of James Madison that turned the ancient Jewish and Christian nation
of original sin into our Federal government's balance of power. On the other hand is
the revolutionary vaice of Thomas Jefferson, reminding all of us that the Tree of
Liberty must at times be watered with the blood of patriots. The debate between
them, at times strident and even violent, has guided the Nation ever since its begin-

nings.
The nation's great libraries keep alive 205 years of that dialogue, make it avail-

able to each succeeding generation, and by that simple fact root each generation in
the democratic consensus that makes us one. The beginning of the cure for the reli-
gious bigotry ethnic intolerance and racism at so often divide our people is always
and only knowledge, and this we routinely offer. Another level of our work, deeper
but no less successful, issues in scholarly public statemetas like the magnificent tel-
evision series on the Civil War; an achievement unimaginable without the support
of dozens of great libraries throughout the nation.

When Thomas Jefferson left the Presidency in 1809, he wrote to John Adams that
he was relieved to be rid of his administrative duties, but above all that he was
happy to shed thn responsibility for "the only Republican form of government on
the face of the earth." In the less than two centuries since that remark, look what
has happened. The ideas and dreams of democracy have covered the face of the
earth. Sometinws. as in the liberation of the great continent to the south of us, the
rhythms of that spread were swift and agitated. At other times they dragged and
seemed almost not to work. At the end of our century, democracy is spreading liter-
ally like wildfire, liberating a great slave empire which 25 years ago looked as im-
pregnable by fredom as China rmains today. If ever there was a time when our
historic export of democratic ideas was needed, it is now.

Our problem is that we are now systematically weakening the scholarly base of
that world-shaking export. Sharp inflation in the price of books and periodicals,
joined to a pattern of restricted budgets in the Nation's great universities, and ac-
companied by a decline in the value of the dollar itself', have made it increasingly
difficult for the Nation's research libraries to purchase, catalog and make available
materials of foreign origin and hinguage on which our scholarship increasingly de-
pends.

The research library is tlw engine room of advanced study, as it is indeed the
throbbing heart of any university. What has happened k simple enough. Twenty-
five years ago 80 percent of what scholars needed for research was published in the
United States, Now that figure is barely till percent and it is steadily going down.
Increasingly Anwrican research needs foreign materials, many of theta publkhed in
languages otlwr than Englkh.

While American universi.ies and scholarly centers need more ard more foreign
hooks and serials, our capacity to acquire them k dwindling fast. With it will go the
leadership role of Artwrican scholarship. Once we have lost it, and that's only
iwenty years away, getting it back will be expensive and, perhaps, impossible.

The solution is obvious, and indeed sonw of' the machinery for it is already in
place. Sonw iight to ten research libraries in tlw United States buy over 100,000
fbreign serials a year. If government support were available to each of them in
small amounts, seldom nmre than a million for any individual library, it would lw
easy for them to work with the Departnwnt of Education to avoid unneeded duplica-
tions in their foreign purchases. In addition, working with the Department, all of
tlwm could guarantee to catalog and make such Federally funded items available to
users all over the nation. above all to all other university and research libraries.

America has been, at least since the second World War, the scholarly capital of
the wold. Few of' our exports over the last fOrtv years have beam unhindered by our
trade gaps. but one is our streatn of superbly trained young professionals and spe-
ciansts, Our training also involves them in a close experience of' denmcratic govern-
moat and democratic institutions. which adds to the value of our iacport, It would he
high hilly now were we to put that eminence at risk and factors Iwyond tlw control
of ;my university er any research library arc already putting it very much at risk.
For its Own sake and !Or the sake of the ti,st of the world, America needs to riaain
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its outstanding chain of great research libraries. A very small investment now could
guarantee that eminence for the foreseeable future.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Our next witness is Dr. James Billington, who
needs no introduction particularly to this group of people or to any
Members of the House or Senate.

Dr. Billington, we are delighted you are with us. Please proceed.
Mr. BILLINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Williams and Senator Pell.
It is a great privilege to be here today, and I would just begin by

seconding the wise words and linkage between knowledge of the
outside world and effective functioning of democracy in the millen-
nium we are entering that Tim Healy has just so eloquently put
forward. This country was made rich by immigration. It will sur-
vive by the immigration of ideas. And without it, if that is cut off,
we will be deeply impoverished spiritually, and we will lose our
competitive edge economically.

Mr. Chairman, the United States has long promoted the interna-
tional exchange of information and has empowered its national li-
brary, the Library of Congress, to engage actively in international
exchange and the promotion of overseas cultural exchange, going
back to 1840, when the joint congressional committee said, "It is
very desirable that we should have within the reach of Congress as
minute a knowledge as authentic records can furnish in regard to
foreign governments," and when the committee decided that the
Library of Congress should become the U.S. Government's agent
for the international exchange of official Government information.

Subsequent laws and treaties have enhanced this valuable ex-
change, and today the Library of Congress receives over 500,000
items annually from 15,000 exchange partners which has to be one
of the richest international exchanges in the world.

These publications are invaluable to the Congress, the Govern-
ment, and scholars. Just to take three examples, during the Per-
sian Gulf War, having the world's largest comprehensive Middle
East library meant that briefings on details of the Code of Kuwait
and all kinds of other things were available to congressional com-
mittees and the Department of Defense. When Khomeini came to
power, because we collect ephemera of groups out of power as well
as governments in power, the Library of Congress had the largest
available collection of what he had to say; and when the Soviet
Union invaded Afghanistan, because we have the largest map col-
lection in the world, we had the most up-to-date available maps of
downtown Kabul.

Moreover, because of its world-wide acquisitions and cataloging
program, the Library of Congress had helped facilitate the acquisi-
tion of foreign materials for libraries across the country. We ac-
quire and catalog through our overseas offices publications from 60
countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America for the library and for
71 university and research libraries which participate in the pro-
gram, and we also publish accession lists of hard-to-acquire materi-
als for those countries in which we have offices, and we distribute
them to over 1,000 libraries.

Nearly three-quarters of the Library of Congress collections are
in foreign languages, and it is estimated that 60 percent of acquisi-
tion budgets for major American research institutions are spent ac-
quiring foreign materials. As has ):?en pointed out, these have
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become much more expensive, and more effort needs to be made to
obtain hard-to-get materials so that scholars can have rapid, in-
depth information on a variety of subjects, notably scientific and
technical literature.

If the U.S. is to remain a dynamic, competitive Nation, we need
to place far more emphasis on research-based area studies within
our schools and universities. The right library resources are essen-
tial for area studies, and we must insist on foreign language re-
quirements in our secondary schools and in our colleges and uni-
versities.

New technologies require that the U.S. Government be a leader
in international standard-setting, also. Supercomputers and inter-
national networks require standards if we are to exchange informa-
tion rapidly and efficiently. The Library of Congress has had a
major role in standard-setting and development of the internation-
al standard known as UNIMARC is similar to the Library of Con-
gress' cataloging standard, which is the U.S. standard. So I hope we
can continue to work with the international standards community
to strengthen and promote the exchange of information.

Information-rich countries led by the United States must also
work with less-developed countries to build the information net-
works of the future that will be vital to their survival and to their
open democratic development. Congress itself has taken a leader-
ship role in providing information resources to developing parlia-
mentary institutions in Eastern Europe through the "Gift of De-
mocracy" and a congressional task force appointed by the Speaker.
Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia are now receiving such assist-
ance, with the library and the Congressional Research Service
taking the lead.

A core bibliography for parliamentary libraries, which are devel-
oping in a hearteningly rapid way, has been developed by the Li-
brary of Congress, and over 800 titles for the library's exchange
and gift division have been sent to these three countries and also to
Bulgaria. The first shipment to Czechoslovakia of supplementary
reference books, just 78 of them, represented more Western titles
than the Czechs had acquired in the previous 20 years.

This is one example that highlights of the importance of knowl-
edge to the growth of democratic institutions, and the need for for-
eign area specialists with fluent language competence along with
this is a need for U.S. commitment to cultural and professional ex-
changes.

A recent new direction in our intern program, which traditional-
ly includes outstanding U.S. library school graduates, has been the
introduction of interns from foreign libraries. We have had them
from Iceland, Japan, Swaziland, and are looking forward to China,
Nigeria, Yugoslavia and others.

Also, in terms of the importance to free society of intellectual
property and protecting it and encouraging its creativity, the li-
brary's copyright office set up under the Congress' leadership in
1989 an international copyright institute, which will bring major
convening of leading officials from Africa, LAin America and
China shortly.
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Much of more this education program directed at the importance
of international compliance with copyright conventions should be
integral to worldwide communications policy development.

Because of the needs also of those individuals who cannot read
ordinary print, either in book, periodical or computer form, be-
cause of blindness or physical disability, the United States has de-
veloped one of the world's most sophisticated and generous reading
programs for the blind and physically handicapped. The Library of
Congress provides books in Braille, talking books and machines
upon which to play them, and the States provide direct services to
their residents through local libraries.

The Library of Congress' National Library Service for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped has been actively sharing its resources
worldwide. It is the founder of a section of Libraries for the Blind
in the International Federation of Library Associations and Institu-
tions, and it coordinates international efforts in the area of elec-
tronic equipment for reading talking books, interlibrary loans and
assistance for the blind and physically handicapped in other parts
of the world.

Again, more cooperation is needed if we are to meet the informa-
tion needs of this special population.

M my of these and other recommendations, Mr. Chairman, seem
ambitious, will cost additional Federal funds and other kinds of
funding, but I think it would be shortsighted to ignore the looming
implications for the economy and for the health of our open, demo-
cratic society in the age of information of this area.

These are exciting times for persons engaged in disseminating
knowledge and information, but they are also very challenging
times. We all speak about libraries without walls and sharing our
resources more widely. We have offered our services on-line biblio-
graphically to the State libraries, and we will soon be engaging in
full-text transmission through our American Memory Program.
There is a wide network and community of people dedicated to
doing this, yet doing so will require not only additional resources
but a worldwide acknowledgment of our dependence on this infor-
mation and knowledge and the link between ever evolving and de-
veloping knowledge and the health and sanity of a democratic com-
munity and a pluralistic world.

Just as the jet airplane has revolutionized how we do business,
computers and telecommunications networks, as we have heard
from previous speakers, have revolutionized how we are using in-
formation and know ledge.

The White House Conference on Libraries and Information Serv-
ices is an opportune time to put these problems in focus and to
move quickly to resolve and to work together on the major issues
that face us. My colleagues and I certainly at the Library of Con-
gress, at your library, Mr. Chairman, will be happy to provide what
technical expertise we have on other forms of networking as we
move toward a world in which we all share information and knowl-
edge resources.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Dr. Billington.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Billington followsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BILLINGTON

1 appreciate the opportunity to speak today about international library and infor-
mation services.

The United States has long promoted the international exchang of information
and in many ways has enhanced the ability of its national librarythe Library of'
Congressto engage actively in international exchange and the promotion of cultur-
al exchanges abroad.

As early as 1840, the Joint Congressional Committee on the Library in reporting
favorably on LC's becoming the U.S. government agent for the international ex-
change of official government information stated: "It is very desirable that we
should have ... within the reach of Congress as minute a knowledge as authentic
records can furnish in regard to foreign governments." Subsequent laws and treaties
have enhanced this valuable exchange of information. Today the Library of Con-
gress receives over 500,000 items annually from 15,000 exchange partners. These
publications are invaluable to the Congress, the U.S. government, and scholars.
Three pertinent examples are:

During the Persian Gulf War, Library Near East Legal Specialists, using our
Near East legal collections for Saudia Arabia and Kuwait, briefed Congressional
Committees, translated into English portions of the Code of Kuwait and consult-
ed frequently with Department of Defense officials; when the U.S.S.R. invaded
Afghanistan, the Library had the most up-to-date map of downtown Kabul
friailable in the U.S.; and when U.S. troops were engaged in Burma during
World War 11, information in the collections on rainfall in Burma was vital to
the War Department.

Moreover, because of its world-wide acquisitions and cataloging programs, the Li-
brary of Congress has helped facilitate the acquisition of foreign materials for li-
braries across this country. We acquire and catalog through our overseas offices
publications from fill countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America for the Library
and for 71 university and research libraries which participate in this program. We
alsO publish accffsion list of hard-to-acquire materials for those countries in which
we have offices and distribute them to over 1,000 libraries. Nearly three quarters of
the Library ( f Congress collections are in foreign languages, and it is estimated that
60 percent of acquisitions budgets for major American research institutions are
spent acquiring foreign materials. These efforts are helpfOl, but more efforts need to
be made to obtain hard-to-get materials so that scholars can have rapid in-depth in-
formation on a variety of subject.% including recent scientific and technical litera-
ture.

If the U.S. is to remain a dynamic, competitive nation, we need also to place far
more emphasis on area studies within our schools and universities. The right library
resources are essential for area studies. Moreover, we must insist on foreign-lan-
guage requirements in our secondary schools and in our colleges and universities.
World-wide communications networks will not be fully utilized until we improve the
language capabilities of America's leaders of tomorrow. Other nations are doing
this; there is no reason why we cannot.

New technologies require that the U,S. Government be a kader in international
standards setting. Supercomputers and international networks require standards if
we are to exchange information rapidly. The international exchange of bibliographic
information benefited from the adoption of an international standard known as UN-
IMARC and the adoption of additional standards for facilitating further internation-
al infOrmation flow must be realized soon. United States coordination of internation-
al standards and international communications policy needs to be strengthened to
promote the exchange of information.

And information-rich countries led by the United States must work together to
help the less developed countries build infiwmation networks vital to their survival.

Congress itself has taken a kadership role in providing information resources to
developing parliamentary institutions in Eastern Europe through the Gift of Ikmoc-
racy and a Congressional Task Force appointed by the Speaker. Hungary. Poland,
and emchoslovakia are now receiving such assistance. The Task Force asked the Li-
brary and the Congressional Research Service to take the lead. The thiw areas of'
assistance are: library and research services; a comprehensive computerization pro-
gram; and parlianwntary training programs. A core bibliography for parliamentary
libraries has been develorwd by IA' librarians and over SOO titles from the Libraryls
Exchange imd Gift Division have.been wnt to these three countries and to Bulgaria.
The first shipnwnt to Cmchoslovakia of 78 reference books repn.sented more West.
ern titles than the C'zechs had acquired in 20 years. Contracts with computer firms
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and book and periodical vendors have been initiated, and request lists from the East
European libraries are being received.

Parliamentary librarians from each of these countries have visited the Library
and the Congressional Research Services for a week, attended a meeting of the Spy-
cial Libraries Association and spent two days in Austin, Texas, to observe informa-
tion services being provided at the state level.

This is one example that highlights the importance of knowledge to the growth of
democratic ins..itutions. Coupled with our need for foreign area specialists with
fluent language competencies is n need for U.S. commitment to cultural and profes-
sional exchanges. It is importart that we as a nation recognize that the develop-
ment of international informatic n policy requires thai our professionals understand
foreign cultures and likewise that foreign professionals understand U.S. information
policies and problems. These ex,thanges are even more important to those countries
which are information poor.

A recent new direction in the Library of Congress Intern Program, which tradi-
tionally includes outstanding U.S. library school graduates, has been t' introduc-
tion of interns from foreign libraries. This is a small but important contribution to
developing expertise in worldwide information technologies. Our June graduating
class included participants from Iceland, Japan, and Swaziland. Our September
class will include librarians from China, Nigeria, and Yugoslavia. Each participant
has an opportunity to observe in-depth the onerations of the Library of Congress,
visit other government libraries, and have hands-on work experience. For some, this
is their first introduction to computerized information networks. More U.S. re-
sources need to be invested in cultural exchanges of this kind.

Resolving issues relating to intellectual property are also paramount to the devel-
opment of worldwide communication. U.S. copyright industries and U.S. trade nego-
tiators consider piracy of U.S. books, music, films, and software a major barrier to
the international exchange of information. In an effort to stem this practice and to
improve copyright protection around the world, Congress in 1989 established in the
Libraryfis Copyright Office an International Copyright Institute. Two major semi-
nars are initiated each year. Last year, we had one seminar for French,speaking Af-
rican officials and one for high level Latin American officials. Next month we will
host judges and copyright officials from the Peoples Republic of China and, in Octo-
ber, we will focus on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Education programs directed at the importance of international compliance with
copyright conventions should be integral to worldwide communications poiicy devel-
opment.

In developing such a communications policy, it is important to consider the needs
of those individuals who cannot retd ordinary printeither in book, periodical, or
computer formbecause of blindness or physical disability. The United States has
one of the world's most sophisticated reading programs fbr the blind and physically
handicapped. The Library of Congress provides books in braille and talking books
and machines upon which to play them, and the states provide direct services to
their residents through local libraries.

The Library's National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
has been actively involved in efforts to share resources worldwide. It is the founder
of a section of Libraries for the Blind in the International Federation of Library As-
sociations and Institutions, and it coordinates international efforts in the area of'
electronic equipment for reading talking books. Moreover, inter-library loans are
made to libraries rerving the blind and physically handicapped in all parts of the
world. We also assist foreign countries in purchasing audio and braille books; we
provide professional assistance to countries which are establishing reading pro-
grams; and we produce special materials such as international directories for braille
music and tactile maps.

More cooperation is needed if we are to meet the information needs of this special
population.

Although many of these recommendations seem ambitious and will cost some ad-
ditional Federal funds, I think it would be shortsighted to ignore the looming impli-
cations of the age of information and what impact it will have on the world in the
twenty-first century.

These are exciting times for persons engaged in disseminating knowledge and in-
formation, but they are also very challenging times. We all speak of the library
without walls and of sharing our resources more widely, yet doing so will require
not only additional resources hut a worldwide acknowledgment of our dependence
on this information and knowkdge. Just as the jet airplane has revolutionized how
we do business, computers and telecommunications networks have revolutionized
how we use information and knowledge. We need to move quickly in resolving some
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of the major issues that face us. The White House Conference on Libraries and In-
formation Services is an opportune time to put these problems in focus. My col-
leagues and I at the Library of Congress will be happy to provide what technical
expertise we have as we move toward a world in which we all share information
and knowledge resources.

Senator PELL. Mr. Sobol, we welcome you here and look forward
to yr ir testimony.

Mr. Sown,. Senator Pell, thank you very much for this opportuni-
ty to testify before you today.

I am Tom Sobol, commissioner of education in New York State,
and I speak to you this morning as a delegate to the White House
Conference on Libraries and Information Services, but also as one
who is, like you, concerned with the way we raise and educate our
children.

The written testimony I have submitted addresses the Library
Services and Construction Act, library-related provisions of the
Higher Education Act, and certain technical matters now before
you. But right now, I would like to speak more generally.

My theme is that we cannot improve the quality of education we
provide our children without linking schools and libraries, and that
to do so effectively we need a significant commitment from the
Federal Government.

The Nation 1-as become concerned with school reform. We know
we must do bet...r if we are to prepare all of our children to meet
the same worldclass standards as our global economic competitors.
In America 2000, the President has advanced a plan for doing so.
His plan contains many features of our own plan in New York
State, a plan we call "A New Compact for Learning," but in some
ways our new compact goes further.

Like America 2000, the compact calls for school reform and holds
school practitioners accountable for achieving the 4esired results,
but it also recognizes that schools can't do it alone; that the ques-
tion is now only how can we improve the schools, but how can we
raise and educate our children better.

We believe it takes the whole village to raise a child and that all
the relevant resources of a community, a State and a nation should
be marshalled behind children for that purposenot only teachers
and principals, but parents, grandparents, older children, social
services and health agencies, community-based organizations, law
enforcement, business, the media.

Children do not just learn from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 180 days of
the year. They are learning all the time, and you cannot separate
what and how they learn from what and how they live.

Now, in the context of the White House Conference, it is impor-
tant to emphasize the central role of libraries in this larger educa-
tive effort. We live in an information age, and the central task of
education is to prepare children to access, understand and use this
information wisely. For that to happen, the information must be
available. We all know what we want in this regard. We want all
the learning resources a child might need easily available in every
school, every classroom, no more depending on the textbook, the
cart of dog-eared paperbacks, the occasional film or videotape or on
what the teacher knows.
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We want all the accumulated knowledge of our civilizationits
print, its art, its music, its film and photography, its databases
accessible by each student. We want each student able to interact
with these riches, to use his or her mind to explore, inquire, manip-
ulate, design, imagine, analyze and understand.

We want students to communicate with other minds, not only
those closeby, but those across time and across space, including the
best minds of our and other societies.

To have these conditions, we must integrate schools with librar-
ies, create networks for sharing resources and information, open
electronic pathways, make resources available not only everywhere
within States, but across the Nation. We must have universal
learning access for a learning society.

Now, all of this is technically possible; it is within our reach. In
the long run, it is not even that expensive. But it is not what we
have now. What we have now is that the libraries are closing.

In my New York State, where we cannot build prisons fast
enough, financial pressures have forced the closing of some public
libraries and the reduction of many to providing service only 2
days a week. In our cities and impoverished rural areas, where
school libraries are often woefully inadequate, schoolchildren, those
same schoolchildren whom we want to be first in the world in
math and science by the year 2000, have little or no place to go.
Where do you send a child at 3 p.m. when school is out, if the li-
brary is closedto the streets? What do you say to a child when
she asks you why the library is lockedthat you can't afford to
keep it open? Is this what we mean by a learning society? Is this
our vision of America in the yew 2000?

In New York City last month, we had a wonderful parade. We
celebrated victory in the war in the Gulf. And whatever any of us
felt about the war, the parade itself was a genuinely stirring occa
sion. We had a right to be proud because we had exerted our na-
tional will, committed massive national resources, and achieved a
stunning national triumph. That was Monday.

On Tuesday, I visited branch libraries in Lower Ma,,hattan and
in Queens and spoke with librarians about how their clients would
manage now that the libraries were closing. I don't want to be

among those in cir .ge when they decide to win the wars and close
the libraries. And I suspect that you don't, either. [Applause.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sobol follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. SOBOI,

In New York State and across the nation we have come to understand that our
well being in a shrinking world depends upon our capacity to become a karning
society. Not only our :010°1 children, but people of all ages, backgrounds, and walks
of life must acquire the tools and habits of learning throughout a lifetime. Ameri-
ca's libraries have an important opportunity to help in nweting this challenge. I ap .
predate this opportunity, in course of' the White House Conference on Library and
Information Service's, to talk with you about education re:Orm, the ways in which
libraries relate to it, and Federal policy and support as we prepare for the 21st cen-
tury. As you might expect. I shall speak about the Federal Library Services and
Construction Act and other legislation which your comniittees have shaped. Hut es-
sen t ia ly, I will talk of vision, expectations for education and libraries, and how Fed-
eral and State cooperation move us into the 21st century.
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A VISION OF EDUCATION IN 2000

We decided in the New York Conference on Library and Information Services
that on January 1, 2000, only the calendar will change into the new century.
Whether we begin a new era depends upon what we think and do.

A new age will begin, however, if people of vision act to make it happen. Let me
share my vision, at least in part. My vision is of a society in which everyone partici-
pates, to which each person can contribute productively, a country in which each
child can take pride in his or her part and can understand and respect the parts of
others. My vision is of a system of learning in which all children have the same
chance, the same high level of resources availableteachers, schools, libraries,
learning technologies. My vision is of an educational system in which it is possible
for a child from any background to have the same high expectations for the future
as any other childwhere any adult can continue to learn at any level and at any
age. My vision 13 of a democratic society that lives up to its promises, and a body
politic that lives up to its responsibility of citizenship. Finally, my vision is of a soci-
ety which values and cultivates the activity of mind, and couples it with the out-
reach of hearta learning society, and a caring society. How can we shape that so-
ciety? And how do libraries and information services fit in that vision?

How IDEAS IN BOOKS AND LIBRARIES SHAPE CHANGE

Perhaps we should look back a decade to understand how the present came
aboutthen we can go to work trying to shape the general direction of change, even
if we cannot predict its exact form. For example, no prophet, to my knowledge, in
1981 predicted the profound political and economic changes which have swept the
world within the past three years.

Global politics have defied the most imaginative political pundit's predictions: the
realignment of political alliances: the end of Communist domination in the coun-
tries of Eastern Europe, the bloody suppression of the Chinese people's reach for in-
dividual freedoms; the end of apartheid in South Africa without revolution, al-
though (alas) not without bloodshed. These events burst upon us as a surprise; but
in a sense, we should have known. For underlying ail of these changes is the capac-
ity of ideas to seep through the cracks of suppression, of inlOrmation to slip by the
watchdogs of totalitarianism. So we heard students in Tiananmen Square citing our
country's founders as they built "Miss Liberty," crowds in Leiphg singing "We Shall
Overcome," Nelson Mandela quoting our Constitution, :ind Polish teachers asking
for translations into their own tongue of writings on democracy. That ideas of de-
mocracy should have such power may not have been foreseen a decade ago, but Lord
Acton would not have been surprised, if one judges from his work at the dawn of
this century, The History of Freedom and Other Essays. He wrote:

It was from America that ideas long locked in the breast of solitary thinkers
and hidden among Latin folios burst forth like a conqueror upon the world they
were destined to transform, under the titk. of the Rights of Man ... and the
principle gained ground, that a nation can never abandon its fate to an author-
ity it cannot control.

How do ideas, especially ideas of democracy, sneak through all the traps laid to stop
them? Information flies through the air with the 20th-cntury technologies of radio,
television, and computers. But ideas still travel best with i 15th-century technolo-
gythe printed page; and the handiest, most portable, nmst speakable format for
that page is the book.

All the book needs, beyond a pocket to be carried in, is a person who can read,
who wants to read and knows how to find the material he or she wants.

In all of the recently transformed Communist statcs, people risked a secureif
drab material existence for the goal of free expression of ideasa free press. access
to opposing viewpoints, ability to follow differing beliefs. Where did they get the
notion that these principles were important? Largely from books, magazines, and
newspapers that got across borders and were passed from hand to hand.

If we are to assure a democratic future for ourselves and our children, we cannot
afford a populace easily manipulated by "sound bites." "photo-ops," and the attack
of the killer political commercial. Wv need thoughtful absortwrs of ideas, with thv
ability to test those ideas against competing ones and to draw wisdom from knowl-
edge. We need readers. Real readers. Children and adults who like to use their
minds. People who want to know. Pmple who want to think. People who want to
make connections between what they are reading and what they've already read,
what they've already learned, what they are living. Every real reader is a potenti-I
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revolutionaryjust ask Vac lav Havel. No wonder totalitarian societies don't encour-
age free and open libraries.

And current technologies provide new potential for libraries to become electroni-
cally the repositories of all of the available knowledge anywhere, for information to
fly from China to New York, from Baghdad to Washington in ways that govern-
ments cannot control or stop; and suppression of information and the dissemination
of lies become more and more difficult for any dictatorship. In ways that are very
direct, America's investment in libraries and electronic library networks is one of
our stronger statements of belief in a free society.

AMERICA 2000 AND NEW YORK'S "NEW COMPACT FOR LEARNING"

What does this vision have to do with America 2000? As the President said in
April, "Nothing better defines what we are and what we will become than the edu-
cation of our children." We share that view and, over more than a year, under the
leadership of the board of Regents, we in New York State, have developed "A New
Compact for Learning" that lays out how we propose to improve public elementary,
middle, and secondary education results in the 1990's.

We believe that if our young people are to prosper in a world of' continuing
change, the depth and breadth of their education must vastly exceed anything this
nation has thus far achieved. Our Compact embodies many uf the points and strate-
gies in the President's initiative: higher expectations and standards, making schools
better and more accountable, parent involvemem, lifelong learning, and community
and business responsibility for helping accomplish change. But first we defined our
guiding principles. We have six:

A// children can learn.All children are capable of learning and contributing to
society. No child should be allowed to fail.

Focus on results. Our mission is not to keep schoolit is to see that children
learn. The energies of all participants should be focused on achieving the desired
ouWomes. The essence of accountability is found in results.

Atm for 'Hosiery. Successful participation society much more than minimum com-
petency. The curriculum, instructional methods and adult expectations must chal-
lenge students to perform at their best.

Promde the means. Every child is entitled to the resources necessary to provide a
sound, basic education. The requirement is not equality of input, but equity or Out-
come.

Provide authority with accountability. Each participant in the educational system
should have the authority to discharge effectively his or her responsibility, and each
participant should be held accountable for achieving the desired results. This princi-
ple applies to all the participantsstudents, parents, teachers, counselors, librar-
ians. administrations, Board of Education members, others.

Reward success and remedy failure. The existing system tends to reward those
who make no waves. The times demand a System which rewards those who take
risks to produce results. Omisional failure in a large and diverse system is probably
unavoidable, But failure should not be permitted to persist When it occurs. with
either individuals or groups, help should be provided and the situation charged.

The essence of The New Compact is that the schools. alone, cannot accomplish the
educational job we need. "It takes the whole village to raise a child," and the New
Compact sets out the responsibilities of all the edocation players--from State and
local officials and educators to libraries, higher education, community organizations,
business. industry und labor. Those of libraries represent both the challenge and the
opportunity of libraries in education reform.

RESPONSIBILITIEs OF LoisAsim

Never before have libraries been so important to the l'uture or our country and to
our educational system. Rather than absorb masses of information that becomes
outdated tomorrow, the children in our schools today must learn information and
communication skills that will serve them as lifelong learners. To become such
learners they must learn now to find, evaluate, analyze. and synthesize information.
Libraries are the laboratories for learning these skills. They offer vast possibilities
for experiential, interactive learning. Our best libraries are using telecommunica-
tions and other technology so that their :esources are available wherever they are
neededin classrooms, homes, and offices.

Students who use libraries, museums and other cultural resources find more than
information. They gain a sense of their past. customs, cultural and moral values,
and the richness and diversity of the human experience. Tbey learn to fix them-
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selves in the stream of time, to understand and cope with change, and to live and
learn in an increasingly complex world.

Libraries enable teachers to respond effect :ely to the different learning styles of
students. Because library collections embrace so many fields of inquiry and knowl-
edge, they provide unique opportunities for hands-on learning and discovery. They
help children develop the information and analytical skills to comprehead and in-
terKet primary sources, to draw conclusions from evidence, and to gain insights
from the past.

HELPING ACHIEVE BETTER SCHOOLS

Libraries provide those opportunities and resaurces in the course of their every-
day business. Beyond those important services, we believe that librarians in Khoo!,
public, academic and other libraries can help the schools and communities to raise
and educate our children better. The President has called for "America 2000 Com-
munities" in which the total community participates in the planning and action re-
quire? to provide the schools we need. Librarians in all types of libraries (and public
library trustees) can help y:

(1) helping specify the skills, knowledge and understanding which students
need to acquire;
(2) helping train a corps of teachers to identify and use the resources of commu-
nity institutions in their teaching;
CO supplying experience as well as materials and information for in-service
training in which teachers learn to use primary source materials, instructional
television and the whole range of library resources;
(1) helping develop the National Research and Education Network.

(NREN) that teachers and students need in today's world of learning. Public and
academic libraries can cooperate with the schoel.s to explore possibilities for work-
study, internships, or other experiences for students and teachers. They can provide
learning sites and after-school and weekend programs that prepare children to learn
independently and use information effectively. Above all, schools shoula help chil-
dren become public library users. Public libraries are the only educational institu-
tions charged to serve all ages and conditions of persons with whatever information
or knowledge they want or need. As Vartan Gregorian once said, "No one gre,4uates
from a library." Yet, without knowing how to use a library in this information-de-
pendent world, no one should graduate from school at all.

BEY0ND BASIC EDUCATION: LIBRARIES AND GREATER PROBLEMS

Libraries can play an important rule, too, in addressing expects of the complex
problems of poverty, neglect, racism city educational inequity that confront our soci-
ety. Today, our best libraries have family reading programs that engage parents and
young children in reading together wherever families can be reachedhomeless
shelter, welfare hotel, rural welfare office. Their materials reflect the diversity of
the community and the multicultural nature of our society. Their outreach to day-
care centers and private neighborhood babysitters assures that being "read to" is an
important part of each child's day. The deeply entrenched and complex problems of
poverty, racism, and educational inequity cannot be solved solely through the librar-
ies. but I do think that libraries can play an important role in addressing aspects of
these Dickensioi challenges to our future. The programs that are now in the best
libraries must be supported and made available everywhere there is a need.

Reading is still the best way to stimulate and to satisfy hunger for knowledge. But
this appetite is one that will develop best when the essentials of life are in place; for
a child, that means love, stable and attentive care, good nutrition, personal safety,
well-founded hope for the future. Libraries have a role in helping people, communi-
ty organizations, and government to see that these essentials of life are available.
Some examples:

Public lanai kis help parents introduce children to their first picture books. The
children's librarian, the "toddler program," and the chldren s story hour help
parents become effective "first teachers" of their childrer

--Materials and programs that reflect the diversity of the community enable both
parents and children to meet other people and iearn how their cultures and
backgrounds are both different and similar.

After-school homework corners in the public library, with volunteer older stu-
dents or adults to give attention and support to children, are valuable both to
the latchkey child and to the "only child who needs to work with others.
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Partnerships with local elementary schools assure that each child has a library
card and has opportunities to use it.

Public library "computer pages"enthusiastic, outgoing high school students
help both children and adults in their first experiences with using a microcom-

puter.

WHAT IS UNDER WAY AND WHAT IS NEEDED

All ef these things, and many more, some of our libraries are doing. Librarians
have developed partnerships that benefit both children and adults: partnerships
with day-care centers, for example, or with volunteer adult literacy programs such

as Laubach Volunteers and Literacy Volunteers of America. Libraries have close
working relationships with formal literacy programs in prisons schools, work places,

and community colleges.
The White House Conference shows that librarians continue to strive for an un-

derstanding of the needsnot only of library usersbut of those who would he

users if they felt welcome, if they felt the service filled their basic needs, and if they

found programs and materials relevant to their lives, ambitions, and culture. We

need to be sure that librarians' education helps them develop the skills to work with

people from a variety of backgrounds and languages, with a variety of needs, includ-

ing illiteracy and learning disabilities. Teacher education must also include develop-

ment of more sophisticated abilities to use the myriad resources of the school li-

brary media center, the school library system, the public library, records repositor-

ies, and other learning tools. The goal, for every one of' us who works with young-

sters, should be to help them learn how to learn independently through life, not
merely to absorb what the teacher and the textbook offer.

To achieve the aims of America 2000 will entail greater supporteven in difficult

times like these, and perhaps especially in such timesfor the outreach programs of

libraries, for literacy programs, for youth services, for school libraries and school

library systems. We need a national resolve to see that libraries become partners
with schools and other community agencies in providing services to every child from

the earliest age. To carry out that resolve, both schools and libraries must take ini-

tiatives they have not taken before.
At a time when an individual's dependence on information to be productive has

never been greater, when librarians need to develop technical skills, subject-matter
knowledge, and human.services abilities as never beforegraduate schools of li-

brary and information sciences are closing and a real shortage of librarians appears
certain. Yet our research base depends on the quality of our great research librar-

ies; these libraries are important to lifelong learning, to the yitality of communities

and of commerce, and to the educational growth of our children. We must take

action before we let erode one of the most truly democratic institutions of this de-

mocracy.

A hm,,ant. RESPONSIBILITY

Your committees have shaped Federal programs that are helping libraries meet

urgent needs children and adults have today. These programs are helping libraries

prepare peopk. and communities for the 21st century. Let me suggest the following

ways in which you can strengthen these established, effective programs:
The Library Services and Const,wction Act (1.03(!A1. LSCA should be strengthened

by declaring family literacy a priority and recognizing the unique roles of libraries

in addressing the nation's problems with illiteracy. The NCES report on The State

of Mathematics Achievenumt documents the correlation between the educational

level of parents and the educational achievement of their children. For instance,

NCES shows that the average mathematics proficiency for an gth-grade student

with at least one parent who is a college graduate is approximately 32 points higher

than that of students who reported that neither parent graduated from high school.

We are convinced that in this respect, "mathematical literacy" and "literacy" are
similar. Parents are also convinced. Parents who are not good readers often enroll

in a reading or literacy program because they want to read to their children.

Librarians are also convinced that adult literacy requires community attention.

Four out of five public libraries responding to a Public Library Association survey

reported strong commitments and actions to increase adult literacy. All public li-
braries would do so, with Federal and State assistance. All should do so, because

they are uniquely situated in communities and neighborhoods across the nation. As

inderndent, informal educational institutions, open to all, in communities and

neighborhoods of all sizes, they can work with schools, community colleges. volun-
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teer organizations and agenciefi. Some libraries are in a position to be lead agencies
in addressing the scandal of illiteracy; all must be involved in the effort.

LSCA Titles VI (Library Literacy) and VIII (Library Learning Center Program&
should be made State-based, rather than disc, ?tionary, so that all LSCA literacy
and family learning programs within a state can be effectively coordinated with
state and local literacy efforts, regardless of' sponsorship.

Your support of an expanded LSCA Title III program (Interlibrary Cooperation
and Resource Sharing) in the 1990-94 reauthorization lays the groundwork for the
information msource sharing needed to accomplish cur vision of education in the
21st century. Much of today's learning technology began with library initiatives
Title III, which brings together all library and information centei resources, pro-
vides the centerpiece for cooperation in t,haring learning resources and is assisting
each state in developing a statewide network or resource sharing program. Public
and school libraries must be full participants in the National Research and Informa-
tion Network (NRENI. Because NREN and the Higher Education Act technology
programs are directly related to the statewide networks, Congress should expect the
NREN and HEA programs to be coordinated with LSCA Title III in each state.

Because no child, teacher, or school stands alone in this complex society, and be-
cause they all need access to diverse learning resources reflective of our multicul-
tural and intetAisciplinary society, it is more important than ever to ensure that
school library media centers are full partners in library networking. Our school li-
brary s:stems in New York State have shown how much students and teachers ben-
efit when school libraries move toward becoming "electronic doorway libraries."
Most of our schools are members of school library systems which reported nearly
half a million interlibraiy loans in 1989-90. Yet, few of the 92,500 school library
media centers in the nation belong to such 3ystems. It is shocking that we have
schook without the learning resources teachers and children need, and that these
libraries are not connected to the networks that provide information teachers and
children need. LSCA should include a new title for school library development and
network participation.

With all we are doing to improve our libraries, the information in them is not as
accessible as it must be in today's society. The West Virginia delegation at this con-
ference has provided each of us with the "All American Library card," and we in
New York State are committed to helping all libraries become "electronic door-
ways" to information. Our State conference endorsed an electronic library card.
LSCA is helping us build the infrastructure to help people get information. You and
I probably are carrying credit cards today that enable us to use telecommunkations
services, buy hcoks, or place a order for a magazine subscription on the spot. How
about a card that will enable the inner city student or the rural youngster access to
any information in any library?

Higlwr Edu(ation Act. The HEA reauthorization should help academic libraries in
every state expand resource sharing through an Academic Library Technology and
Cooperation program to help needy institutions link to statewide and broader re-
source sharing networks and the NREN.

It is good that the House Appropriations Committee has proposed $5 million for
Tit!e 1I-B (Library Train.ng), recognizing the shortage of librarians in the late
MO's. There is a particularly acute, and growing, shortage of librarians to work
with children and youth, catalogers to work with computer-h Ised catalogs, and
those with ahility in several languages, and librarians with the background to work
with minority communities. Our library staffs should reflect the diversity of cul-
tures that constitute our nation. Library staffing problems are complicated by the
mismatch between expensive graduate education and relatively low salaries for li-
brarians. The Iligher Education Act should include a bold new "National Library
Corps" so that no one is prevented from obtaining a library education because of a
lack of financial means. The Corps would advance preparation of a new generation
of library and information professionals through preprofessional recruitment, low-
mst loans and work study, loan cancelletions in exchange for work where most
needed, and advances in graduate library education, including distance learning.

The electronic and telecommunications revolution is bringing all types of libraries
together. and today thp future of our great research lihraries is of immediate con-
cern to people in our smallest communities. The IIEA "Strengthening Research Li-
hraries" program can make materials essential for education reform in a multicul-
tural siiciety available to schools throughout the nation.

Libraries as Educators on Pubbc Problems. Every social problem today is compli-
cated by a lack of information. Poor people lose their homes because they lack the
infornmtion they need to deal with unscrupulous landlords or employers.
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People take risks because they do not know how to protect theinselves against
drugs or AIDS. People cannot obtain government services that would help them
help themselves because they don't know where or how to apply. Because libraries
are the community information center everywherein city neighborhoods and in
our smallest communitiesthey can and do play an important part in the dissemi-
nation of inforni.ion people need to do their part in addressing vital national
issues.

The public library is an information source we must exploit. Congress should
direct Federal agencies to use the nationwide network of public libraries and the
depository library system to disseminate information people need. And Congress can
establish a clear role for public libraries in educating the public about such prob-
lems as drug abuse, youth-at-risk, and consumer health, by allocating to libraries
the resources they need to carry out this role. Perhaps we need an information
slogan: "A dollar for program and 10 cents for information."

Each of these programs needs support. Federal dollars will always be the smallest
portion of library support, because the states, communities and institutions will
carry most of' the burden And relatively small increases in Federal aid will gener-
ate increases in that support. We must be honest about Federal support of education
and libraries. At the time "A Nation at Risk" was published in 1983, the Federal
contribution to elementary and secondary ediration was nine percent. Today, it is
six percent. I hope that the 102nd Congress wiN hear the recommendations of the
White House Conference, and enact the expansions and improvements needed in
this sound program by strengthening the outreach, literacy, youth services, and re-
source sharing programs and provide the increased LSCA appropriations to carry
out the job. This would demonstrate the national resolve that libraries become part-
ners with schools in providing services to every child from the earliest age and that
libraries carry through in serving all adults as lifelong learners. I believe many li-
braries and schools are ready to take initiatives they have not taken before. You
can help them by supporting educational reform and library services that meet the
goals of educational excellence we all share.

Senator PELL. I thank all five of you for your really very moving
and compelling testimony. I turn to Dr. Billington for a moment
because he presides over the Nation's libraries' library, and I think
we often do not recognize the debt we all owe to the Library of
Congress. I know how glad I am to chair the Joint Committee on
the Library of Congressin fact my father was on the committee
70 years ago, so we have had a long interest in it. I think we some-
times take it for granted.

I am curious, Dr. Billington, as to how you would handle re-
quests for information or literature from overseas; how is it made
available to them, or do you refer such requests to other libraries?
For example, a request for information or a particular volume
from, say, the national library in Great Britain or France or Ger-
many.

Mr. BILLINCTON. First of all, we exchange books on interlibrary
loan free of charge with other research libraries in this country
and abroad, so there is an exchange of books. There is a high
degree of exchange of bibliographic information. Our computerized
files and so forth, the actual materials make it possible to share
our bibliogranhic records with overseas institutions, and with opti-
cal scanning device, it will soon be possible to share the actual text
of things electronically.

As it is now, bibliographic information is available electronically,
and books and full text delivery, of course, in important cases can
be sent by fax or by SOM2 other instantaneous rapid delivery
system. But it is only a matter of time that we will be able to share
the actual text electronically.

With our American Memory Program, which is the pilot pro-
gram in sort of full-text delivery, we are dealing with multimedia
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materialsit is American material for Americabut eventually, it
will be a model for fuller sharing internationally of full-text mate-
rials from the Library of Congress which many would want.

We of course refer things on. We have just set up a national re-
ferral center which formalizes what we have been doing for a long
time, answering several million requests from around the country
and internationally. And most of those are referred within this
country to other libraries, and we refer other foreign maltries to
appropriate colleAions and sources in the rest of the country. So
we see our role as very much of a switchboard.

We have been examining a national 4cience and technology infor-
mation system which will refer people on to other databanks and
other sources and collections. The New York Public Library, for in-
stance, has a very ambitious new business library which it is enter-
taining. And we don't duplicate what others are doing. In other
words, we see our role as both an information provider, usually in-
formation of last resort, and as a switchboard for referring people
to others in this remarkable network of libraries which America
has uniquely created.

So we are a point of international contact, but we are also a
point of making connections that involve others as well in this
growing global international network.

Senator PELL. Thtink you.
Another specific question. I am concerned about the small librar-

iesI know there are some in my Statewho can't afford to join
electronic networks for the moment. How long will you print the
little cards? [Laughter.]

Mr. BILLINGTON. Well, Senator, as long as we can afford it. [Ap-
plause.]

Senator PELL. There is a need; I know that from some of my local
libraries.

Mr. BILLINGTON. There is a continuing need, and there is a very
rapidly escalating expense because the advance of on-line comput-
erized bibliographic records is so rapid that the numbers are small,
and the expense of this, considering the rapidly declining user
base, is very small. But we are well aware of your concern on this,
and it is simply a question of balancing the high desire of continu-
ing to delivery this service with the rapidly escalating expense that
it involves.

Senator PELL. I thank you very much for your reply, and I con-
gratulate you and the organization you head and the job you do, as
I said, of being the Nation's libraries' library, and you as the li-
brary's librarian.

Dr. Healy, we miss you very much as a neighbor and wish you
were still here. I am curious as to how you feel about the research
libraries, which are so few nowas I understand, there are less
than a dozen. Should there perhaps be more in the United States?

Reverend HEALY. It depends on how you group them, Senator.
There are probably about ten that, for instance, are parallel to the
Library of Congress in buying over 60 percent of their material
from abroad.

I don't know if this statistic is true, and I'll yield to superior
judgment on it, but somebody told us that all of us together, all of
the great research libraries, are picking up about 15 percent of
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what is published in the world. So there is plenty of room for ex-
pansion, Senator.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
I have another question that hopefully somebody on the panel

can answer. That is, what is the situation with regard to making
libraries available to people in prisons? As you know, our rate of
recidivism is pretty bad.

Reverend HEALY. We have responsibility for only one of the
major ones in the City of New York, and that is Rikers Island, and
we do that with a fairly large bookmobilein fact, two of them, be-

cause the prison is divided into two parts, and we can't go from one
to the other. And it is a fairly heavy-trade item. I can't give you
the statistics, but that is funded by the State as a matter of fact,
Senator, so it was not as badly hit as the city budget this year.

Senator PELL. I think there is a very real need because life is to
empty in a prison, and the direction in which the young men and
women will go afterward will be determined in great part by what
they absorb in prison. So many of the prisons have just become
schools for crime.

M. VPNEZKY. Senator, it is important to note that probably 70
percent of the average prison population has low reading skills so
that the average materials in a library probably are not adequate
for that group. That is, one has to draw from this 12 01 so publish-
ing group who now put out the high-interest, low vocabulary mate-
rial.

Senatfir PELL. I see.
Dr. Billington.
Mr. BILLINGTON. Senator, the Library of Congress distributes

about a half million books free, duplicates and surplus, to other li-
braries in the United States and other primary users, and high on
that list are the prisons and Indian reservations, which receive
quite a substantial amount.

You have gotten onto a very important point. However, I was
talking with the distinguished State librarian of California just the
other day, and he reminded me that a prisoner has many times
more likelihood of getting access to a library than a student in the
public schools of California at the moment. [Applause.] So we are
dealing with a problem which is either qoing to prevent or create
the new criminals of tomorrow if we don t get them reading before
they get into prison as well. [Applause.]

Senator PELL. I thank the panel very much indeed for being with
us.

The next panel consists of Ms. Patricia Glass Schuman, with the
American Library Association; Mr. Enrique Ramirez from San
Francisco; Dean Wedgeworth, Dean of the Columbia University Li-
brary School; Dr. Lotsee Patterson, representing Native Americans;
Laurence Reszetar, chairman of the White House Conference
Youth Caucus; THeresa Nellans, Assistant Director, Office for the
Deaf and Hearing Impaired, Harrisburg, PA; Ms. Julianna Kim-
ball, of Phoenix, AZ; Dr. Wayne Smith, President and CEO of the
Online Computer Library Center in Dublin, OH; Ms. Virginia Fox,
chief operating officer, Kentucky Authority for Educational TV;
Mr. Richard Miller, State Librarian of Montana; Ms. Joan Ress
Reeves, representing Lay Library Advocates from Providence, RI;
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and Mr. Frederic Glazer, director of the West Virginia Library
Commission Science and Cultural Center.

I am going to exercise my prerogative as a Senator to call on the
witness from my own State first, who would be Joan Reeves.

You are all limied tc a couple of minutes, which I regret, but we
do have the exigencies of time.

Joan, welcome.

STATEMENTS OF JOAN RESS REEVES, CHAIR, WHITE HOUSE
CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
TASK FORCE, PROVIDENCE, RI; PATRICIA GLASS SCHUMAN,
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, IL;
ENRIQUE LUIS RAMIREZ, SAN FRANCISCO, CA; ROBERT
WEDGEWORTH, DEAN, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
SCHOOL, WHITE PLAINS, NY; LOTSEE PATTERSON, ON BEHALF
OF NATIVE AMERICANS; LAURENCE J. RESZETAR, CHAIRMAN
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE YOUTH CAUCUS, SEVERNA PARK,
MD; TIIERESA A. NELLANS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, OFFICE FOR
THE DEAF AND HEARING IMPAIRED, HARRISBURG, PA; JU-
LIANNA KIMBALL, PHOENIX, AZ; K. WAYNE SMITH, PRESIDENT
AND CEO, ONLINE COMPUTER LIBRARY CENTER, DUBLIN, OH;
VIRGINIA GAINES FOX CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, KEN-
TUCKY AUTHORITY FOR EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION, LEXING-
TON, KY; FREDERIC J. GLAZER, DIRECTOR, WEST VIRGINIA LI-
BRARY COMMISSION, CHARLESTON, WV; AND RICHARD T.
MILLER, STATE LIBRARIAN, HELENA, MT

Ms. REEVES. Thank you, Senator Pell, for putting me on first
while you are still here, because I wanted to have the opportunity
to thank you particularly, as well as Congressman Williams and all
the cosponsors, but you particularly, Senator Pell, because I think
you have probably done over the years more for library and infor-
mation services than anyone else in this country. We thank you for
that. [Applause.]

I am chair of the White House Conference on Library and Infor-
mation Services Task Force, which we call WHCLIST, and I am
also a member of the White House Conference Advisory Commit-
tee.

WHCLIST was formed in 1980 as a result of a recommendation
of the 1979 White House Conferencein fact, we were the 56th rec-
ommendation that was implemented out of the 64. We have become
over the years a strong grassroots volunteer national network, sup .
porting library and information services in our mission to imple-
ment the first White House Conference and plan for this one.

WHCLIST members have founded and taken leadership roles in
statewide and local library support groups across the country. In
Rhode Island, we came back from the first conference fired with
enthusiasm and founded the Rhode Island Coalition of Library Ad-
vocates, which now represents over 4,000 people and has done ter-
rific things to support library and information services in Rhode
Island. We were largely responsible for the passage of a constitu-
tional amendmentthe second one in this countryto the Rhode
Island Constitution, mandating general assembly support of librar-
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ies. And we have been instrumental in the passage of important li-
brary legislation in the State.

WHCLIST has increased public awareness of libraries and h'is
helped develop a cadre of lay library leadership throughout the
country. Again, . Ack in Rhode Island, as a result of the White
House Conference process, the governors' conference process, we
hope we have stemmed the tide to a certain extent of some of the
devastating cuts we are seeing in Rhode Island to libraries. We are
facing closings, we are facing layoffs, we are facing pay cuts to li-
brarians whose pay is already too low. And because of our new
leadershipsome of those people are in this roomMary Jones,
Rose Ellen Reynoldspeople who have come out of that process
when we had those terrible budget proposals of $1.9 Anion, which
is nearly 50 percent of the whole State budget, we got $1.2 million
restored. We are still hurting, but we are hurting less; and we are
hurting less largely because of lay library leadership in Rhode
Island.

We all know what those cuts mean to lay people, and lay people
can help lay people. We know that in this depressed economy, we
need to make sure that people have free access to information they
need to get jobs, to write resumesjust to survive in a world where
people need to read to survive. We need that kind of lay leadership
to make sure that people have access, free, to information for
fixing an old car because they can't buy a new one; fixing an old
house because they certainly can't afford a new oneand you cer-
tainly can't sell your old or. these days.

We need information fre 'in. our public officials to make the de-
cisions they need to make ,overn our democratic society.

So can anyone doubt ti.at, libraries are essential servicesthey
are not luxuries. And we need our lay leadership to support those
services.

We thank you for the opportunity to have a White House Confer-
ence to develop that new cadre of lay leadership, and we thank you
for the opportunity to get together and shape national policy and
to bring out these new lay leaders.

Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Reeves (with an attachment) fol-

lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. REEVES

I am Joan Hess Reeves of Providence. RI. I'm proud to be from Rhode Island, with
its outstanding Congressional representation, narticularly our distinguished Sena-
tor, Claiborne Pell, who has probably done more for library and infnrmation serv-
ices over the years than anyone else in this country. I chair WHCLIST, the White
House conference on Library and Information Services Taskforce. and I'm a
member of the White House Conference Advisory Committee. I'm not a librarian;
I'm ;a layperson who loves libraries. The 1979 Rhode Island Governor's Conference
and White House Conference and WHCLIST changed my life. 1 devote most of my
time volunteering to support hbraries.

On behalf of WHCLI,ST, I thank Senator Pell, Congressman Williams, and all Ow
members of this panel for their support of the White Hous- Conference. It is an
honorand also testimony to our dernocracyfor a layperson representing what is
essentially a lay group to speak at this hearing. Thank you for that opportunity.

WIICUST was kiunded in 19S1 i as a rpsull of a resolution (4 the 1979 White
House Conference. to monitor recommendations of the Conference and to plan for
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second White House Conference. Since then, we have become a strong grass-roots
national network committed to insuring the best possible library and information
services to all people, working toward increased public awareness of those services,
and sharing ideas across the nation. I am including with this testimony a brochure
that describes WHCLIST in some detail.

The flame was the logo of the first Conference and is WHCLIST's logo. WHCLIST
members have carried the flame to the White House Conference since its beginning.
They have helped to found local and statewide library support groups and played
leadership roles in these groups

In Rhode Island, for example, we came back from the firsi White House Confer-
ence and the first WHCLIST meeting inspired and ready to spread the word about
library and information services. We founded Rls statewide group supporting li-

braries of all kinds: the Coalition of Library Advocates COLA now has over 4,000

member,. individual:- libraries, organitions, and members of Friends of Library
groups.

In 19Sti, COLA was largely responsible Ow an amendment to the State Constitu-
tion, passed by hs percent of the voters, mandating Gencral Assembly support of'
public libraries. We were the second state in the Union to include libraries in its
(on,titution. The same year, the University of Rhode Island Library School lthe
only public graduate library school in northern New England) was threatened with
closing. COLA helped keep the school open. In 19S9 and 1990. COLA helped achieve

passage of bills requiring increased library funding and i streamlined governance
system for statewide library services.

In its mission to implement White House Conference ri commendations,
WHcusT supports important library issues like literacy Let me give you nn exam-
plg. A former VVHCLIST Chair. Wary Kit Dunn, is a library tr,itee and member of
her Friends of the Library group. Fier achievements and the tome And energy she
contributes represent the committed vohmteer efforts of WHCLIS1 rAtionber . in sup-

port of library and information services.
Ms. Dunn founded an outstanding Merle program in her home town Green,

Iwo, North Carolimi This year-long pr4grain included a perfoti . ince by lilt. Ring,
hn Iirothers circus to benefit literacy, stmy hours, sermons on lairacy ny clergy.
!twain promotions. contests among scliis: childrci with the wininr, ,nding writ-
ing workshops led by well-known authio. aiid dwells Of ot het t ies. The year

culminated in the estahlishnwnt of for lite.iicy that incluiWs representa-
tives of hbrarivs, seb,,ols, corporations coomunity agencFs. and the nwdia.

The ,r,,dit ion estabindied the Vance I rvis Lifelong I,earning Library, tiranch of
the Gre-osttoro Public I du Arv deilF,',iiod to family literacy and !Motu. learmag A

recent bond issue will Lod a, oilition to the library building; and a community-
wide drive raised (owl: 4-or o.aterulis rid staff, including staff de,,eloprnent and
training for family t w feature id the program is designed For singf 9ar-
ents on welfar, While . F.iining reading skills, their children are ,F,lioing
the lihtary.

Wh aro WIIC1,1, I ni hi WI 14 fAST con,,ists of one lay ami one proles rim-
al det, gide fron, vver., ;Hid tera itoty. the heads of qtat and territe, ii library
ageni ;es. FFd ,Fther indi% iduak, oi and co, i,00riit ions. Oat membership.
open to all horohers over 7 ib We have puhlished anniml reports from th t des ori

the progress id the reconituredati ot the first Conlon., A number of ir meni
hers represented vv, F the Prelhnin r Design whjel,
groundwork hit P I. 1 ', 382, authorizing the se, ,ed White Iliaise / it Term.

WHCLIST has worked n partner,hii wit! "her p W. ,
achieved mir goals largely through oalition ba,i, ling and iitqworking
(-or :,Fi,-Fsion on Libraries and Infmii, suppmted Vi,ficjisn irom

thr heginning The Chief Klicers ot Agennws ale W:ICLIST members
who are vital to onr intivitie.- The krii-rican Irk ;try Assticiatam and the Special
Lwraries Association work t !oselv with tis.

Two groups Ami,, Ail, f F i fl Library Truste( Association (ALTA) and
of I 1-,raries !ISA (P'01 I .;A, Charming Bete, an ALTA inember from

,s,achusett propi,-od the concept or ihe 11Ni Whin' floo-ic Conley-

'Frit,' in '41; A' TA n,rti,oer-, have volunteered miCions of linurs for libraries and
faro, to thn White House Conferenw process. POLITSA, with its

1.1,4 quid. members, logs itnpre:o;ive volunttAT hours Lind Mid 1,)I1; dollars tor

lutes.
F,11(1L-FFif FIle only ,irgat izat ion devoted primarily to the 'INTL Fousr

pi west- A. both Clhirles Bent,,,i, Chair of the first White !liar Coideienne,
,n1,1 ,,drim Asp, ILO C 1);1)) e,! 1, h:we 1, a prone,,;,

not an nvent. i is a continuum that goes ['Ian the national the state< and

5 )
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local communities, back to the national level, again to the state and local levels for
implementationand the cycle begins again.

The resolutions that established WHCLIST also called for a White House Confer-
ence every decade. WHCLIST's task, then, continues after this second White House
Conference. We are committed to the continuity of the process. Recognizing that
any organization worth its salt must consider new leadership as a top priority, we
have worked out a transition plan that builds in new leadership to support library
and information services for the next decade and beyond.

We are visiionariesbut we're also realists. Right now, the economy is forcing li-
brary closings, layoffs. and curtailed hours in state after state across the country. In
Rhode Island, just as we had achieved legislation mandating 25 per cent state fund-
ing of the operating budgets of public libraries by the 2000 (from the 1989 level of 6
percent), we were faced with a devastating state deficit. The Administration recom-
mended a cut of $1.9 million to librariesincluding a 77 per cent cut in aid to the
Providence Public Library and zero funding of grant-in-aid to local libraries.

The good news is that $1.2 million has been restored to the library budget. That
happened largely because of the advocacy efforts of the library communityinclud-
ing the volunteer leadership -of people who have become library support3ers because
of their involvement in the Governor's Conference. It is exciting that, even before
the final resolutions of the White House Conference are passed, we already have
new leadership to carry the flame.

The bad news is that Rhode Island will now reimburse only 2.65 per rent of grant-
in-aid to local libraries in 1992; Interlibrary Loan is severely cut; no applications are
being accepted for library construction; staff of the Department of State Library
Services have taken serious across-the-board pay cuts; and federal funding through
the Library Services and Construction Act may be threatened.

Rhode Island is not alone. Other states' library services are in even worse shape. I

am attaching to this testimony an article in the May issue of American Libraries,
published by the American Library Association, describing the plight of the states.

The irony of the situation is that, as the resources are dwindling, the needs of
library users are increasing. In times of economic depression and recession, library
use soars. Public Law 100-382 calls for a White House Conference "for the further
improvement of the library and information services of the Nation and their use by
the public." What insight Senator Pell, Congressman Ford, and the other drafters of
the legislation showed when they talked about "their use of 0,e public." We don't
support library and information services for their own saki- don't look for
access for the sake of access. We look to the use of library and mation services
for the improvement of our democratic society.

Through these services, we can solve the tragic and costly problem of illiteracy in
this country; we can help increase our nation's productivity; we can strengthen our
democ racy.

What institution other than cur public libraries offers to all people in this coun-
try, of any age, background, physical, economic and social condition, information
freeto help us fix our house because we can't afford to buy a new one; to fix a car
because we can't afford a new one; to plant a garden and grow vegetables to nourish

us; to write a resume to help us find a job? Where else can students of all ages find
souries for research? Where else can we get entertainment and recreationfreeto
take us away from the drudgery of our daily lives and transport us to other coun-
tries, other times, other galaxies? Where else can small and big businesses get all
kinds of informationfreethout markets, products, patents? Where else can our
public officials get the information they need to help them make the crucial deci-
sions that govern our country'?

Can anyone doubt that libraries are essential services when they fill these needs?
These are not luxuries, These are ongoing services whose support is a cost-effective
investment in a better America.

With the explosion of information in our era, and the awesome potential of tech-
nology to deal with that information, the White House Conference gives us a unique
opportunity to examine our resources and to shape library and information policies
for a better America as we approach the 21st century. The Conference gives us a
unique opportunity to develop a knowledgeable new cadre of volunteer leadership
with heightened a-vareness of the "use by the public" of library and information
services. Thank you for giving us those opportunities,
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The recession and public libraries
BY GORDON Fl AGG

An AL survey of the
states finds that the
economic climate for
libraries ranges from
"good" to "grim."

f anyone still harbors doubts that the
nation is in the midst of a snere eco-
nomk downturn, recent reports from

public libraries around the country offer
evidence otherwise Horror stoties haw
pouted infrom three successive budget
cuts in INS fiscal Kw al New York PuNic
Library, forcing kyoffs and service
bad, (AL. Mac, p 190.191), to an entire
rural Califoinia county narrwsly awning
bankruptcy (A/.. Dec. I990, p 025) Rut
arc these events dramatic but isolated in.
oances, or do they represent a crisis lacing

libraries everywhere?
To find out; Anterior Libusies con-

timed the 50 state library agencies to deter .
mine the curront anatomic climate for
public libraries in each Odle (academic li-

braries at public institutions are nen more
affected by the health of state gosernmene,
since they haw no aatis to local funds,
but they fall outside the scope of this sur.
Ary) We also asked them to identify mil,
vidual libraries in the nate facing
extraordinary fthancial sguattons, and

whet her the stale legislat ure was taking any
action that nught affect kbraner

The assessments of economic health
ranged nom "good" (Oluol to "grim"
(Rhode Island), -dire" Montana); and
"criticul" (Maine). Some galet cited dirn-
cult times, but indicated that the condition,
rather than being caused by the current re .

cession, was chronic: South Dakota State
librarian Jane Kolbe, for example, charac-
terized her nate's current status as "About
the same as usual, poor."

So rather than offering any sweeping
pronouncements on the state of libraries
nationwide, the following roundup shows
mostly that funding levels are a source of
concern--esen if services and lobs aren't
endangered virtually everyplace. In states
that are viorently economically comfort.

HAI 19S11

able, libraries still haw to worry about
ProPelly tax Itber MOISURS. raft' (rood is.
WO. and other obstacles; and in states that
hase suffend major revenue shortfalls, li-
braries have often undentone a &moor.
bonne share of the cuts. (Although
responses were obtained from virtually
emery state, some states with relatiwly little
to report are omitted from this report.)

Orlin Wog s is WSW
The hardest-hit region is the Northeast,
where the =many has been in a slump for
over a war, with no upturn in sight. State
librarians in the region described their sta-
tus in such bleak tenni as "grim," "dis-
mal," end "critical."

One of the wont situations in the nation
is in Mardsusetts, where kiln RarnsaY of
the Raid of Library Commissioners re-
ports ..he state is experiencing "its WOrSt ec-
onomic period in recent memory." The
101ear-old Proposition 1,/i has limited
the ability of localities to raise property
taxes, and the state's infamous deficit
forced a reduction in the level of local aid
the state had been supplying to alleviite
this limitation. Together with the general
downswing in the econorri% these cutbacks
hi1T kfl WITIMUnilieS "reeling," according

to Ramsay.
Ramsay reports that some We of the

state's libraries have had to substantially re-
duce main library hours, own a third have
cut materials budgets. some 20 branches
haw closed, bookmobiles haw been idled,
anti capital protects, continuing education
funds, and trawl reimbursement, haw
born cut.

"No one at this point is certain about
what FY91 holds for libraries," Ramsay
said, "but IflOss ptedictions are that things
will get much %MX" The governor's h Y91
budget proposes I094 cuts for state aid to
libraries and regional systems, but gins
them the option of chanling USer fees,
which has been illegal in Massachusetts for
decades. The budget also eliminates the
only direct slate support for the automated
resourcesharir j networks.

I ibrary cutbacks in New York City have
been reported extensively in the library
Press Of; fan . & 7; Mar., p (90-191).
but libraries throughout New York State

AMIN AS MAWS

ale Pint to rod the heat as well. State Li-
brarian Joseph Shubert reports that in the
face of the states $6 billion deficit, Cov.
Mario Cuomo has proposed 10 teduc.
tions in state agencies' spending and stale
aid to localities. Shubert credits the 1990
Gmernort Conference on Library and In.
formation Services for running the cuts in
library aid to IOW's, since 50111t programs,
such as public broadcasting and the arts,
would be cut as much as 50,e.

Peansylvaala also faces a revenue

shortfallV731 million for the current fis-
cal war--forcing Gov. Robert P CatcY to
implement budges teduction measures, in.
eluding a 11 million 'eduction in gate aic
to libraries. Other ;WI were made in the
statewide library card reimbursement pro-
gram and the library deliwry system,
which were each isduced by 5250,000.

In New Jersey, a proposed law would
eliminate current minimum funding re-
quirenients for local public libraries The
New kW/ Library Association has voiced
fears that eliminating the dedicated fund-
ing wouirement would threaten county b.
btary systems and result in libraries taking
cuts that an disproportionate to their share
of the omen municipal budgets.

Even New Hanspdgm, after six years of
unprecedented growth, is experiencing a
major recession. Unemployment, once the
lowest in the countrA has risen to over les,
and the government has been cutting back
in the face of declining state resenues. State
librarian Kendall Wiggin reports that the
budget for the state library; like all depart-
mental budgets, is "in trouble"; however.
since New Hampshire ha, no direct aid to
libraiies, legislator actions do not directly

threaten lovul libraries.

Hod trot t oll eatery
Hard times have been around even longer
in the oil.producing glum As Texas Suite
librarian 1310 Gooch put it, "I think the
economic downturn started tn Texas and
the other (*.producing states before it hit
elsewhere, and view had three or four
sears' nperien.e with hard budget tube.
tions," Gooch said the picture is better now
than it svas when the oil crunch first hit,
with many libraries showing signs of stabi-
lizing and some beginning to show in-

141
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creases. Howeser, the 1992-93 biennial
budget currently under coroideration re-
flects a 10.5% reduction from current fig-
ures, which would mean $2 million las for
the State Library and $1.2 million less for
the Statewide Library Developmeut Pro.
gmm for the rauwar petiod.

Bill Young of the Oklahoma Depart-
ment of Libraries cites a similar situation:
funding problems there are "not so much
from the current mansion. but rather a
continuation of problems brought on by
the oil bust and the farm crisis of the 1980s
and the inability of local areas to swum
dedicated funding for library services." A
budding boom durina the heyday of oil
prosperity has resulted in a glut of reel es-
tate, and mcent teasseument of property
values has resulted in a decrease in the op-
erating budgets of some Maury systems.
Young said that per capita state aid to pub-
la libraries has only recently reached the
1983 level. HOYANee, he speculates that
Oklahoma's flat economy oset the Pasi
few wail has ironically shielded the state
from any major impact from the current
'passion.

RON Ibm IM Alcutals
The downturn in oil production has also
adversely affected libraries elsewhere. In
the Rocky Mountain legion, the loss of oil
production in Wyoming has mulled in ma .
jor fiscal problems for the Fremont
County Library, which has co nun for its
two main buildings, star .1 smaller
brandies with volumeery and made other
oPeratina cuts. By contrast, the Campbell
County Lamy, in an area where coal min .
ins is a mainstay of the economy is well
staffed, with a SI million budget for 30,C00

lit
residents

(,.to Mexico, the continuing dump in
oil and gas severanit taxes has reduced
state government revenues, so funding for
new library progranu is unlikely HOWVer.
Stale Librarian Karen Watkins said most
libraria ate "holding their own, if only
art barely in some cases." An exception is
Albuquerque Public, the gate's largest li-
brary, where howl in the system's 12

branches haw been cut from 642 to 540 a
week, and staff is down from 14 to 125.
Belen Public is also hard.rot, with staff cut
from sewn to three-and-a-half and no
books purchased since last August; its

promising *MA literacy program has been
cut from 25 to 15 houn a week and is in
danger of ending altogether. Librarian Do-
lores Padilla says ihr library is skimping bY
with donations, volunteers, and grants.

1 ilitary spending in Monism has ban
!Mined for the past fne years by a 1986

NM nal

lbgedw will the generi
downswing in Vie mon
cabs* him left
[Manadiusens] communitles
"reeling".

taxing/spending prosision known as Initia-

lise 105. On the positiw side, however, the
Slimy items that were Line-item vetoed by
the administration in last war's state aid
bill am in the current state budget. "That's
good news," said State Librarian Richard
Miller. "but the legislative session is far
from over." Miller nom, that the Lewis
and Clark Library in Helena is going for its
third emergency budget in three years to
maintain services; the Parody Billings Li-
brary put a one-war moratorium on book
buying; and the Missoula Public Library
was closed for three weeks.

A recent study by Boise State University
found that Idaho's public Libraries are
among the most poorly supported public
services in nine western states. State Librar-
ian Charles Mks places the blame ad on
the economic climate but on tax Limitation
programs and a funding priority for public
schools- However, the legislature recently
remosed a S. lid on annual increases in
local property taxa, which will allow

Pell tax creates ebb
ho Idthlo limy loving
America Mingles are nos alone in feeling the
Pain of lough economic times: Public a-
batis in Slain Nee been forced to make se-
vere cutbacks as a result of the nototious mi
tax impoeed last year by Prime Minister Mar.
garet Thatcher. The unpopular tax, which was
larody responsible for Thatcher's tesignation
last November, rePiaced local COMM' tuft
with a flat levy on all adults, regardless olio.
come; tbe &nom was decided by ad com-
munity, and many Med to keep the rate as low
le possible by mailbag services. Although
the Um wm monody reminded by Thelciwes
11/02e10e. John MMor, thebrohlerni meted
by as imposition

Maids Librery Association reports that
27 suthoritiet have reduced library operating
hours, frozen hirina and stopped book pur-
chases bales the 1990 Mal year. Some Mee
closed bombes altogether; Derbwhia, tot
example has shut II libraries. Thirty-sewn
other mehorleles announced plam for cut-
backs lit tbe caned Neal year, which teem
in April.

School libraries have also been affected by

localitiesincluding library districtsto
set budgets based on need.

Deputy State Librarian Nancy Bolt te-

poets that Colorado is "holding stable for
now" However. Westminster Public Li-
braryy, one of the state's larger suburban
systems, was without a library director for
several years (one was recently Mier') and
suffered major cuts to its materials budget
during that period.

The Utali library climate is "fairro-
middling," according to Sutte Library Di-
lator Amy Owen, who said that even slow
growth is welcome is contrast to conditions
elsewhere. Public libraries were successful
in obtaining an increase of $106.000 in state
aid funds, ano the -tate library got $50,000
to implement a recent classification study
of professional 'positions.

In fast-growing Nevada, Slate Librarian
Joan G. Kerschner said the library situa-
tion is "fair to good." However, Washoe
County Library Director Martha Gould
told AL that a "rebasing" of the state's tax
system will cost the county 56-12 million,
some of which will come out a the b.
brary's hide. Gould said she is "planning
for disaster": the library has frozen all ex-
penditures and hiring and has an 11% staff
VaCa/ley rale

Min lii lbs Wool
State funding for Miriam libraries was re-
duced by 9.2% in FY90-91. following a

the local authority empenditure cutbacks; is
Widen, a new ammonia funding fantails
has reduced the money ping to many
mitoob. As s meek, scene authorities were
said to be oonsiderina abolishing school li-
braries Martha.

the netd for school libtary services wes the
subyed of a debate in the House of Leeds Feb.
20. Several speaken snared he importance
of professional librarians; for example, lord
D.:emend, a Labour peer, mid that "profes-
sional librarians ... make a vital contributioa
to the service. Their Memo amply lessens
the value of the library to a considerable a-
kar We skald cassia, so Mame was tv-
dation, 10 %Mane *miss for ethoele."

TM dry before the abate. delegation
from the Library Assodatioa met for an bow
with BOUM% ne* Minato of the Ans, Timo-
thy ReMosh to discus the erias Aftstaros,
the LA . representatives impressed Mumma-
ment with Reads response "The abate
teemed to think thss se are rall dealing wadi
hoisted examples of bearable reduction' is
public ifbrery services," said Oder Executive
Oecage Cunningham. "1 dart think we haw
Yes pen...tided the minater that we hell, do
have a crisis on our hands ..." (2E

Lal0Akl12.;
Int
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Debth PubOc Library cut Ileum from 40Io 20 per week al six of
Ns branthes and hoze all Wog and promrAlons.

2.5% cut the previous year This meant a
loss of S9( 0,020 to the Detroit Public Li.
beery, which cut hours from 40 to 20 per
week m set of its branches and from all hir-
ing and promotions. Book budgets were
slashed and expenditures for equipment,
repairs, arid supplies were deferred. Lan
Nosember voters approved a onemill levy
for library services (AI., Dec. 1990, p,

1019), but the income will not begin until
July

The 9.2% cut also applied to the Li-
brary of Michigan. Deputy State Librarian
Jeff Johnson said personnel reductions
were held to a nummunt, but one fullaime
and all so parttime positions were ehmi-
nated, and all sacant positions (oarently
totaling 20) are froren. The loss of staff
forced the library to discontinue evening
service on Monday and Wednesday

Although Assistant State librarian Stan
Gardner reports that the present state of
641moures libraries i., "lisable," due largely
to tam passed in presious mars for spe.
cifs library protects, the long.term future
"is Roking grim," with a tight state budget
meaning a possible reduction in funds
available to public hi/rams Joplin Public
Library has reduoed its operating hours by
eight per week, and the Caner County 1.1-
Mary headquarter, is only open three days
per owl,. with the director working a four-
dav sseek at a reduced salary

1411911 Stale I thrartan Duane Johnson
%rid that the situation is "wry- stresses) al-
ter seseral years of no grow th Many b.

hraries are being forced to teduce
information purchases and cut batk on
puNie services" Additionally. all seven of
the gate% regional library lysterns are lac,
ing financial situation% that require sense
reductions. The legislature has ermined a
5% reduction in stale aid to libraries, on
top of prn foils redui.tiont.

the tV0110111K climate m Minnesota is
"unsettled." according to Flill Asp of the
state's Otbse of I &my DewloPthent and
Senses Although the stale hay protested

a budget shortfall of some $I 2 billion in
Y92, the gosemor's hudget maintains

F Y91 funding Imen, for public library de-
setoement and multityre library coopers-
non Howevet, a proposed reduction in aid
to local governments may result in cuts in
many local senses including libraries,

ben in states where the picture for moth-
vidual public libraries is healthy the State
libraries are facing budget reductioes as

Oforoaat 111114,01Ml Iron; n JMj

part of Metall cutbacks in all government
agencies a 3% reduction in WIN and
6% in lass (with the possibility of an ad&
tional 39. cut). Although the FY92 Mob
budget has not yet been pasted, the State
Library is anticipating reductions in trawl,
laillIsitiOnS, and grants and programs to
libraries in the state.

On the other hand, in North Dawes the
governor% proposed 1991-93 budget con-
tains a 109. increase in funding for the
Mate Library; that increase iLS well as addi .
none] funding requested by State Librarian
Patricia L. Harris, am awaiting sperm]
by the kiesLiture.

The Sum Library Comnussion is among
the Nebraska agencies facing a poisible 4
across-theboard budget reduction. Al-
though the slAte econorrly remains rela-
livtlY strongits unemployment ram a
among the nation% lowest Comndssion
Direstce Rod Wagner teems that a recent
state supreme court decision exempting
ware personal properly from the taX rollS
means that local governments may lose
rmlhons of dollars in local taxes. "Since 10-
l.2/ public libraries in Nebraska receive oser
90% of their suppon through local tax
sources" said Wagner, "this matter poses a
threat to public library funding now and in
the future'

Surreal In Sig With

Although not bright, the flnamial situa-
tion is better throughout the southern
sums. Stan, nate librarians cue resenue
shortfalls in their states, but them doesn't
seem to be the sense of crisis found else.
where.

In *nth Carobta, state aid to libraries
has been !educed twice during the current
fiscal year. The FY92 budget is currently
being debated, and since state aid funds
ate allocated on a per-capita bash, if fund-
mg is nal increased many public libraries in
counties that Misr lost population will lose
funds uhen nea alkications are made
bawd on the ISaat Census figures

the most extreme situation in the slate tv
nut of the Williamsburg County Library
Pat Gilleland, public library consultant for
the Slate Library reports that the Oral%
in the poorest county of the slate, "has
been perched on the brink of financial di-
salter fot some time" Last summer the
tuunty government literally ran ow of
money, forcing coumy employees to miss
Iwo PaWhecks. The county was unabie to

small public Ithriums in the ease "are holding
hammer prnanously in these un-

certain time." Hossever, m a remit of a drtm

in state mere" the State I ibrary undetsserd
a 04 midyear ail, framing a 51s cut at the
beginning of F-110-9L As a mad. imie posi-

tions hint been loat and Use Nal,* b now
doted on %mistrals.

PAM COSI *MO
On the West Coa.st, tht situation facing

borrow funds since previous shortfalls had
&heady forced the manly to merratend its
credit. If the gale legislature doesn't ap-
mow an increase in slate aid, the eounly's
population decline will mean a 139. cut in
state id for the libtery

North Candles Stale Librarian Howard
Mc(linn reports that the economic climate
in his state Ls "cloudy" with a large budget
shortfall in the current fiscal year and an
even larger one for next year. McGinn
speculates that the General Assembly may
be planning to reduce the current level of
stale fundina for public libraries.

Joe B. Forme, dinector of Geofthies Divi-
sion of Public Library Services reports
that his slate% outlook is "troubled. Wet
do well to hold onerating funds al continu-
ation lesels....* hope to hold our own
with state aid this year, ahhough salary in-
creases for state-paid librarians will proba-
bly not come through."

The Atlanta.Fithsts Public Library and
DeKalb County Public Library (AL, Dec.
1990, p. 10)4) both fact froun pealliOfIS
and consequent cutting of hours; other
brariet have reported similar problems.
Most Georgia libraries lost some 12% of
their stale funding for materials; only the
lamer and more affluent libraries have se-
cured additional funding for materials,
said Forme.

A projected $1.7 billion revenue shortfall
has resulted in all %Wail agencies being
directed to reduce their 1990-91 general
fund appropriations hy some 15%. with an
equal or greater revision expected next
mar. However, funds allocated fix plans
for a new State Library and Archives
building have survised budget cuts and ap-
pear to he a priority mipual outlay of the
state administtation, according to Deputy
State Librarian Nolan T. Yelich.

Although a front-page article in the Feb.
13 Htd Sorer Journal deemed the dire 11.
nanoal satiation facing many libtaries in
rund Wei %kerb, Gov. Gaston Caperton
has announced that he, the senate press.
dent. lhe speaker of the house, and the n
name chmr man have taken "a hlood oath"
to restore con* $2(9.).030 that had been
wheduled for loss tr. the FY92 budget
Other ebony espected to he enacted by
the legislature include removal of sales tax

from library services, a constitutional revi.
von allowing library levies to pass with a
simple majority rather than 609, of the
vote and a Distance learning Rill provid-
ing fads for library telecommunications
equipment and programs.

Itameme State Librarian Edwin S
Causes told AL thal meet Medan and

(Ram in confirm/ ott p 464.)

5If

SPECIAL REPO.RT
(Wanta libraries has reached "CTIsis peu-

portions" in the northetn and central
maths with less severe conditions in the
south. Colhn Clark, data coordinstor for
the State I ibtary, told A L that the hardest-
hit counties include Mate (.41., Sept. 1990,
p. 209; Dec. 1990, p. 1025), Shasta, Te-

Rama, Placer, El Dorado, and Fresno
"Many area in SSMIgagam haw newr

recovemd from the precious downturn,
which affected the logging and fishing in.
duchies and, in turn, revenue for libraries."
mid Jan Walsh of the State Library. How.

MAY 1St

ever, shc added, the current recession
hasn't end a significant imps' in Washing
ton, which is experiencing "phenomenal
growth," with major capital projects math
ring around the state

In Oregon, "econonuc conlitions are
good and getting hew," said Mate I ibrar-
tan Wes Doak. HOWever, a proproy 11,1

limitation measure passed in the last elec-
tion will reduce the amount of funds avail-
able for libraries. Doak reports that the
Stale I ihrary kisi sorne Sf110,C00 from air
rent loth in the latest budget.
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Senator PELL. We now turn to Ms. Patricia Glass Schuman,
president of the American Library Association, from Chicago.

Ms. SCHUMAN. I want to thank you for holding these hearings
today on behalf of the 52,000 members of the American Library As-
sociation. They come at an opportune time, because these are
frightening times for all who care about the public's right to know.

Without well-funded and well-supported libraries, without open
and equitable access to information, America's right to know is at
risk. Librarians keep information affordable, available and accessi-
ble to all people.

Libraries have helped make America great. Libraries and librar-
ians help schoolchildren to succeed, businesses to prosper, and our
elderly to lead productive lives.

I am here today to ask your support and leadership in two key
areas. The first is to continue full Federal funding for libraries.
The President's proposed budget cuts funding by 75 percent. Li-
braries cannot afford this; America cannot afford this.

The second is to stop the privatization of Government informa-
tion. To date, privatization policies have resulted in less access and
higher cost for the American public. The right to know is much
more than just free speech. It means having access to the informa-
tion people need in an information society. To truly have the right
to know, people need more than constitutional guarantees; they
need your commitment and your support. We will not live in a true
information society, we will not achieve equal opportunity or jus-
tice unless and until all people have the library services they need
to learn, to live, to work, to participate and to succeed in our de-
mocracy.

In conclusion for the record, I would like to submit to your atten-
tion 13 issues developed by the ALA and its 21 affiliates for the
second White House Conference, and since Senator Pell is an hon-
orary member of the association, I would like to present you with
an ALA member ribbon and a button that says, "Ask me why li-
braries are worth it." [Applause.]

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Schuman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. SCHUMAN

I am testifying today on behalf of the. 52.000 members of the American Library
Association, the oldest and the largest library association in the world. We thank
you 1Or holdinp; these hearings. As you consider the future of libraries in the United

States, I would urge you to consider that the most important resources libraries
have go home very evening: the library staff

lahrarians are a profession intrinsically bound to the ideals of democracy. Our
very existence stands in defense of the First Amendmentand in defense of equali-

ty When we are at risk, when library services are threatened and librariim 4 are not
valued, then the very basis of our deniocracy is endangered And we are at risk.
These are frightening tinws for librarians, for all who care about the public's right
to know. We face tremendous obstacles!

-the shocking rate of illiteracy in both children and adults;
the dangers and this potential of new technology;

this privatization of public i-fi.,:oation;
the closing of library schools and the difficulties of recruiting and training li-

brary professionals:
tiw rapid deterioratam of materials of all kinds in our nation's libraries;
tlw widening gap between the information rich and the information poor
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the physical, financial, linguistic, psychological, and intellectual barriers that
cominue to widen that gap;

declining public funds for public services;
attempts to restrict the freedom to speak, view, and listen.
The list could go on. The litany of problems is all too familiar. It is almost over-

whelming. But we cannot afford to be overwhelmed. The challenges we face remind
me of a story about Yogi Berra ordering a extra-large pizza with the works. When
the waitress asked Yogi if he wanted the pizza cut into six or eight slices, Yogi re-
plied: "Six. I don't think even I can eat eight slices."

Of course, we can slice our pie many ways. But we should not forget that these
slices are all part of one whole, one central issue: libraries and librarians are essen-
tial. Without them, without open and equitable access to information, America's
right to know is at risk. America's right to knowand rememberour past. Ameri-
ca's right to knowand understandour present. And America's right to know
and evaluateinformation which can determine our future.

Benjamin Franklin's novel idea, the free public library, was a radical concept: the
distribution of books to everyone, regardless of age, sex, class, or income. Our li-
brary system is s national treasure, unique in the world. Librarians who work in
the more than 115,000 school, public, academic and special libraries throughout the
nation have enabled millions of Americans to learn, to achieve, to flourish, and to
prosper.

Pieces of this national treasure are eroding rapidly. Proteaing this system in-
volves no less than preserving the public's right to km w. Libraries and librarians
help make people aware of Information. Librarians keep information affordable,
available and accessible.

Information is not simply a product, a commodity to be bought and sold to the
highest biddr,r. The cost of Information is often independent of the scale of its use. A
given piece of informationa stock price or a scientific discoverycosts the same to
acquire whether the decision to be based on it is large or small. Research leading to
the treatment of AIDS will cost the same whether It is used to help 100 or 100,000
patients. But the value and the influence of that information is vastly different.

Lobbyists for more privatization of government information say that competition
will encourage companies to produce better, cheaper products. Despite the hyperbo-
le, what they are really asking our government to do is to turn over public assets to
private intereststo a handful of multinational media conglomerates. To date, pri-
vatization has resulted in less access and higher cost for the American public. If we
accept the commoditization of information, if we tolerate our government turning
over public information functions to private companies, if we institute fees for serv-
ices, we will diminish the public's right to know: the right to know information
about our Pavironment critical to our health ad tho future of our planet; the right
to know business ad economic informatior, we need to survive in today's global mar-
ketplace; and the right to know how to participate effectively in our democracy.

Information itself is not power. Let's not confuse the transmission of dataor
factswith the uses people make of them. Information is simply rau, materiala
powerful tool. It is valuable only when processed by the human mind. hiformation
is a catalysta means to create knowledge or wisdom. Salespeople sell information
products. Librarians, on the other hand, help people use information to solve prob-
lems. Information is like trust, or love. It becomes infinitrly more valuable when
shared. Here is where library services have their greatest potential, their force,
their vital impact. Here is where information is a critical resource, a public good
essential fbr a humane and just society.

People cannot exercise their right to know unless information is organized and
available. None of us can exercise our right to know unless we are intellectually
ableand psychologically motivatedto access and use information. The right to
know is much more than free speech. To truly have the right to free expression, people
need more than Constitutional guarantees; they need societal commitments as well. If
you have no job, no education, no moneyyour voice will not carry very far. You may
have the right to know, but if you don't know how to use it.if you re not aware of it
it will do you no good. Books, magazines, ad databases are of little value to people who
cannot read. Illiteracy costs this country more than $225 billion annually in lost
productivity, welfare payments, crime, accidents, and lost taxes.

We will not live in a true information society unlessand untilwe ensure that
people have access not only to information, but to cultural content. We will not live
in a true information society unlessand untilpeople have the skills and the re-
sources to use this content. 1Ve will not live in a true information society unless
and untilpublic policy makers recognize that an informed citizenry is a public
good that benefits us all. We will not live in a tine information society, we will not



achieve equal opportunity and justiceunk,ss and until--all people have the library
services they need to learn, live, work, participate, and enjoy our democracy.

In conclusion, I would like to bring to your attention 13 issues developed by tlw
American Library Association and its 21 affiliates for this second White House Con.
ference on Libraries and Information Services which we deem crucial to ensure the
public's right to know.

These issues are:

I. National commitments of financial resources are indisrmsable investments in

the nation's productivity.
II. Democracy is at risk when libraries are at risk.
III. The future of our democratic society is based upon the education of our youth.
IV. Diversity of library collections, services, and staff is essential to wrve peopk,

of diverse backgrounds.
V. Culturally .diverse people must be recruited to the library ad information pro.

fession and must be educated to provide quality library ad information services.
VI. den and equitable access to information in all formats is a linchpin of our

democratic society.
V11. Public access to government information, including legal information, is vital

to a just society.
VIII. An effective marketing and public relations campaign must be mounted to

promote services, increase awareness, and provide feedback to shape tww library
and information services programs.

IX. Libraries are educational institutions that have a fundamental role in promot-
ing literacy.

X. Materials in all types of liararies art, in danger of destruction or disintegration.
That must not happen. They must be preserved.

XI. International issues impact American library and information services in a
variety of ways.

XII, The roles, responsibilities, and career preparation of librarians :ind library
staff must be better articulated to persons unfamiliar with tLe myriad contributions
both make to our society.

XIII. Implementation of' White House Conference resolutions is essential to im-
prove the nation's library and information services.

With your permission, I would like to submit the full text of these 13 recommtm-
dations for the record.

On behalf of the members of the Anwrican Library Association, I would like to
thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our concerns.

THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION'S RE(UMMENDATIONS FOR THE
SECOND WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION
SERVICES

The following issues were developed by the Anwrican Lihrary Association (ALA)
for the Second White House Conference on Library and Information Services.

An outgrowth of the common agenda developed by ALA and its twenty-one affili
ates in 1990, these recommendations were written by two ALA committees working
from and adding to the original common agenda statenwnts. These two committees
were the ALA Ad Hoc Committee on the 1991 White Hous( nference on Library
and Information Services (co-chaired by Ann Ik,idbmder Eastman and Bessie
Boehm Moore) and an Ad Hoc Committee of ALA's Executive Board (chaired by
ALA Past President Patricia Wilson Berger).

The American Library Association hopes that all involved with the Second Whitt,
House Conference will find these statements useful.

Issue I: National cornnutments of financial resources 14 library serr?.res are indis-
pensable im.estments in the nation's pmductwity.

Background:
Since the earliest days of tlw Republic. libraries have been e(msistent. rnajor

contributors to the natam's productivity. Today, libraries remain the inform-
tam souro, of first resort far most of our population. Library resources antler
gird the learning and illuminate the ounprehension of children, educators. art-
ists, new Americans, .students. scholars. scientists, researelwrs, lawyers, engi-
neers, the clergy, businesses, governments and industries. Since the late 1 tiin's
librarians and libraries have participated vigorously in our struggles to increase

5
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national literacy. No other information source has contributed so much to so
many for so long.

At present, an inverse ratio exists between the resources libraries ought to ac-
quire and their financial ability to do so. A single example: many school librar-
ies can no longer afford the books and facilities needed to prepare our children
to compete in tomorrow's world.

New and emerging technologies offer unprecedented opportunities to exploit the
riches of our libraries as never before, in order to empower our country's di-
verse populations and cultures. Today, many libraries serve as electronic gate-
ways to a vast array of information resources, overcoming distance and time to
deliver that information to patrons. The proposed National Research and Edu-
cation Network (NREN1 could enhance the benefits of such information deliveq
practices by multiplying a hundred-fold the resources available to all libraries
and their patrons. Such increased access would be especially beneficial to users
of public and school libraries, particularly to users of such libraries which serve
rural and remote areas of the United States.

If the United States is to increase its productivity and stay competitive in the
world marketplace, then sufficient funds must be provided to assure that librar-
ies can continue to acquire, preserve, organize and disseminate those unique
and expensive information resources needed for teaching and research. Several
statutes, in particular the Higher Education Act tHEM of 190, have provided
academic libraries the means to ac4uire, preserve and share such information
resources, resources which are vital to teaching and research. Legislation like
the PEA benefits citizens and groups far beyond those on local campuses en-
gaged in specific experiments or studies, because library resources thus ac-
quired are shared with scholars, scientists, and industry everywhere.

--Nationally coordinated, cooperative programs among libraries which provide a
common, public body of infbrmation about their collections are vital to stimu-
late the nation's productivity. libraries create and use bibliographic records of
the materials in their collections in two ways: first, to provide access to their
resources locally and second, to share that access with library patrons through-
out the nation. Such programs as tlw Cooperative Convemon of Serials pro-
gram (CONSER) and the National Coordinated Cataloging Program have helped
achieve both these objectives. However, funding for such programs has not been
sufficient to enable the natkm to enjoy their full benefits.

Recommendat ions:
1. That government and library officials at all levels work together to amass suffi-

cient. funds to provide diverse groups and individuals with the library resources
they need to meet the challenges of our infbrmat ion age.
2. That, in order to fulfill the democratic imperative to make as much informa-
tion available as possible to the greatest number of people, delegates to
WHCIAS 11 endorse and Congress fund a National Research and Education Net-
work iNREN) which will include all types of libraries as full partners. Public
policy must recognize that., because it results in comprehensive sharing of li-
brary resources and widespread, efficient document delivery systems, library
networking is as essential to the productivity of the senior in high school as it is
to the American industrial worker or the scholar in ':cademe.
:I. That Congress recognize it is critical to the national interest to support tqiu-
cation and research by fully funding statutes like the Higher Education Act of
1965 and the I,ibrary Aervices and Construction Act.
1. That funding agents, both public and private. provide sufficient support for
national bibliographic ;iccess programs to enable the nation to realize the full
benefit of the inliomation our library collmtions contain.
r). That Congress increase its support of the Library of Congress to enable that
institution to better coordinate national yi1,1 international cooperative endeav-
ors.
G. That Congress increase its support of legislation which benefits the public di-
rectly through public library programs. These programs include services to
people with limited access to information, such as rural populations, the disad-
vantaged, the disabled and those in institutions.
7. That the library community, inciuding library users, library trustees and li-
brary advocates, actively participate in the formulation and implementation of

body of broad, comprehensive national infOrmation policies. Such policies
should arti.tditte the core role of library and infOrmation services to the cr,!-
at ion of iww knowh.dge and the twonfiguration of ()Id knowledge, knowlmlge
which is central to the productivity of our governme.,ts, industrim institutions,
communities and our people.
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Issue IL Democracy is at risk when libraries are at risk.

Background:
Informat ion is the currency of democracy. That's a given. Each and every time

we tolerate the weakening or the deterioration of our premier information re-
sourceour librarieswe tolerate also pernicious corrosion of our democracy.
Over a century ago another U.S. President, James Madison, warned that:

"A popular government without popular information or the means of acquiring
it, is but a prologue to a farce or tragedy: or perhaps both. Knowledge will
forever govern ignorance. And a people who mean to be their own governors
must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives."

Corporate America must help develop and nurture a skilled, literate workforce
and a productive society by increasing its support and Ibnding for America's li-
braries,

Recommendations:
1. That coalitions of librarians. library trustees, library associations, library

friends and other library supporters work with both the public and the private
sectors to advocate, develop and enact stable, reliable funding sources which
will guarantee the comprehensive array of information resources America must
demand of its libraries, now and in the future.

2. That, to ensure quality library service to our nation's future workers and read-
ers, delegates to WHCIAS II and government officials at all levels increase and

expand their commitment and funding for school, public, academic and special

libraries.
Issiw III: The Mitre of our democratic society is based upon the education of our
youth.
Background:

In February 1990, President Bush and the nation's governors issued a position
paper entitled, "Goals for American Education." In it, the President and the
governors enunciated specific hteracy goals. Attaining those goals by the year
2000 depends in large measure, however, on how well America's libraries can
deliver and sustain a broad range of information resources and services.

The future of our democratic society is rooted in the education of our youth.
Today's children and young adults are tomorrow's citimns and leaders. At a
time when our nation's illiteracy is soaring and our nation's productivity con-
tinues to plummet, we persist in countenancing neglect, not only of our school
libraries hut also of youth services in our public libraries. The Department of
Education's own i;tatistics establish that today, federal support for school librar-

ies is a men- 60% of what it was a decade ago. The situation in public libraries
is equally grim. Over 50q of all public hbrary users have yet to celebrate their
1Sth birthday, yet few of our public libraries can afibrd the collections and staff
required to meet the special needs of the young. Given such a sorry state of af-
fairs, how can we as a nation hope to ensure a literate. democratic productive
future for ourselves, our children or our children's children?

State governments must use their own and federal Ibnds ifor example, LS('A.
ESEA and Headstart funds) to et.aablish school and public library partnership
programs to provide comprehensive library ...wrvices to children and young

adults.

Recommendations:
I. That an schools across the nation have quality libraries Ibr their students and

that each be staffed by school library media stavialists and support personnel.
2. That public libraries across the nation provide quality programs of service to

all individuals, including children and yoang adults.
3. That funding at the local, state, and 'Alp, al level be earmarlud and increased

to provide youth of all ages with quality services, resources, and personnel in

school hind public libraries.
4. That networks for resource sharing across the nati(in ni i k materiak availahle

to children and young adults in school and public libraries.
5. That government at the federal Joel provide leadership I-or school library

media programs.

Issue /17.. Diversity of h bnit'V Mneellfais, sat.wes and staff is essentio1 Netre pmple

of ft verse backgmunds.

Background:
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The 1990 Census of the United States established that, during the last ten
years, the composition of our population has changed dramatically. For exam-
ple, between 19) and 1990, the proportions of our people who are of Hispanic
and Asian descent increased exponentially. Moreover, unlike earlier times,
these newly emerging majorities are not clustered in large urban centers along
our coasdirles; they are moving out and settling down in cities, towns, villages
and hamlets 4cross the country.

--Both NCLIS and ALA have affirmed that a multicultural, multilingual society
is desirable, and that the library and information needs of racially and ethnical-
I) diverse peoples Oen differ from those of other segments of the population.
There is clear and compelling evidence that often, the special information needs
tr. new Americans and :Alter minorities have not been anticipated, much less
met, by our governments or our libraries.

-At the 1979 White House Conference on Library and Information Services, di-
verse peoples and their library needs were woefully underrepresented. More-
over, in 11r 9, Conferenc Delegates voted down several resolutions which could
kive strengthened library services to minorities. The nation's diverse library
mAs demand that in 1991, that history not be repeated.

--Progr-n-s must be developed and implemented promptly to assure that, by the
year 2005, the number of minorities and emerging minorities enrolled in library
and information science programs and/or employed at all levels in our libraries
and information centers will reflect the diverse composition of the U.S. popula-
tion.

Governments at all levels must recognize and honor their affirmative obligation
to provid equitable library services to cultural minorities by organizing and
funding efforts to ident4 where and what service and resource inequities exist
and by developing and funding strategis to correct those inequities with all de-
liberate speed.

Recommendat ions:
1. That govrnments and the library community work to liminate barriers, in-

cluding languag and fee barriers, to library and information services.
2. That librarians and their governing bodies insist that programs for resources

and services to all segments of the population 1w funded quitably, with "hard-
monies, and that they be included in the libraries' bedrock, basic budgets for
n.sources and services.

3. Thrit librarians, library educators, library associations and funding agents rec-
ognizA, and honor their affirmative obligation to recruit, support, educate, train
and retain librarians and library staff representative of all elements of oe- soci-
ety.

4. That elected officials in the states arid territories assure the participation of
minorities in all aspects of library governance by appointing them in represent-
ative numbers to the governing boards of state and public libraries.

5. That delegates to WIIMIS II affirm thir strong arid unwavering support for
lihrary programs designed to meet the special tweds of tlw nation's cultural mi-
norities hy lohbying federal. state and local officials for greater attention and
funding to nwet those neds.

Issue Cultundly d irerSe 11111.0 he recruited to the Idultry and information
sercuws proles:non and must be edumted to pnwute quality library and inPrmation
sorpin.s.

Background:
--At the present time, cultural minorities arid emerging majorities represent only

10,; of lihrarians in the workfOrce. From 1978 to lW), the number of minority
students graduated from ALA accredited programs shrank by 51r, . from 451 in
19Th to :221; in 1989. Moreover. the numbr of minority students who enroll in
college after high school remains disproportionately low.
Members of minorities who work in libraries coat bum to be employed in clerical
and lower paid paraprolessimial jobs, jobs which offer limited opportunity for
advancenwnt.

Recommendations:
1. That the stats, territories and the federal government pass legislation arid de-

velop policy initiatives which will establish stahle, hill funding to recruit and
educate, in representative numbers, prolessitinal and paraprofessional library
staff from nnnority and emerging majority sectors of the population.

2 That tnnding agents in both the public and private sVetnrS increase tlwir sup-
port of lellowships and scholarships fOr minority library students. and that li

k.)



brary schools actively recruit and hire faculty and staff from cultural and
ethnic minority and emerging majority sectors of our population.

3. That libraries and their governing bodies designate funds to train library staff
on valuing cultural differences and to develop multicultural library resources.

Issue VI: Open and equitable access to thformutn in all fornmts is a linchpin of our
democratic society.

Background:
An educated, informed citizenry is paramount to our denmcracy. To the extent

that we tolerate barriers to an informed citiwnry, we tolerate the destruction of
our democracy.

Reading is the first defense of democracy; libraries are its second defense. With-
out libraries, the professions, trades, students, researcheN, businesses, indus-
tries and governments will not and cannot prosper or even progress.

The freedoms to read, to view, to speak and to listen and to use libraries with-
out compromising privacy rights constitute the very core of our society. At-
tempts to restrict those freedoms in any way threaten our most basic liberties
and therefore democracy itself,

Librarians and library staff are obliged to protect and to support the intellectu-
al freedom rights of all persons using the library. Librarians and library staff
must insist that individuals be able to obtain and use information in complete
privacy. Therefore, records of a library patron's reading preferences must not
be available for outside scrutiny, Forty-four states and the District of Columbia
have enacted laws guaranteeing the privacy of these recur,:

Governments, libraries and their governing bodies are obliged to assure that
disabkd persons, the institutionaliwd, older adults and other special popula-
tions enjoy open, equitable access to the nation's libraries.

Recommendations:
1. That librarians, library staff, library trustees, library supporters and govern-

ment officials at all levels recogniw tlwy share an obligation to assure that fees
for library resources and services do not constitute barriers to any individual's
access to those resources and services.

2, That Congress and the states recognize the right of the American public to
access the works of all authors, artists, scholars and politicians, whether domes-
tic or foreign.

3, That delegates to WHCLIS II affirm the principle that regulations lin: the im-
portation and for the exportation of information and data across borders should
not be used to suppress intbrmation it.:cess, and that the (1 ILgat(s ask the Presi-
dent and the Congress to affirm this principle.

4. That the dekgates to WHCLIS II endorse ALA's Library Bill of Rights
5, That delegates to WHCLIS II comnwnd those states that have already enacted

laws protecting the privacy of library records and that the delegates strongly
urge those states that have not passed such laws to do so.

b. That Congress increase LSCA funding in order to hire interpreters, purchase
special equipnwnt for disabled persons ard renovate library facilitWs to make
them more accessible to special populations.

7. That Congress fund programs to establish and improve public libraries in rural
areas; assist in the construction of libraries; provide for interlibrary coownitimi
and resource sharing projects; improve library services tor Native Americans:
litccacv programs; and programs for spec al populations i k t t hose availabh.
fiwn tile Library of Congress's National Library Service for the Blind and Phys-
ically IIAndicapped. Similar programs should lie made avaihible to tlw hearing
impaired through a comprelwnsiye national program.

S. That, where appropriate, Congress include lihrarians and libraries in legislation
addressing the nmds of older adults and persons with disahilit Ws.

9. That Congress alkicate monies to libraries to implement the Americans with
Disabihties Act ADM,

Issue VII: Public aCCCSS to government intimation. Including legal infiwnuitom. is
vital to a just society.

Background:
Equitable, equal and Opel] iCC(S to intbrniation and ideas is a cornerstone of

our democratic society. The public's right to access infOrnmtion collected and
generated hy tlw kderal government is embedded in such statutes as tlw Print-
ing Act of 1s95, the Depository Lihniry Act of 197G. the Freedom of Information
Act of HI, the Privacy Act or 1W14 and the Electronic Communications Priva-
cy Act of 1986.
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Since the early 1980's, a series of edicts, restrictive interpretations of extant
laws and cuts in budgets for federal information have combined to erode not
ynly public access to information by and about the federal government but also
the very breadth, scope, and availability of such informatkm. Often, government
policies have culminated in the privatization and commercialization of govern-
ment libraries and government information products; curtailed collection of sta-
tistical and technical data; undue restrictions on unclassified information; cum-
bersome restraint on scientific communications; narrow interpretations of the
Freedom of Information Act; violations of the provisions of the Privacy Act; and
establishment of unwarranted prepublication review procedures for federal em-
ployees and researchers.

Recommendations:
I. That federat information products in all formats be distributed to U.S. deposito-

ry libraries free of charge so all citizens n.ay enjoy open free access to them.
2. That Congress and the President take appropriate actions to:

a. Affirm a policy of free and open access to information by and about the U.S.

government;
b. Restrict no information on the basis that it is "sensitive but unclassified";
c. Curtail the inappropriate classification of government information when such

classification limits severely the public's access even when national security
interests are not at risk;

d. Limit the rc:e of the Office of Management and Budget in controlling infor-
mation collected, created, and disseminated by the federal government;

e. Assure that adequate funds are available for the creation, production and dis-
semination of government information to the public;

t. Ensure that the ability to pay does not determine who gains access to govern-
nwnt information;

g. Assure that there is equitable, equal and ready access to data collected, pro-
duced, and published in any format by the government of the United States;

h. Ensure that policies relating to public access to federal information recognize
that government information should be disseminated in whatever format is
most appropriate, cost-effective, and useful for government agencies, libraries,
and the general public;

i. Instruct U.S. executive agencies to inform the public ahead of time of plans to
discontinue or alter significant publications; and

j. Direct the Office of Management and Budget to remove libraries from its list
of commercial activities and products to be contracted out te the private
sector,

3. That federal agencies disseminate electronic government information to the
public complete with the software, indexes, and documentation needed to facili-

tate its usefulness.
4. That iwither Congress nor the Executive Branch denigrate the role of the gov-

ernment by elevating the role of the private sector at the expense of the public.

5. That Congress pass legislation that will ensure the availability of the emerging
telecommunications technologies at preferential rates for the dissemination of
educational and library information.
That the states and territories implement fully the federal government's deposi-
tory library laws to ensure that information from the federal government is

free and readily accessibh. to the public.
7. That depository library laws be enacted in those jurisdictiom which do not al-

ready have them.
8. That Congress affirm the principle that government information is in the

public domain.

Issue VIII: An effective marketing and public relations campaign must be mounted

fu prornofr services, inrease awareness, and provide feedback to shape new hhraiy
aml inkmation services programs.
Biwkground:

In many communities acrom the United States, libraries have a low profile. As
a result, the public may be unaware of the servWes libraries offer.

Often. nonusers and the underservd do not know that libraries can help them
cope with conditions they must endure.

Today, librarians rmlize that if thy are to have adequate support for library
programs their needs must be recogniz.ed by library users who will help per-
suade those who fund libraries of the importance of quality library resources
mid services,
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Recommendations:
I. That libraries design and implement programs to promote tlw use kind support

of' libraries nationwide.
2. That the following organizations develop aggressive national public relations

campaigns for all types of libraries:

a. state and territory libraries and archives;
b. state and territory library associations;
c. state councils of higher education;
d. state educational media associations:
v. chief state school officials;
f. providers of state and local library and infOrmation services; and
g. state and local library friends, national library associations and other advoca-

cy groups.
3. That library recipients of state or federal funds be encouraged to develop efThc-

tive promotional programs to advertise the services supported by thow funds.
4. That community organizations assimilate local libraries into broad-based com-

munity public relations and marketing efforts.

Issue /X: Libraries are educatthruil institutums that hatte u tandamental role in pro-
moting literacy.

Background:
Since the earliest days of this century, libraries have been and remain staunch

advocates of the right to literacy hir individuals of all ages. Librarians recognize
that illiteracy is a cornisive problem which contributes to many of our major
social and economic ills.

Library literacy activities include: I preparing and disseminating print, audio,
visual, and electronic materials to help barely literate adults increase their lit-
eracy (2) helping adults reach higher thresholds of functional literacy;
and t3) providing family literacy programs and resources.

Recommendat ions:
1. That governments target state ind federal dollars for literacy support.
2. That White House Conference delegates encourage librarians to become part-

ners with other lit»cy advocates to create comprehensive literacy services and
support for persons of all ages and that those libraries that are already under-
taking such activities be commended for doing so,

3. That librarians, including state librarians, and library supporters continue and
expand their efforts to increase national literacy especially in the area of family
literacy, and that government officials at all levels support such efforts by pro-
viding sufficient funds for their continuation and enrichment.

4. That lawmakers amend laws and regulations affecting public libraries to in-
clude requirements that public libraries be designated and funded as resource
centers for basic literacy materials for preschoolers through adults.

5. That librarians and their supporters oppose all legislation and regulations
which restrict the :ights of citizens who speak and read languages other than
English.

G. That federal legislation be enacted to fund family literacy programs that in-
volve public libraries.

7. That literacy programs flinds authorized under the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act and the Library Services and Construction Act, Title VI be con-
tinued and increased.

S. That Congress pass and fund the National Literacy Act.
It That increased training, continuing education, and graduate siu,cialization op-

portunities be provided for librarians thmugh IlEA Title II in the areas of liter-
acy, adult ttducation. and English as a Second Language programs.

Astie X: ,lla 1('rul/. in all types of libraries are in Anger of destruction or dismtegra-
tion. That must not happm. They must be preserved.

Background:
The challenge of preserving the nation's-library collections is daunting. Manv

invaluable materials, purchased with public a»d private funds, an . endangered.
l'oetry, history, genealogy, folk traditiim. music scores, videotapes, photographs,
microfilm, electronic fin:matsall are affected. Paper is disintegrating, vhoto-
graphic images are fading, and films ant losing sound tracks and color. Future
access to the ideas. knowledgi., :ind wisdom of tlw past and to tlw infonnat ion of
the present, will not he possible unless we take measures to preserve such na-
tional treasures now.
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--Preservation plans tiff library collections must include development of disaster
plans so that libraries can recover from natural or perpetrated catastrophes,
such as fires, floods, hurricanes, and war.

--Without library collections, access to information is diminished; without access
to information, education and the generation of new knowledge diminish and
ultimately disappear.

library materials must be constructed of materials which assure that they wilt
be useful and can be used over extended periods of tinw. They must be free
from destructive substances and must be designed for an extended usef0 life.
For publications of enduring value, all publishers, including governments and
international agencies, should use paper that meets ANSI Standard Z39.4X, as
revised. Enduring binding materials are also essential. More research must be
conducted on non-paper library materials to determine how to assure their use-
fulness over time.

Public Law 101 (October 12, 1990. ) "Permanent Papers of the Unitc)d States:
Preservation." establishes as national policy that "Federal records, books, and
other publications of enduring value be produced on acid free permanent
papers.- In addition, it urges private publishers and state and local govern-
ments to follow suit.

Recomnwndations:
1. That to ensure that our library collections survive, the nation's library and

user communities build a case for legislative and funding eftbrts for a compre-
hensive public/private research program designed to address our more perni-
cious preservation problems.

2. That each state and territory develop a plan for disaster recovery by its librar-
ies and for the preservation of its hbrary and archival materials in all formats,

3. That in preparation for the development of these state and territory pbms, indi-
vidual librarians complete and submit to their respective states and territories
assessments of their specific library's disaster vulnerabilities and library preser-
vation/disaster recovery requirements.

4. That the federal role in the preservation of library materials not be restricted
to preservation of only those collections in such federal institutions as the Li-
brary of Congress and the National Archives but include also assistance for the
preservation of materials in other collections which are of major historic signifi-
cance.

5. That support for hbrary preservation extend to ail formats of library materials,
including materials in electronic media.

0, That tbr pubhcations of enduring value, the library community insist that pub-
lislwrs use paper that either conforms to ANSI Standard Z39.48, as revised, or
that meets equivalent international standards.

7. That the library community, in cooperation with archivists, urge the states and
territories to join those that either have already passed kgislat ion requiring the
use of alkaline paper for official pubhcations or have appointed commissions to
draft such legislation.

8. That the United States library commuMty strongly support the efforts begun
by the InternatMnal Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA)
and the Inurnational Publishers Associations (IPA) to promote the use of alka-
line paper tbr publications issued. by mher countries.

9. That for m)n-paper materials, research and testing be conducted to determine
how to increase the materials' osetnliwss over tinw.

Issue XI: International issues impact American libmry and infarinatthn sercim in a
t.ariety of Wa ys.

Background:
S. library :ind information services are affected by events and practices in

other countries. The federai government recogniies this circumstance and has
responded by developing a variety of initiatives, such as establishing United
States Infonnatiou Agency (USIA) libraries in other countries: in(luding liter-
acy efThrts in Agmicy for International Development (AID) programs for devel-
oping countries; iMtiating myriirt publications f,xcha nge programs with fore;gn
institutions, libraries and governnients; and supporting international infornm-
t ion COn fen_.nces, treaties and pledocols.

U.S, library and information sc;ance associatimas. such aS the American Library
Association. participate ii the meetings, conter(MCCS ;And governance of
international organizations at the International Federation of Library Associa-
tions and Institutions (IFLAL
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Many international objectives of U.S. libraries are only realized after action
taken in this country is reinforced by multilatP:J action by an international
body, such as the UN's UNESCO. Since 19S, however, the U.S. has chosen to
neither participate In nor support UNESCO's efforts and programs even though
UNESCO projects for literacy, libraries, and education are often far less costly
than direct U.S. aid and UNESCO's conventions on education are effective in-
struments to further the international exchange of knowledge.

Recommendations:
1. That the White House Conference Delegates urge the President to reinstate the

United States in UNESCO; that the USIA overseas libraries and the USIA's
Fulbright program be strengthened; that the adherence of more countries to
international copyright conventions and to the Florence Agreement and its Pro-
tocol be promoted by the U.S. government and by U.S. library and publisher
associations.

2. That U.S. library and information organizations support strengthened interna-
tional programs such as those of 1FLA and of the International Standards Orga-
nization.

3. That all segments of the library and information community as well as appro-
priate federal agencies support and encourage efforts to improve data flow
across national borders.

Issue XII: The roles, responsibilities and career preparation of librarians and library
staff mer...t be better articulated to persons unfamiliar with the myriad contributions
both groups make to our society.

Background:
Many people are confused about what librarians and information specialists do.

Moreover, job titles such as "information broker," "media specialist," "informa-
tion officer" and "communications coordinator" do little to dispel that confu-
sion.

Over the last 20 years, the dimensions and complexities of both the library pro-
fession and libraries have increased in numbers and kinds. Now more than
ever, people need qualified information professionals to help them sort out and
respond effectively to the complex demands of our information age. Govern-
ments, institutions and organizations need to acquire and create expanding
arrays of information; therefore, they must rely on the knowledge and skills of
information spec:ilists to design, develop, manage, operate and evaluate com-
plex information constructs.

While professionally educated librarians are key contributors to the creation,
manipulation and storage of information, a library's success depends also on the
expertise of other types of professionals, and on the competencies of support
staff as well. All are essential to achieve quality library and information serv-
ice.

The demands of our information age continue to increase, yet federal and state
support of our library and information infrastructure continues to decrease.
Last year, for example, the federal government allocated (in constant dollars)
exactly one-fourteenth of what it allocated in 1969 to support graduate studies
in library and information science.

Recommendations:
1. That the library community, including library trustees, friends groups and

other library advocates place a high priority on increasing the public's aware-
ness of the roles, responsibilities ana contributions of librarians, library staff
and libraries to eur society.

2. That federal and state governments acknowledge their responsibility to support
quality education, which is a keystone of our information age, by supplying in-
creased funding for library and information science fAlowships and assistant-
ships.

Issue XIII: Irnpkmentation of White House Conference resolutions is essential to im-

prove the nation's library and information services.

Background:
Fifty-five of the 64 resolutions passed at the 1979 White House Conference have

been implemented in whole ol in part and an independent advocacy group, the
White House Conference on Library and Information Services 'Task Force
(WHCLIST), was established by some of the Delegates to that first Conference.
Since 1979, library trustees have worked actively for the convening of a second
conference. Friends of Libraries U.S.A. (FOLUSA) and statewide advocacy orga-

48-030 0 - 91. - 3
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nizations, as well as local Friends of the Library groups, were either formed or
strengthened after the first White House Conference. In the intervening years,
these groups and individual advocates have made significant contributions to
the improvement of library services and have worked to secure legislation and
funding for individual libraries as well as for the second White House Confer-
ence.

Recommendat ion:
That in implementing the White House Conference recommendations, ALA and
other local, state, regional, and national library associations encourage and sup-
port the advocacy efforts of the White House Conference on Library and Infor-
mation Services Task Force, trustees, Friends of Libraries U.S.A., and other li-
brary advocates along with the efforts of library and information professionals.

Senator PELL. We'll now turn to Mr. Enrique Luis Ramirez from
San Francisco, CA.

Mr. RAMIREZ. It is a pleasure to speak to you on behalf of adult
literacy students through the United States.

I learned how to read 5 years ago. I was never able to use a li-
brary. It was very exciting when I first went to the library and re-
ceived my first card and checked out my first book.

Libraries helped me a lot. They helped me to be able to read to
my son, who is the most important thing in my life. When he was 3
years oldexcuse me, because I am breaking downwhen he was
3 years old, I would push him away, and I knew that this was not
what being a father was all about. And it hurt. It hurts a lot.
[Pause.]

Senator PELL. Don't you worry. We all know what it means to
you.

Mr. RAMIREZ. It is a very important issue. There are thousand of
people in our country who cannot read, who can't write, who can't
even read a bedtime story to their kids.

I know the United States is a place where dreams come true. I
had a dream come true. I have a really good job. I have a lot of
support at work, and I have a lot of support at home. And now I
am able to read a book to my son, and I am able to read a book to
my daughter, and to be a role model to my son as he is going
through the school system.

My son has received awards in reading because I have set a role
model for him in reading.

That is all 1 have to say.
Senator PELL. Well, you have said a great deal. [Applause.] You

said a great deal, Mr. Ramirez.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ramirez follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. RAMIREZ

It is a pleasure to speak to you on behalf of adult literacy students throughout the
United States. Until I leartwd to read at the age or 2, I was not able to use my
local library. I was really excited when I got my first library card and checked out
my first book. It was even more exciting when I read my first bedtime story to my
son. Now I'm able to do tlw sanw with my three a year old daughter.

I got help to learn to read at my library. lAbrary literacy program:, are changing
not just my lite, but thousands of others throughout tlw United States. I strongly
urge Congress to lwlp fund volunteer literacy programs in libraries throughout the
country. This is a cost effective way to address literacy problems in the workplace
and the loss of our competitive edge in the global marketplace, Literacy makes good
snse not just at work, but also at honw.
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tions that we have developed. We have had the absence of the rav-
ages of war, as some of our colleagues who are observing this con-
ference from Western Europe, for example. But our chief strength
has been the development of a cadre of professionally educated li-
brarians, information professionals and archivists who have devel-
oped these institutions, their collections, and who manage their
services.

But at a time when we increasingly recognize that information
functions and information services are more important than they
have ever been in the history of our country, there is little agree-
ment that information professionals, librarians and archivists
should be more important.

Since my days on the staff of the late David Jonah at Brown
University and the last White House Conference when we sat here,
we have lost significant capability for the education of librarians
and information professionals. This education has become more ex-
pensive because we have to reflect in our training programs the
technological environment that is in existence in the field. We need
audiovisual media laboratories, we need microcomputer laborato-
ries, we need access to the computerized databases. We also need in
some instances paper chemistry labs to teach the conservation of
existing collections.

We have lost research capability. Of the 52 accredited graduate
library education programs in the country, only 23 have doctorate
programs. Those 23 have very low 'enrollment in those programs
primarily due to the lack of financial aid. This means that we
produce less than 50 doctorates a year in our field to satisfy the
needs of our faculties across the Nation and to satisfy the research
needs for the field.

Those programs are poorly distributed geographicallynone in
the Mountain West, for example. This enormous potential that we
see for the future of library and information services cannot truly
be realized ,...ess we invest in the next generation of library and
information professionals. I have two recommendations that I want
to mention briefly here.

First, we wpuld like Congress to encourage the national commis-
sion and the secretary of education to establish a temporary com-
mission to study the research and training needs for our field and
to put forth a strategy for meeting those research and training
needs.

Second, we would like the Congress to establish the means for a
national library corps, with great emphasis on librarians to assist
in attacking illiteracy in this country, with great emphasis on li-
brarians to assist in supporting services to our multicultural popu-
lations, and with great emphasis on librarians who can assist in
the re-education and the job career changes to make us a more pro-
ductive working society.

I thank you for your attention and for the opportunity to present
these recommendations to you today.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dean Wedgeworth, and you
can be sure those two proposals will be considered by us.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wedgeworth follows:]

(k4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WEDGEWORTH

My name is Robert Wedgeworth and I am the Dean of the School of Library Serv-
ice, Columbia University in the City of New York. I am pleased to have been asked
to present testimony bearing on the status and condition of library and information
services in support of literacy, productivity and democracy. During my thirty years
as an academic librarian, library association executive and library educator I have
been privileged to bear witness and to participate in developments that have com-
pletely revolutionized libraries and librarianship in the United States.

The changes that occurred during this period are rivalled only by the changes
stimulated by the philanthropy of Andrew Carnegie and his foundation between
ISM and 192S that created the modern library movement by establishing public li-
braries and seademic libraries in many communities across this nation. Arguably,
no other philanthropic act in the history of our country has had such a lasting
effect on the lives of the American people at the grass roots level.

The more recent period of change has been called the "quiet revolution", for
unlike the Carnegie period the changes have been less visible, but dramatic in
impact. Thanks in part to the provisions of the Library Services Act, Library Serv-
ices and Construction Act, Higher Education Act and the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act, libraries have been transfornwd from local collections of primar-
ily printed materials to a nation-wide network of multi-media collections and infor-
mation services connected electronically and capable of serving each individual aa if
they were on site at the Library of Congress.

Few are aware that materials delivered to a high school student in Brooklyn for a
science fair project may have been obtained from the libraries of MIT or Cal Tech.
Fewer still are aware that some of the largest computer installations outside of the
Pentagon do nothing but record and transmit information on the holdings of lar ar-
ies 24 hours a day. 'This vastly expanded capability for delivering library and infor-
mation services to the nation is the captive of no ideolog The information products
and services in many different formats (books, journals, alm, audio and video tape,
cassettes or disks, computer files, etc.) it provides are drawn front commercial
sources, government agencies and non-profit organizations ail over the world. It is
truly a bask arsenal of democracy as it allows the individual user to freely choose
that which is of interest when it is timely.

During this hearing you will lwar more about the specific capabilities of the sev-
eral types of library and information service organizations. What I would like to
concentsate on fot the limited time available is the human resources element.

In monitoring the status and condition of libraries and librarianship as occurs
all over the world, the one element that is perhaps unique to the United States and

the quality of their librarians. Our commonities have grown up together
snaring goals and stand4rds from the very beginning.

The Carnegie phihnthropy actually did two things. First it estabhshed libraries
and s---,ndly it 'iitab ished formal professional edueation programs for those who
would manage the new organizations. During the most rec nt period of change
nearly all of the emphasis has gone into transfornting libraries technologically. ht.sti
than leer of the total funding of all of the major federal library funding pr gram
was invested in education and traiffing. Despite the positive i.ipact of the few IlF,A

HE3 Fellowships, we are now looking at projections of niajor .ihortages of librar-
ians, specifically in the area of children's and school services. At ;t (line when librar-
ies can make the greatest contribution toward stemming the growth of Nnctional
Aliteracy. they find themseives short of staff to effect socit programs.

In New York State where we have the largest concentration of library schools in
the nation we barely enroll i,000 students in al! of our graduate library educatkn
programs. As information services expand beyond the walls of librarks there is in-
creasing competition for graduate librarians. At Coltarbia more than a th of our
gradum.es find initial employment outside of libraries. While we value these new
opportunities for our graduntes we also realize that special libraries am.' Worm&
tion centers also depend on established libraries to supplement their information R
sources. Unless we protect the core of our nation's library and infornmtion services,
it will erode our capabilities for supporting literacy, productivity and democriwy.

Library eductition since the last 14rhite House Cenference has become a mon ex,
pensive education. The i-ange of audio, video and computerizvd infiirmation services
available dictates a technological enviroamert unlike that .,,hich was common when
I came int() the field. In addition to nwtha laboratories and microonrdiver laborato-
ries. some of our programs need aboratories fc!. the ..esearch and study 4 parr
chemistry and the preservation of' 'Aber types of lib ary materiak. Mon important-
ly, of the 52 accredited graduate library educafion progeams, n l,v 2$ ofTer the doc-
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torah.. Their meager output of less than 2) graduates annually must be shared with
the field as many of them an. recru;ted to head our major institutions. The limita .
tion on the number of doctoral students is ckarly the availability of financial aid.
At Columbia we have typically enrolled six to eight new doctoral student each year.
Of these only four can usually attend full-time as we can only offer four Teaching
Assistantships. During the past six years we have had only one post-Masters fellow-
ship under the HEA Titk 1113 program. The limitations on financial aid inhibits the
growth of' doctoral programs whicn in turn limits the pool of' potential faculty and
researchers available at a time when the field is at its most complex level.

The geographic distribution of graduate library education programs is such that,
large regions of tlw country are not served by any program. While it would be desir-
ahle to see programs in imserved areas, what is more reasonable would be to en-
courage the stronger programs to develop more distance learning opportunities that
could deliver high quality education to those areas that need and want it. Since dis .
tance education capability involves an initial investment not likely to be amortized
in the short run by increased enrollnwnt fees, a national strategy and assistance in
developing distance learning capability would be a nationally significant invest-
ment.

Conventional wisdom would have you believe that technological advances will
reduce the need for libraries and librarians. Ikspite the dramatic changes that have
occurred in the field across thy nation the image of the institution and its profes.
sional staff is one of old technologies and outdated services. I would assert that
there will be an even greater need for libraries and librarians in the future than
tbore is today.

First, the growth of information products and services available to potential users
exceeds the ability of any individual, family or even business or government kii:ency
to be self-sufficient. Delivery to the home or office via electronic means does not
eliminate this problem, instead it compounds it by spreading the services of librar-
ians and other information professionals even thinner.

Second. every efkctive program ainwd at promoting literacy or democracy of
which we are aware has a grass roots component in each local community. We are
all aware of the enormous burden being placed on the nation's schools. Yet, in each
community across the nation there are impressive information resources that can be
brought to bear again on promoting literacy and denmcracy as they were for immi-
grant populations during the early part of this century. Typicagy, schools are open
five or six hoars daily Monday through Friday. Libraries funded normally, are open
nights and weekends. Given the eviormous demand for resources in the fight for lit-
eracy, there is a pressing neei to nuthe more efThctive use of libtary capabilities.

Libraries in America owe only part of' tlwir success to the genr.qous support for
the development of outstanding collections and services and to their isolation from
the ravages or war that has destroyed many of the great libraries throughout histo-
ry. Librarians in the United States are ri it inherently more intelligent than their
colleagues in other countries. What is truly special about librarians in this country
is that they are the products of over One hundred years of professional education
that has established tradition of cooperation and service unequalkd anywhere else
in the world. It is that training and tnidition that nmde possible this latest revolu.
tion that encourages tlw sharing of resources between and among institutions.

Tlw fragility of graduate library' education due to its limitations in size and geo-
graphic coverage, the chalkngys of incorporating ever more expensive technologies
into its research and training programs threaten the future of library and infbrma-
tion services freely available to all citimns regardkss or age. ability or wealth. I
hope that these hearings and the White House Conference voice strong support for

concerted stratNy of renewal kr these institutions and individuals dedicated to
preserving access to information for all. Thank you.

Senator Pm,. Dr. Lotsee Patterson represents the Native Ameri-
cans, from Norman, OK.

MS. PATTERSON. Thank you, Senator.
I am a member of the Comanche Tribe and am an associate pro-

fessor of library science at the University of Oklahoma. I am, here
on behalf of over 500 Native tribes and villages representing more
than one million Native people living on Federal reservation lands.

I thank you For the opportunity to be able to express our needs to
you. You have my written testimony before you, which gives you
some background on the need fim information services to Natives
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and reservations, but I would like to add that only one who lives on
a reservation, 170 miles from a library, could truly tell you what it
is like to never have access to a library. And I hope that at some
point you can visit some of those reservations and see for yourself,
because only that will really tell you what the need is.

I would like to emphasize that Native Americans have a unique
relationship to the Federal Government as ,Jvereign nations, and
it is only the Congress that can fully address needs.

To illustrate that point, we have no tax base to support library
services on reservations, and in many instances tribes cannot ask
tbr State support. I am soily representatives is not here, because I
am told that in the State of Montana, the attorney general has
ruled that tribes cannot get any State money, nor can they get Fed-
eral money that flows through the State.

I am told there are other States that have the same ruling. So
tribes who do not have a tax bit:1,e, who cannot go to th? State for
help, are left only to look to you for assistance for library services.

In my written testimony, I am asking that you develop a Federal
policy for library services to Native Americans that can address
the needs of the Native population.

I would be harpy to answer any questions or to assist you in any
way in the future, and I very much appreciate your attention to
this.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Ms. Patterson. We'll
take your suggestions, as we will all the suggestions, very seriously.

IThe publication entitled "Trails, Final Report, Training and As-
sistance for Indian Library Services," submitted by Ms. Patterson,
is retained in the files of the committee.]

[The prepared statement of Ms. Patterson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. PATTERSON

I am lotsee Patterson. Associate Professor of Library and Information Studies at
the University of Oklahoma.

For nmre than twenty yeari I have worked in a number of ways to educate and
train Native American lihrarians and to develop library and information services on
Indian reservations. Using that experience as a background I would like to offer the
following overview and list some issues with recmnnwndations that address the li-
brary and information services needs in Indian country. My remarks will he direct-
ed at what might be called public library services and does not include those provid-
ed K--12 schools on Or near reservations.

Statements presented in this testimony are based on infOrmation gathemd from a
nurnber of sources as well as personal experience over the past 20 years. The dates
and sources of the information include:

1979 national survey of Indian tribes to assess library needs. RPSults publi-
cation in Ltbrury Tremls, Fall. 19SO in an :Article entitled, "Public Library Serv-
ices to Native Ami ricans in Canada and tlw Continental United States."

--19S6--Questionnaire to assess library training ntpibi to all tribes. Results lath .
lished in TRAILS Newsletter, University of Oklalmina, 19s0.

---1991National survey of all tribes to gatlwr infOrmation about public hbrary
services provided to and for Native Americans, The National Commission on I,i-
brary and Information Services iNCLIS1 designed and conducted the survey. Re-
sults were presented at tlw Native American Pre-White Ifouse Conference on
Library and Information Services.

1991Resolutions of the Native Anwrican Pre-White House Cimference on Li-
brary and Information Services.

---1991---Draft document entitled "Strategic Plan for the Development of Librmy
;Ind Information Services to Americans- developed by staff at the U.S.
National Commission on libraries and Information Services (N('.LIS).
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1968-19111Personal expenence working with Native people including directing
six federally funded year long library research and demonstration projects
funded under Title II B of the Higher Education Act and the National Endow-
ment of the Humanities. Directing one national program to provide technical
assktance and training to all tribes (TRAILS) and serving as a consultant to a
numlwr of Universities, state library agencies and other organizations in the
areas of training Native librarians and developing library services on reserva-
tions.

All of these sources and my experiences point to the same basic conclusions re-
garding library services on reservations. They are (II all Indian tribes and Native
villaos desire lihrary services and (2) then is an appalling lack of funds and re-
sources to do so. The areas r identified at eds can be broken into broad categories.
They are:

Personnelstaff in most libraries that serve Native people have little or no
fonnal educatimi or training in librarianship.

Fundingmost tribal libraries have no steady source of funding. Approximately
180 of the 500 or so eligible tribes/villages apply for the Basic Grants of ap-
proximately POO available from Title IV of LSCA. Others know this sum is
too little on which to operate a library and therefore see no need to apply. Most
tribes can not afford to fund libraries from their meager budgets. Some tribes,
for example the Navajo budget fbr library services on their reservations but
what they expend amounts to only about 7 cents per person. Their service area
includes Di thousand square miles in three states and more than 170,000 people
living on the reservation.

Moteria/scollections in most tribal libraries are sparse, out- dated and sadly
lacking in appropriate resources.

LSCA special projects grants have made a big difference in
a few tribes by providing funds fn new buildings west tribes use any space they
cim find to house small collections,

Serricesdue to lack of trained staff, inadequate facilities and few .naterial re-
sources library servin.s that most urban patrons expect from their public li-
brary are non.existent on reservation:4.

The needs of tribal libraries have also been well documented in hearings held
around the country by NCLIS. In addition, barriers to adequate library service such
as distance (in a number of cases, more than 100 miles to a library facility), limited
transportation and limited hours of operation were noted as addinv ty the problem
of providing adequate library service. It should also be pointed out there is no tax
base :III a reservation to support lihraries as there is with most public libraries and
generally there is not state money available on reservations. With these issues in
mind. I propose an action agenda fiuilt around three broad areas for the Congress to
address legislatively in order to provide Native Americins living on reservations
with adequate library services. I further propose that this be done by developing a
national policy for library services for Native Americans as part of the federal gov.
ernment's trust responsibility.

PROPoSED ACTION AGENDA

ISSUE: Education /t raining of staff

RECOMMENDATION:
A tee! nical assistance and training center be stablished to provide on-going edu-

cation:0 opportunities fer Native staff. The former TRAILS program could be used
as a model (a copy of the TRAILS final report is attached). Institutm research and
demonstration projects, and fellowships for Native people be reestablished as a pri-
ority ander carmit HEA Title 11-13 guidelines.

ISSUE: Funding

RECOMMENDATION:
That Congress provide a continuous, long term funding source either through

amending current legislation (LS('A Title IV) or through new initiatives so that
tribal libraries have a dependable source of funds on which to develop their library.

ISS1JE: Administratimi /Managenwnt

RECOMMENDATM:
That a National Indian Libra:,; Technical Assistance Center much like the short

lived TRAII,S program be (..stablished on a permanent basis. The role and function
of this center would be:
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To assume a leadership role in the development of library services on Indian
reservations.

To coordinate planning with state library and federal agencies.
To provide training through workshops using on-site, distance education or

other delivery methods.
To collect data and conduct research relevant to the information needs of

Native Americans on reservations.
--To advocate development and improvement of Indian libraries to assure quality

library services.
To publish a newsletter for distribution to all Indian libraries as a communica-

tion devise in order to keep Native librarians informed on current issues.
To create and maintain a MARC-based file of bibliographic records as a re-

source for a Union catalog of all tribal library holdings and to use as a data file
for extraction of records to be used in retrospective conversion, card production,
and ongoing additions to local online data bases.

To lower cost and increase efficiency by negotiating agreements with vendors
and other information providers.

To orchestrate cooperative projects with tribal leaders for collection develop-
ment, technology utilization and promote more effective, more efficient service.

To develop a network linking all Native Anwrican libraries in order to provide
access to information or users.

To use commercial datebases in order to identify, extract and deliveries infor-
mation to users on reservations.

Further rationed to support the developmen1 of a federal policy for library service
to Native Americans can be made by pointing out that the well being of Native
Americans in Indian country is based in part on their literacy and productivity.
This requires that they be afforded the time access that other citizens have to cur-
rent, accurate information and to interesting, informative and up-todate reading
materials.

Similarly, life long learning through access, retrieval and skillful use of available
information is fundamental to productivity. Informlition is needed to make good de-
cisions. Good de6sions lead to problem solving and improve the ability of both tribes
and individuals to participate more fully in economic development. Information re-
sources and services provided by a good library and a well trained librarian can con-
tribute significantly to increased productivity.

In conclusion, I urge you to consider the development of a National Policy ad-
dressing the fundamental issues of tribal library services. Thank you for the oppor-
tunity to testify before you today. I will be happy to answer any questions you may
have and to assist you in any way I can in the future.

Senator PELL. We now come to Laurence Reszetar, chairman of
the White House Conference Youth Caucus. Welcome.

Mr, RESZETAR. Good morning. My name is Laurence Reszetar. I

am 14 years old and entering 11th grade at Severna Park Senior
High School. I am an elected member of the Maryland delegation,
and I also serve as chairman of the Youth Caucus at this White
House Conference.

My special interest is in library and information services for
youth. This has also been a concern in the State and Territorial
pre-White House Conference activities, as shown by the resolutions
they have sent off for consideration by the delegates at the White
House Conference.

In my State of Maryland, at the Governor's Conference on Li-
brary and Information Services, the resolution about school library
and medical services was voted by the delegates as their top priori-
ty, by a wide margin.

Last week, in USA Today, Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin was
interviewed about a report she released by the Secretary's Commis-
sion on achieving necessary skills, chaired by William Brock. Read-
ing this report was just like reading my mind and the minds of all
those who are concerned about ruth. It would seem to me that
since your committees have oversight over the departments of
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labor, education, arts and the humanities that you might encour-
age creative linkages maybe througti cross-agency funding, between
these agencies so that children and young adults get the maximum
benefit.

Agencies must cooperate and stop taking library services for
granted and be made aware that these services relate to the entire
future of these young people and society.

Information literacy is the very foundation for good education,
creative thinking, decisionmaking, problem solving, and reasoning.
Each of the five competencies mentioned relate to information-
using and finding skills and teamwork, all of which are supported
by effective library and information services. The report says that
young people in the United States should learn certain basic skills
and competencies "to hold a decent job and earn a decent living."

They are right, but the young people can't do it without adequate
libraries and librarians.

Now I will highly some of my 10 proposals which we feel should
be legislated and funded. First of all, categorical aid must be re-
established and required for school library media services and re-
sources earmarked in any and all Federal legislation that provides
funds for instructional purposes. Set-aside funds specific to school
libraries should be mandated within all educational funding pro-
grams.

A school library services title; a public library children's services
title, and a public library young adults services title to include
funds for a national library-based "Kids Corps" program for young
adults to offer significant, salaried youth participation in projects
to build self-esteem develop skills, and expand the responsiveness
and level of library services for teenagers.

We propose that Federal legislation be created to fund the devel-
opment of partnership programs between school and public librar-
ies to provide comprehensive library services to children and young
adults; that all Federal legislation authorizing child care programs,
drug prevention programs, and other youth-at-risk programs in-
clude funds for books and library materials, to be selected in con-
sultation with professional librarians.

Thank you for this opportunity to bring you some ideas for your
consideration as you develop national policies through legislation
and funding and for having the vision to pass legislation calling for
and funding this White House Conference.

In conclusion, I wish to remind you that the youth of toda.:
not only the leaders of tomorrow, but are our Nation's future.

Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed. I would add that not

only are youth today our Nation's future leaders, but they're all
we've got, so we'd better make darned sure they are good leaders,
too. Y admire your testimo, y.

[The prepared statement af Mr. Reszetar follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. RESZETAR

Good Morning. My mime is Lauretwe Reszetar. I am 14 years old and entering the
Ilth grade at Severna Park High School in Maryland I am an elected member of
the Maryland Delegation, and I also serve as Chairman of the Youth Caucus at this
White liouse Conference.
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In addition to my school work and other activities that you have in my biographi-

cal information, I have had a part-time job for over a year and I participate in the

Johns Hopkins University Center for Talented Youth programs.
My special interest is in library and information services for youth. This has also

been of concern in the state and territorial pre-White House Conference activities as

shown by the resolutions they have sent on for consideration by the delegates at the

White House Conference. In my State of Maryland, at the Governor's Conference on

Library and Information Services the resolution about school library media services

was voted by the Delegates as their top priority, by a wide margin.
The reason for concern in the states is valid. In some schools, the library media

center is in a closet in the hallway served by a part-time staffer. This occurs a lot in

elementary schools. Students are being short-changed on library services at a time

when their character and learning habits are being formed. They will never develop

to their full potential as our Nation's future workers and leaders. They must have

the nurturing and guidance from books and other services that should be provided

in school and public libraries, but public libraries, too, have suffered heavy cuts in

budgets and staff. Another problem is that many books and materials that are on

library shelves are outdated and the information is not currently correct. They

should be weeded out and current information put in their place. The effect of limit-

ed resources for replacing outdated materials or adding new ones is made worse by

the huge increase in costs of books and information services, including software,

computers, vcr's and CD-ROMs.
Last week in "USA Today," Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin was interviewed

about a report she just released by the Secretary's Commission on Achieving Neces-

sary Skills, chaired by William Brock. Reading this report was just like reading my

mind and the minds of all those who are concerned about youth. It would seem to

me that since your committees have oversight over the Departments of Labor, Edu-

cation, Arts and the Humanities that you might encourage creative linkages maybe

through cross-agency funding between these agencies so that children and young

adults get the maximum bener.t. Agencies must cooperate and stop taking library

services for granted and be made aware that these services relate to the entire

future of these young people and society. Information literacy is the very foundation

for good education, creative thinking, decision making, problem solving, and reason-

ing. Each of the five competencies mentioned relate to information using and find-

ing skills and teamwork, all of which are supported by effective library and infor-

mation services. The report rays that young people in the USA should learn certain

basic skills and competencies "to hold a decent job and earn a decent living." They

are right, but the young people can't do it without adequate libraries and librarians.

To help combat these problems, we feel that the Federal Government must make

a commitment to improve resource based education for the youngest preschool child

to the in-school and out-of-school young adult, through school and public libraries so

that all students may become competent, productive and responsible 6e/ens.

Specifically the following proposals should be legislated and funded:

1. Categorical aid must be reestablished and required for school library media

services and resources earmarked in any and all Federal legislation that pro-

vides funds for instructional purposes. Set-aside funds specific to school libraries

should be mandated within all educational funding programs.

2. A School Library Services Title or Act to:

establish an office within the U.S. Department of Education responsible fbr pro-

viding leadership for school library media programs across the Nation,

create Federal legislation to support demonsteation grants to schools for teach-

ers and school library media specialists to design resource-based instructional

activities that provide opportunities for students to explore diverse ideas and

multiple sources of information.
establish grants to provide information technologies to school library media cen-

ters.
3. A Public Library Children's Services Title or Act to include:

demonstration grants for services to children and family literacy programs,
funds for parent/family education projects for early childhood services, involv-

ing early childhood agencies,
--funds to work in partnership with daycare centers and other early childhood

providers to offer deposit collections and training in the use of library resources.

4. A Public Library Young Adults Services Title or Act to include:

demonstration grants fbr services to young adults,
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funds for youth-at-risk demonstration grants, to allow libraries to work in part-
nership with other community agencies to provide outreach services for young
adults on the verge of risk behavior as well as those already in crisis, and

funds for a national library-based "Kids Corps program for young adults to offer
significant, salaried youth participation in projects to build self-esteem, develop
skills, and expand the responsiveness and level of library service for teenagers.
5. That Federal legislation be created to fund the development of partnership
programs between school and public libraries to provide comprehensive library
services to children and young adults.
6. That a research agenda be established and funded to document and evaluate
how children and young adults become information literate.
7. That Federal legislation be developed to fund school and public library inter-
generational demonstration programs that provide services such as tutoring,
mentoring, leisure activities, and sharing books and hobbies for latchkey chil-
dren and young adolescents in collaboration with organizations such as AARP
that address the interests and needs of senior citizens.
8. That Federal legislation be enacted to fund Family Literacy Demonstration
Programs that involve school, public libraries, and other family-serving agen-
cies.
9. That all Federal legislation authorizing child care programs, drug prevention
programs, and other youth-at-risk programs include funds for books and library
materials, to be selected in consultation with professional librarians.
10. That Federal legislation be developed to establish a mitionwide resource-
sharing network that includes school library rndia programs as equal partners
with other libraries and ensures that all youth have equal opportunity of access
to the Nation's library resources.

Thank you for this opportunity to bring to you sonw ideas for your consideratim
as you develop national policies through legislation and funding and for having the
vision to pass legislation calling for and funding this White House Conference.

In conclusion, I wish to remind you that the Youth of Today are the not only the
Leaders of Tomorro,v but are our Nation's future!

Senator PUL. W(.. now come to Ms. Theresa Nellans, assistant di-
rector, Office for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired in the Depart-
ment of Labor and Industry, Harrisburg, PA.

Ms. NELLANS. I am Theresa Nellans from Pennsylvania. I speak
because I learned to do so before I lost some of my hearing at the
age of 12 from German measles. As I grew up in northern Maine, I
voraciously read books at the local library. It was that reading that
helped bridge the gap between my rural education and that of
other students at Lawrence University. It was also at the library
where I found information on colleges and financial aid.

At the age of 30, I lost more of my hearing and became profound-
ly hearing impaired after taking antibiotics. Again I went to the
libraries for information on this disability and to learn to accept it.

Today I am here to ask you, Congress, to establish a national li-
brary service for people with disabilities. This service would over-
see the dissemination of library materials and information on all
disabilities in a variety of formats. It would also loan comniunica-
tion and other assistive devices through a State, regional and local
library network. In this way, people with disabilities can be produc-
tive and active citizens.

I use a variety of technology devices myself. I use two powerful
hearing aids and a FEM system. I use a teletype machine for the
telephone, a decoder for television, a telemagnetic loop that goes
around the room. But there are many people like me who do riot
know what is available. They are isolated, they are unproductive,
and they are in despair.

I recommend a national advisory boaid to he associated with the
national library service for people with disabilities. This would en-
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hance the use of technology, its development, and the accessibility
of libraries and information services.

In addition, a volunteer component would link up those people
who have something to give with people who are in need.

I have submitted additional written testimony to your staff.
Distinguished chairmen, thank you for your demonstrated lead-

ership in improving the quality of life for all Americans, The
Americans with Disabilities Act was the greatest gift this society
has given me. I ask that you make libraries and information serv-
ices, the keystone of democracy and productivity, accessible to all
Americans.

Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Ms. Nellans.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Nellans follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. NELLANS

A RECOMMENDATION FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE 1991 WHITE HOUSE
CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES BY TERESA A.

NELLANS, COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

It is recommended CONGRESS EnABLISII WITHIN THE LIBRARY OF CON-
GRESS A NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES.
The NLSPD mission would be to encourage people with disabilities to become liter-
ate and enlightened through self-education, tutoring, and participation in cultural,
educational and political activities by:

1. Overseeing the dissemination of library nmterials and infOrmation on all dis-
abilities in book, microfkhe, magazine, audio and video formats and the loan of
communicative and other assistive devices via a state, regional, and local h-
brary network

2. Addressing through its National Advisory Board national information policies,
enhancenwnt of technological assistance and developrnent, and accessibility to
libraries and information

3. Promoting the common interest and good of all pi.qipk? with disabilities and
their families and employers and thereby reducing fragmentation

4. Providing infOrmation on careers, jobs and literacy to people with disabilities
thus increasing the workforce

5. Promoting through its volunteer component social bonding betwoen people who
have something to give and want to serve and otlwr people who iJeed help

i. Establishing libraries as the keystone of democracy, promoting equality or op-
portunity and active responsible citimishin

RECOMMENDATION TO 1991 HOUSE CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION
SERVICES

NATIONAL LDIRARY SERVICE FOR PIMPLE WITII DISABILITIES

SIMMFI-FED BY TERESA A. NELLANS, PENNSYLVAN/A

This proposal was prepared for tlw White House Conference on I,ibrary and Info',
motion Services ill consultation with the Pennsylvania Commissioner for Libraries.
This paper does not necessarily represent Ow official pilicy of the State of Pennsyl.
vania. I work at the Office for tlw Deaf and nearing Impailvd, Department of I,abor
and Industry or t he Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Recommendat ion:
That (',ongress eqablish ,vithin the Library of Congress a National l,ibrary Serv-

ice for People with Disabilities. The NLSPD would oversee the dissemination of li-
brary materials on all disabilities in book. microfiche, nmgazine, audio and video
formats :mil would lean connimnicative and Other assistive devices via state, region-
al, and local library wtwork. The NLSPD would implement the recommendations
from the American Library Association document of May 1991 tni -Library Services
to People with Disabilities".
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Issue:
Only a few of the libraries in the United States are equipped and have trained

staff to serve the more than 43 million people with disabilities. As a result, people
with disabilities are often denied access to those sources of information and enlight-
ment available to others. Denial of access impedes the effectiveness with which
people with disabilities function in society. Denial of access conflicts with our demo-
cratic values of freedom and equality.

Background:
The Americans with Disabilities Act provides for people with disabilities to be in-

cluded in the mainstream of our society. The ADA defines the civil rights of people
with disabilities and sets standards for accessibility. Libraries are required to be ac-
ce, ,ble by the Act. While the ADA establishes the principle of accessibility for
people with disabilities, it offers no mechanism for providing Information on the law
or on such matters as the latest research findings or technological advances which
might be of interest to people with disabilities. Even though some relevant informa-
tion is provided by the organizations interested in people with disabilities, these or-
ganizations usually reach only special segments of that population, resulting in frag-
mentation. Furthermore, the requisite payment for information is a deterrent to
many people. Fragmentation promotes the lobbying of special interest groups, con-
flict and litigation within our society. Fra- ..,ntation is disruptive. People with dis-
abilities and people interested in learning hhout disabilities need to have free, unen-
cumbered access to information and literature .. access that preserves privacy and
dignity and promotes individual responsibility, self-esteem and success.

Indeed, given their improved accessibility, libraries are the best source for a na-
tional network of information and assistive devices for people with disabilities and
their families, friends, and employers because libearies are ubiquitous and the infor-
mation they provide is free. Libraries provide a quiet and private setting where
people can reflect and learn. They are an oasis of self-help. The need for improved
access to library services for all people, and especially to those with disabilities, is
supported by the pre-WHCLIS state conferences.

Questions for discussion:
Should the structure of Library Services for People with Disabilities be national

in scope to provide direction and leadership? How can volunteers, including people
with disabilities, be included into the service? How can the specialized libraries and
reseal ces, e.g. Gallaudet University, medical libraries, be linked to remote libraries
in the United States? How much would it cost and where would the money come
from? What linkages would be appropriate with the already existing Library Serv-
ices for the Blind program? How can librarians learn about and obtain information
on serving people with disabilities, including ADA and other laws and research find-
ings? How can collections and technology be improved and provided?

Implementing strategies:
National Srope--Located within the Library of Congress, the NLSPD would be na-

tional in scope and work in conjunction with the Library of Congress's already es-
tablished service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. The NLSPD would
oversee 1:1,kage with state, regional and local libraries and with national organiza-
tions interested in people with disabilities. The linkage would provide an effective
and efficient coordinated network of national library services for people with dis-
abilities.

Advisory BoardThe NLSPD would have an Advisory Board comprised of con-
sumers and professionals who would make recommendations on collections, technol-
ogy, priorities and coordination, The Advisory Board would promote the accessibility
of libraries and information services to people with disabilities through awareness
programs, education, and new technology.

VolunteersThe NLSPD would establish a phthway through which volunteers,
with and without disabilities, of all ages could read, deliver material, repair assis-
tive devices, tutor for literacy and employment, and teach Braille or American Sign
Language. People who have succeeded with a disability could teach others to use
assistive equipraent and to learn to read and write.

Technological Assistance and AccessibilityAssistive devices would be lent to
people with disabilities so that they could gain information and participate in edu-
cational and cultural ;ectures, political deuates and community meetings. All librar-
ies would have (where possible) one room fully accessible to people with disabilities
so they could participate in community events and meetings.

Dissemination of InformationInformation on laws (especially the Americans
with Disabilities Act), research, resources, and organizations that provide informa-
tion and assistance to people with disabilities would be kept on file and disseminat-
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ed. For example, if a parent of a newly diagnosed deaf child in a remote area were

to go to a library linked to the NLSPD and ask for information on deafness, the

librarian co: access a computer network that would identify the desired material

and arrange lor the parent to have access.
Literacy and EducationThe NLSPD would provide information on literacy, and

ways to adapt to life with a disability. Through use of interactive computer and

video career guidance materials, the NLSPD could assist adults with career, jobs,

and retraining information needs. For example, Pennsylvania has a computerized

job counseling and resume producing system called Workplace which is located in

libraries.
Self-HelpThe NLSPD would be built on a philosophy of self-help. The library

network established by NLSPD would enable people with disabilities to seek infor-

mation, literature, and assistive devices without waiting for a professional or organi.

zation. They and their family, friends, and employers could learn about disabilities

in their own way, at their own pace in a free, and unbiased setting.

Impact on three areas:
DemocracyBy providing information and accessibility to people with disabilities,

the NLSPD would promote equality..and responsible citizenship. The advisory board

would promote mutual interest and work toward the common good reducing frag-

mentation of special interest groups. The volunteer component would promote social

bonding between people who have something to give and want to serve others who

need help.
ProductivityInformation on jobs and careers for people with disabilities would

benefit of employees and employers. Employment of people with disabilities in-

creases the workforce and reduces the burden on society of supporting dependent

people. As the population ages and more people have disabilities, e.g. visual and

hearing impairments. the NLSPD would also help maintain and integrate an older

workforce. The libraries and information services may mitigate our society's liti-

giousness through education and awareness. Finally, the NLSPD may stimulate a

new industry in the use of, manufacture and research of assistive devices to enable

people with disabilities to be more productive.
LiteracyNISPD would encourage people with disabilities to become literate

through self-education, tutoring, and participation in cultural, educational and polit-

ical activities.

Senator PELL. We now turn to Ms. Julianna Kimball from Phoe-

nix, AZ.
Ms. KIMBALL. Thank you, Senator Pell.
My story is no different than Mr. Ramirez' story. The libraries

have become my candy store. When I walked into the library for
the very first time 4 years r,go, that is where I learned to read.

Four years ago, I was laUled a functional illiterate. I run a very
successful business in Phoenix, AZ. The libraries, along with Liter-

acy Vo1un*9ers of America, have opened up my world. It is c led
"my wonderful world of knowledge."

Today's children are tomorrow's future, but their parents, if they

are not able to read, become no stepping stone for their children.

The adult basic education program and Literacy Volunteers of
America need a place to ge. The libraries are the places and were

the place for me.
Thanks to Xerox Coi poration, New Balance, and some private

donations, I am walking across the United States of America to

share with people the importance of learning how to read. Reading

has become a very important part of my life.

When I walk into libraries, librarians ask me the question:
Would you ever do this again? And I say: This is only once in a
lifetime. Your libraries are forever. I did somethirg that I was
never able to do two and ,t half years ago. I really became a true
American citizen. I was al-A, to vote. I then became a productive

citizen.
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Senator Pell, Representative Williams, and members of the Joint Committee:

I am K. Wayne Swith, President and Chief Executive Officer, OCLC Online

Computer Library Center, a not-for-profit menbership organization engaged in

computer library service and research.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on library and information

services for literacy, productivity, and democracy.

My remarks today will focue on the productivityof information. I wouad

like to make three points. my first point is that we are living under the

threat cd an Information Armageddon, and we had best do something to reduce

that threat. my second point is that comentional wisdom about prodUctivity is

hopelessly rooted in the industrial age, not the information age, and we had

best change that view. Ily third point is that libraries are particularly
well-positioned to help improve the productivity of information, and we had

best take advantage of that fortuitous fact.

First, I sUbmit that we are living under the threat of an Information

Armageddon. We axe in a great and crucial conflict with information. At this

point, we simply have too much information and too little knowledge and the

imbalance is increasing.

It is now nearly 25 years since the term "Information Exploe. entered

our gereral lexicon. HOw are we dealing with the fallotr: from this explosion

in which the total volume of information is now dioubling every five years? The

answer is not very-well.

There are parallels between nuclear energy and the information explosion.

Both have strong supporters and detractors. Both promise more than they can

deliver. Both have good sides; both have bad. NUclear energy can provide us

with power, but it can also baow us to Kingdom come. The information explosion

can help us improve prodUctivity, competitiveness and the qmlity of life, but

it also has the potential for intellectual gridlock, for a debilitating
paralysis in our science, our technology, our economy.
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Let me look first at the good and bright side of the Information Age.

What better proof can there be that the Inforrration Age has truly arrived
than that it is now the subject of a new, permanent, $15 million ekhibit at the
Smithsonian Institution? The newexhibit opened last year and is called
"Information Age: People, Information, and Technology." As you will see from
my remarks, I believe strongly that the Smithsonian has the key variables in
the right sequence. People first, then information, and then, teChnology.

The Lrformation Age exhibit appeals to me for two reasons. First, my

organization, CCM, is in the exhibit.

Second, the exhibit, in the hiehly technical jargon of the Inforrration Age,
has same pretty geed stuff in it. It's about more than the media age or the

computer age or the technology age. The Information Age is a coMbination of
many technologies, and how they affect our lives at home, at school, and in the

office. Permit me to take you on a brief stroll through the exhibit.

It starts at the beginning of the Information Age in the 1830s, with Samuel
Morse's invention of the telegraph. The telegzaph was the first device to
transmit information instantaneously over long distances. It rapidly

esteblished new connections among people and communities around the world.
From the telegraph, you go to such things as Herman H011erith's tabulating
machine that was used to tabulate data for the 1890 census. You go from there

to the telephone and then to radio, television, computers, and computer

networks. YOu go through the exhibit and it tecomes obvious that virtually all
of us are participating in the Information Age, whether we like it or not,
whether we know it or not--in our offices, in our factories, in our
autamObiles, and in our homes.

Wbrld War II saw major, new information technologies emerge: radar,

code-breaking devices, and perhaps most important, the electronic computer.
You can examine segments of the ENIAC, the largest and mcet important computer
built during the war.

Then came peace and television. Within 20 years television was in most

American homes, reshaping our culture.

You can learn about transistors, and how they made possible smaller,
cheaper, and more reliable omputers, and how computers began to seemingly
breed at night and move out from the universities and the laboratories into the
mainstream of American business--fram banking to airline reservations to

process controls.

Computer technology continued to shrink. The computer which once occupied

an air-conditioned room now sits on a thumbnail. Integrated circuits, or
chips, put amputers on desktops and within the price range of a very large
numter of people.

Now, one of the more interesting parts of this incredibly interesting

ekhibition is that it is interactive. When you go in, you pick up a brochure

that has been individnally bar-coded. This brochure is your magic wend that

allows you to interact with various parts of the exhibition. Thus, the exhibit

S '
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treats you as an individual, it reacts to you in a unique way. It understands

that people are stil: an important part of the Intonation Age. For example,

in the Wbrld War II code exhibit, you can
snoods your name in a secret code.

You can produce an evening news program on television. You can trade in

international currencies. You can experiment with computer voice recognition

or design a bicycle eith a =cuter.

You ten eveu learn about an riaa computerised national database that carries

infoomaticn on wanted oral:ming pecaons,
stolen property, and criminal

histories. I can't :mist telling you at this point that :my organisation,

OCLC, lust this year ueed its database and its member librarles to help the FBI

inventory and track dOwn the rightful owners of Jams 20,000 rare books, found

in a house in /owe, very rare and old books that wen the old-faehioned

software of our forebears. The mu had estimated it would take them two years

to locate the owners. With the help of OCLC and library volunteers, we located

95 percent in 30 days.

Also at the Smithoonian, there are
scads of video monitors, 78 computers,

52 laser videodisc players, 24
bar-code readers, 42 auuio sensor devices that

detect the noise levels throughout the exhibit and automatically raise or lower

speaker volume. There is a working 2-ton robot that is normally used to build

automobiles, and R2D2 and C3P0 from Star Were.

One of the things tha atruckme the most about the exhibit was how the

pece of information processing has speeded up business trsnsactions. Cash

registers, adding machines, stock tickers, punch cards, digital calculators,

and so on. The otmetent in all of these technologies has been to shorten the

time for decision-making, thus
increasing the pace and &Wits of tne business

day. Whatever else, the Information Age has been very good for the antacid

business.

All of which leads me to the downside of the Information Age: the threat

of an Information Armageddon.

There ars dangers( with reepect to having too much information, with respect

to the quality of that
information, with reepect to the rising costs of that

information, and with respect to the con:Irol of that'information.

Or, as Gertrude Stein said, "Everybody gets so mudh information all day

long that they loee their common sense."

The sheer volume ct inforratior threatens to overehelm us. 'Ale eociologist

Daniel Bell has made same pertinent
deervations about the Informetion Age. It

has Inen estimated that by 1800, the 023 total of human knowledge was doubling

every !,0 yam; by 1950 it was dbubling every 10 years; and by 1970 it was

&skiing every 5 year*. Even in a field as old as medicine, more has been

pUbliehei minas 1975 than in all previous history. It does not take much

imagination to foresee that unlees same of our pUblications are digitized and

not stored in paper form in crllections arommi the globe, our libraries and our

forests will simply be unable to handle the explonion.

We all know the familiar litany of more scientists being alive, more

information being produced, than at any time in our history. The problem is

not only keeping up with all of tbis stuff, but finding the information you

S
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need. It is not unlike the process of finding the proverbial needle in a
hayetadk, except the haystacks axe now mountain-sized.

There is also the growing problem of the quality of information. Our
experts have toles:iv/more and more about less and less. Eventually, I suppose

they will know everything about nothing. Tenure, for exanple, depends in large
past on the publish or perish dictum. This has helped raise the peblication

cycle to the heights of GIGO. Per the uninitiated, that is gartage in, garbage

out. It is high time that the dictum be mcdified at least to leblish and/or
per" In short, there is little correlation between the overall quantity of
information being produced and the overall quality of that information.

For example, more and more people are asking: What has a chief executive,
a trillion-dollar budget, and millicns of employees, yet doesn't issue a
financial repart to its shareholders? Answers the U.S. Governeent. Another
popular question today is: What industry is respoosible for billions of
dollars, thousands of employees, and regularly makes detailed financial reports
to its shareholders that have proven to be less than totally relieble?
Answer: the U.S. Savings and Loan industry.

It is not my purpose hem to berate the pdblic or private sectors, but
simply to point out that the common thread inmeny of these problems is a ladk
of reliable infoostion on which to base decisions.

Lnformation is also getting more expensive. According to a study done
recently by the Associaticn of Research Libraries, the U.S. R&D effort is being
threatened by the high cost of information. A small number of commercial
peblishers increasingly control pdblication of key scientific, technical, ana
yedical journals. For example, three companies in Europe publish over 1,300

journals in scientific and teehnical areas. Information found in these
journals is obviously needed by researchers in the U.S. on a timely basis if we
are to continue to compete successfully in the area of technologicel
innovation.

The price of these journals, however, centimes to rise faster than the

federal deficit. It is reminiscent of a 19th century cartel, only this time,
it is an infolmation cartel Libraries are being forced to cancel
subscriptions because of high prices, and this can have dire consequences. The

decline of a research collectico translates into a loss of timely access to
information for the researcher and the scholar. And, study after study has

shown that this has a direct ',leering on the creatim of new ideas, new
products, research and development, and the movement of these into the
marketplace. All these factors influence a country's ability to compete in a
technologically-based, global world econamy. Cost is a major information
productivity USW which bears directly on who will be the haves and have-nots
in the Information Age of the future.

Finally, control of information will loam larger as the Information Age
matures. And by control, I mean something very complex that encompasses
access, interomectivity, and standardization as well as sueh things as
ounership, ceescrship, and private versus pebitc operation.

We have today a situation that is analogous to the building of great
railroad systeme, each with its own particular gauge, only we are building
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giant computer networks. These could well become digitized towers of Babel.

Linking these diverse networks are control issues that combine technology,

standards, Lew, and market forces. When to this mix you add the hackers, the

data pirates, and other fringe elements, it adds up to a pretty rough end

tuMble life on the frontiers of the Information Age.

iltus, we face an Information Armageddon, not in the same that we are

threatened mith extinction, but in the sense that there are crucial, decisive

battles that lie ahead for us to make information more accessible, more usable,

and more affordable.

My second point is that our present concepts of productivity are firmly

rooted in the industrial age. TO paraphrase Linooln, we need to disenthrall

oursedves tram the daises of the past, we need to think anew.

The EUXIMIU of Labor Statistics defines productivity as a concept that

expresses the relationship betwven the quantity of gccds and services

produced--output--and the quantity of labor, capital, land, energy, and other

resources that produced it--input. In other words, productivity equals output

divided by input.

In the United States in 1776, most pepple worked on farms. Tbday, only 3

percent of us work on farms, but that three percent feeds the rest of us and a

good part of the rest of the world. The productivity incrbases in agriculture

are dramatic, obvious, understandable, and measurable.

However, it is beccadrgiurre difficult to measure productivity today

because both the outputs and the inputs are changing. Indeed, the very nature

of our work is Changing.

Between 1776 and the Second Wbrld War, most of us moved fram the farm to

the town to the factory. finny of us made things. In the early 1950s, though,

we moved again, fram a manufacturing economy to a service economy. One of the

White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services fact sheets notes

that by the year 2000, same 71 percent of the labor force in industrialized

countries will work in information processing and communication.

In dealing with these ahanges, there is a tendency to talk about the

Infontation Age as if we have crossed same Rubicon in which the things that

used to matteragriculture, manufacturing, transportation, extractiondon't

matter like they titled to. Same technical experts let their brains go to their

heads when extolling the virtues of information. Unfortunately, we are 6till

going to need food, clothing, and Shelter in the information Age.

&Oen Cleveland, a former State Department official, a former university

president, and a recognized authority on information, has same very interesting

things to smy about the Information Age. Ha points out that the industrial era

was characterized by the influence of humankind over things, including nature

and the artifacts of man, while the information era features a sudden increase

in humanity's power to think, and therefore to organize.

Cleveland says that the Information Age does not replace, it overlaps the

growing, extracting, processing, manufacturing, recycling, distribution, and

consumption of tangible things. Agriculture and industry continue to progress

S
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by doing more with less through better knowleige, leaving plenty of roan for a

knowledge eoawany.

Cleveland also nakes several important points about the nature of
in.:ormation.

One. laceration is expandable. For the most part, the more infornation
we have, the more we use and the more useful it becomes. The problem is,

however, that we know 40 don't have all the facts, soma keep searching until
um are inundated with rear data. The sore infornation we obtain, the more time

wm need to analyze it, to distill knowledge from it.

'No. Information is coecressible. We can cement/ate information,
summarize it, store it in miniature for easier hanciling. That is sanathing you

can't do in the steel industry.

Three. Woe:nation is substitutable. It replaces land, labor, and

capital. You can work at home at your =cuter terminal.

Four. Information is 1 pidly transportable. Yoe can be located in Ohio or

Nekraska and have the same iaonmtion you have in London or New York.

Five. information is diffusive. It leaks. It defies copyright,

confidentiality, secrecy.

Finally, information is shareable. If I sell you an automobile, you have

it, and I don't. If I sell you information, thoo$1, we both have it. Thus,

the standards, rules, and conventions in an information-rich envinorment are
going to be different frau those created to manage the zero-sum bargains of
market economics and traditiona international relations.

We must think anew about productivity in the Lnformation Age. As we pursue
food, clothing, eihelter, truth, justice, and the American way, we use
computers, telecommunicationa, and informationinformation that is expandablo,
compressible, mibstitutable, trannportable, leaky, and shareable.

Clearly, the key lies in making our information more productive. We have
only just begun to think about the effects of the Infornaticm Age on the

individual worker. Beneath the the quality circles, and the managenent by
objectives, the competitive strategies, the other modern management techniques
we use today, is a mind-set honed and finely tuned to a bygone agethat of an
egpanding, predictable, mass-production, zero-ma, batch-processing
environment. America grew strong by improving the teChniques of economies of

scale and mass production. In the Information Age, though, we need to embed

higher levels of information and knowledge into both people and products in
order to make ttonmore competitive in the marketplace. It no longer matters

so much how many different products one can produce, it matters greatly how
good the prodUcts are and how closely they meet people's needs. Our collective

challenge is to invent the meaauxes, tools, and structures that will fit with
the needs of the Information Age, that will improve the productivity of
information, and that will make UB more oompetitive.

My third point is that libraries Lre umdquelyweil-positioned to help do

all of this. FOr a variety of reasons, libraries aro already on the frontiers
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of increasing the productivity of information. Indeed, these ancient and

venerable institutions can probably do more to help other organizations become

more productive than any other comparable institution I can point to at this

mart. Let me explain.

*at libraries and other organizations, such as OCLC, in the library

community basically do is add value to informatics: by organizing it, indexing

it, inpraving access to it, distributing it, and preserving it.

Throughout the Smithsonian exhibit, it seemed to me the single thread that

connected everything was that these technologies are all aimed at providing

information to people when and where they went it. This is the goal of our

newest information storage and retrieval system, the pervonal computer, and

also the goal of our oldest information storage and retrieval system, the

library.

Cver 30 years ago, John Diebold noted that any important technological

innovation brings about three phases of change. In the first, we simply do

better today what we did yesterday, or, in Diebo'i's words, you "mechanize what

you did yesterday." The second phase begins when, as a result of technological

innovation, we find the tasks themselves changing. "The technology revises

what we do, not just how we do it." The third phase is a change in society

itself as a result of this transformation. Examples of the third kind of

change resulted from the internal combustion engine for surface transportation,

and the jet engine for air transportation. In libraries, we are still largely

in that first phasedoing better what we did yesterday--but we are rapidly

moving into the second, which puts libraries far ahead of most other

inatitutiona.

Let me give you the briefest possible history of the role of libraries in

ourworld. Since the dawn of history, humans have sought to preserve a record

of their times. In the advance of civilization, the relentless cycle of
invention, innovation, and disoovery has been powered and created by knowledge,

passed from generation to generation. The chain has been fashioned by oral

history, by customs, by traditions, by tablets, by scrolls, by manuscripts, by

printed materials. Today, that chain is moving into a new formelectronic

data. In the vest for knowledge, we humans have built great libraries to

preserve, to organize, and to distribute knowledge accumulated over centuries

in a variety of forms.

Until recently, libraries were places you went to in order to find

information. Things were organized so you could find things and librarians

were there to help you. But, it was a passive set-up and libraries were

largely a storehouse.

The adVent of oomputer tachnology, however, started to change the library's

role. At first, true to Diebold's observations, libraries simply applied

oamputers to traditional tasks: cataloging, ordering materials, arranging
interlibrary loans, circulating materials to patrons, and so on. They did so

not so much because they wanted to, but because they had to in order to keep up

with the information explosion.

Predictably, others then began to build specialized databases for the

automated libraries. At first, these databases followed the money
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trail-medical, legal, scientific, and engineering databasee were built first.
Today, however, there are nearly 2,000 databases in the humanities and social
sciences as well as in the scientific and technical realms.

The computer's ability to Rtore, menipulate, index, and retrieve items from
very large amounts of information lends itself quite well to library
operations. ".j- cies are, after all, just huge haystacks surrounded by people
looking for .ds. Librarians discovered early that the computer can help

you find your iaxticular needle. Computers can make libraries more prcductive.

For example, my organization orexates an international oamputer network
that libraries use for a variety of purposes, but primarily to catalog items
and to arrange interlibrary loans. At our facility in Wolin is the world's
largest online computer library system-11,000 workstations in libraries across
the country; 330,000 miles of telephone lines; 17 mainframe computers and 101
minicomputers, and 106.6 gigabytes of storage. We receive over 65 messages a
second from our member libraries, including our Japanese members. Imagine
that, an American high tech company that sells to the japanesel

What is all this instantaneous ormaunicatian about? It is about
information, about knowledge, where it is and what it is. Cur computerized
network provides the means for libraries to both reduce the rate of rise of
their costs, hence to become more productive internally, and to increase access
to information, hence, to become more productive externally.

OCLC has the world's largest bibliographic d tabase with more than 24
million bibliographic records, including, I might add, all of those from the
entire card catalog of the Smithaccian--a process that took seven years, and
was finished in 1990. Bibliographic information describes books, journals, and
other materials. It is similar to %hat you used to find in the card catalog--a
physical description of the item, and a description of its intellectual
content. Libraries either use information that alrrady exists in the database
to catalog an item, or they put it in themselves and make it available for
other libraries to use. The eoaxmnies of scale are such that overall,
libraries that are cataloging current materials find 94.6 percent of the things
they are looking for. This means that out of every 100 books a library must
catalog, it need only create original catalog records for about 6. This is an
emomaus savings in time and labor when you know that it takes about 30 minutes
to originally catalog a single item.

The first library in the world to perform online cataloging was Ohio

University in Athens, Ohio. They logged onto OCLC on August 26, 1971, and have
been online ever since. The first year OU was online, every were able to
increase the mount of material they cataloged by one-third, and at the same
time, they were able to eliminate, through attrition, 17 full-time poeitinns.
That is also called increasing pmcductivity.

Today, WS, calculate that at one workstation, a worker can catalog some
11,000 items annually, of which only 6 peroemt will require actually creating a
new catalog record from scratch.

This sharau database of bibliographic infcrmation also contains more than
380 million locttion listings for the 22 million items and these numbers grow
by about 10 percent annually. Thus, if you are in Parmly Billings Library in

85
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Billings, ft:Mane, you can go to an OCLC terminal and find out what's in the
Pall Marine Science Library in Narragansett, Rhode Island, or in Ohio State's
library, or Harvard's, or the San Francisco Public Library or the British

Library. All of a sudden, you can start finding those needles in the

haystacks.

This database also helps scholars becume more productive. At the National

Humanities Research Center in Chapel Hill. North Carolina, for example,
world-rekncen scholars come on sabbatical for a year to wri books. The

Center has a small reference collection of only about 1,001 cks. The library

resources the scholars need are obtained through electronic uatabames and

interlibrary lending. In other words, the &Cholera don't go to the libraries,

the libraries go to the seholars. This increases their productivity, because
they don't have to drive to the library, find a parking place, walk into the
library, seardh the catalog, go to the stacks, and so on. The modern phrase

for these scholars is "knowledge workers." The CCLC computer system makes slut

knowledge workers more prcductive.

Federal library programs have also both increased the productivity of
library staffs and the productivity and availability of information itself.
The United States Newspaper Program, under the auspices of the National
Endowment for the amenities, is a long-range, coordinated effort to locate,
preserve an microfilm, and catalog in the OCLC database, an estimated 250,000
newspaper titles peblished in this country since 1690. To date, NEH has

awarded grants to 38 states and two U.S. territories. The result of this

ticn has been the development of a national newspaper database which

271Meatly assist historians and other scholars for years to come. WO at

OCLC are proud to be a part of this exciting program, which is preserving an
Important part of the historical record.

The Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA), under Title III, has
resulted in nearly 400 regional, state, and local projects to help libraries
share and preserve materials, including eight projects that involve the OCLC
national database in regional union lista of serial publications and regional
interlibrary lending networks.

And, the Higher Education Act, Title II-C Strengthening Library Resources
Program, funded in 1987 alone same 22 projects in research and university
libraries that resulted in significant additions of bibliographic records and
holdings information to the CC1C database. For example, the University of

Illinois is involved in a project to catalog and index the collections of U.S.
Department of Agriculture and Stata experiment station agriculture materials
from 1862 to the present. This information beccmes available for other
libraries in the network to use, and ultimately, it becomes more resdily
available for scholars, researchers, students, and teacfters--our country's

knowledge workers.

And making knowledge workers more productive is going to be one of the key

dhallenges we face in the information Age.

Now, however, libraries are on the threehold of Diebold's second stav,
where we start to Change the things we do. And, at times, we even appruach the

fringus of t third stage, where the innovation actually changes our society.

8
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As the nnithsonian exhibit showed us, and as Harlan Cleveland explained, vm
are moving from a print-oriented, information-poor environment to a
multi-media-information-glutted environment. TWenty yeers ago the person

holding the infr cation was 1n a powerful position. Today, the person in power

is the ore who can find the elevant data from among the vast quantity of
matewials that are readily a.ailable. Cw, as Gertrude Stein might have put it,

the person who has the power is the me who can retain his or her omnnon sense

in the midst oi all this information.

Om:cuter tedhnology properly applied to libraries saves librarians time,

saves their usems time, wakes knowledge workers more productive. As a result,

libraries are becoming less of a placea storehouseand more of a
facilitating resource to amass info:motion wherever it is. Having made this

transition, libraries and librarians are now in a better position to help other

institutions do the same. Put another uey, in almost every city and campus
throughout the country, theme is a cadre of individuals uto understand how to
add value to information, who understand the productivity of information, who

know how to U66 databases and computers and networks, who have already worked
their way through mechenizing their owe tasks, and who have worried a lot about

the implications of Diebold's second and third stages. It would be beyond

foolish for us not to make better use of this trained resource as ue seek to

expand tbe use of the basic tools of the Information Age.

Tnare is gent opportunity here because of the coincidence of needs and

skills. The prereqpisites for increasing the productivity of information are
the ability to create, acquire, store, retrieve, tram:tit, and use information.

The library's role is to acquire, store, retrieve, and transmit

information. Thus, as the repository of information item:, it is no accident
that ue find the library at the symbolic °enter of the world's universities.

It is fortuitous, however, that ue also find libraries at the center of

technological change. Tte general educational environmemt has adopted new

technologies very Bluely. As cos educator noted, it took 30 years for the
tedhnology of the overhead projector to move from the bowling alley to the

classroom. Cr as Derek Bok crce put it: "It means like many on campus feel

that nothing should ever be done for the first time."..

Perhaps lamely because they had to, libraries have mowed more quickly to

take advantage of recent innovations in inforAation technology. As a result,

libraries have beamne much more active in providing information to users, both

inside and outside the library. Increasingly, information resources are

distributed. Many libraries are now part of a wider, campus information system
which itself can be tied through NSPnet, or Internet, to other campuses.

At tie Georgia Institute of Technology, for example, studtalts and faculty
can freely consult magazine indexes, databases, And other servioes in their

rooms or offices. The library's main role is to 4.1!mliver documents to tlen.

Georgia Tedh estimates that this conputerized inforsation system savse $1.2
million in faculty tine. 0= and Carnegle Mellon Unlversity are building a
prototype electronic library in which a scholar has aCCess to full documents in

both paper and madam-readable form.
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With the American Association for the AdVanceuent of Science, OCLC will be

bringing out next year an electronic science journal. It will emist primarily

in electronic form. Articles will be written, edited, refereed, compiled,

distributed, and stored electronically. You will be able to look for back

issues by subject matter and other indexes. In short, this is another example

of Diebold's second stage, where technology starts to change the way we do

things.

A recent study of the largest firms in each major sector of the Gross

National Product sought to detezedne how corporations value information

services. The single most important component of oarporate information appears

to be quality of informationthe needle in the haystack.

WO need to think up new ways to make information more productive. Our

greatest challenge will be to develop systems that will enable people to find

ounces of valuable information from the tone of information that are cycled

into our environment each day.

I could go on, but mercifully, I won't.

What, in heaven's name, does all of this mean? Well, it means a great many

things But, I think it Beans five things in particular. Five things that we

should keep in mind as this White House Conference on Libraries and Information

Services contemplates recannendaticos it will make that are likely to shape our

future for the next two decades.

First, it means we are all going to have a shorter period of time in which

to make decisions. It means we must all le6rn to adapt more quickly, to

respond faster, to be a qpicker study. How iolt can you learn? How fast can

your organisathx. learn? What mental models do -xi depend on? How fast can

you change? Can you learn to forget? All olL thew- axe qpestioca with

increasing relevance and implications in the Infonmaaon Age.

The essential thrust of the wmpanding information 1...ohnology must be to

MOW toward providing inf:,...mation when it is needed, where it is needed, in a

form it is needed, and at an affordable price.

Second, it means we are all going to have to be better plannersbetter
plannero of our time, better planners of the use of .Aosourres, better planners

of where we are going and why.

Better planning, a requirement made earlier by timely informatior, wisely

acted upon.

Third, it means we are going to have to figure out how to get more

knowledge out of information. It mans we will need more quality

informationsore and better database, more value-added, more useable
information more reliable information. If you think back to same pmedictiona

that never came truR, it becomes apparent that the predictors had all the

infonasticti they needed to be right, but they mere dead wrong in their

anewers. For maple, the editors of Agelmmes Week arrived at the following

conclusion In 19581 Quote "with over 50 types of foreign cars already on sale

here in the Unital States, the Japanese auto industry isn't likely to carve out

a big slice of the U.S. market for itself." Adm. William Lenny advillino
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President Harry Truman on the U.S. atomic boas project in 1945: "This is the

biggest fool thing vie have ever done....The bomb will never go off, and I speak

as an evert in explosives." And Henry Luce, founder and publisher of :km
Ws, and =me in 1956 predicted that quote "by 1980 all power--electric,
atomic, and solar are likely to be virtually costlees."

Mirth, it mem were are going to have to figure out how to get more
knowledge into people. In his classic work, ZeMiliegusWel &ate, John
Kenneth Galtmaith, wrote: "In an age of rapidly increasing technical capacity,
the naturel resource that will be in shortest supply is human talent--talent
for sanagertent, for oamplex decision-making, for research, and for bringing

computers into effective use."

And to parephrame Harlan Cleveland, the United States did not get to be a
great nation by redoing in each generation what it used to do well in the one
before, like making mechanical adding machines or oversized automobiles. It

got there by constantly thinking up new things to dolike linking computers to
telecommunicationsbefore others did. Cleveland also points out that those

people who do not educate themselves and keep reeducating themselves to
participate io the new knowledge environment will turn out to be the peasants

of the Information Age. And, societies that do not give their people a chance
at edWcation and a chance to tune-up their knowledge will be left in the

*stream of history by those that do. The distance between the haves and the

have nots will widen--both for individuals and for nations.

Clearly, librariee have an important role to play here. The historian and

educator Diane Ravitch put it best: "The library is an institution in which
pewlepursue their own edUcation, whatever their age or occupation. It is a

people's university, offering knowledge, information, and entertainnent to

ttcesmAns seek it. The library doesn't care what language they spank, what
credentials they offer, what tests they can pass, uho their parents were. Its

doors are open for all, to use for their self-improvement. It is vital to keep

the doors open and the collections intect." It is a bonus that libraries are
also now ebbs to assume a leadership role in helping others to use the new

information tAximology.

Fifth and finally, it means wn must continue to improve the productivity of
information. hb have no other choice. The Information Age has indeed came of

age. There is no putting the genie back in the bottle. No going back to a

simpler time. No revisiting Diebold's first stage. Clearly, he already have

plenty of information and clearly the information cycle is continuing to
accelerate. We are all in the Information Aoe, whether ue like it or not. The

basic task is to separate the wheat from the chaff. Or, as T.S. Eliot put it

so eloquently in "The Rock:"

The endless cycle of ick Is and action,

Melees invention, endless exoerinent,
Brings knowledge of nction, but not of stillness...
hhere is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
%here is the knowledge ve have lost in information?

So, to the Congress and the people of the United States, I say, let us
resolve to make information more productive, to find the wisdom ue have lost in

knowledge, and to find the 3aceledge we have loet in information. Thank you

very:mu:to
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Senator PELL. We now come to Ms. Virginia Gaines Fox, chief op-
erating officer, Kentu Ay Authority for Educational TV, from Lex-
ington, KY.

Ms. Fox. Good morning, Chairman Pell.
Thank you, distinguished panelists. You made a lifetime in

public television and media .and library work worth what we've
done.

I come on behalf of the EDSAT Institute, and I bring greetings
and regrets on the part of Shelley Weinstein, its distinguished
president, and the board, that they could not join you.

We advocate a public domain education satellite. We believe that
satellite is the technology which can help connect all of the fiber,
microwave, and copper systems now in place which would imple-
ment much of the infrastructure which has been advocated by the
previous panelists.

I believe EDSAT asked me to come because of KET's history and
Kentucky's history. In the Seventies, we created a GED series
which has enabled over 2 million adults to obtain a GED, and it is
used in libraries, correctional institutions, and other public agen-
cies and the armed forces worldwide. We are proud of that.

In 1986, KET and Kentucky pioneered by becoming the first
State to put a satellite dish on every public school. We now have
them on libraries, colleges, universities, vocational centers, adult
learning centers, and county extension agencies.

This year, we will spend $1.6 million for a 24-hour transponder to
get what we need. National business and international business
and government have and will continue to make satellite a seller's
market.

Hence, we advocate a public/private partnership and the assist-
ance of the Federal Government to help us assure continued par-
ticipation in the telecommunications revolution that is making this
country into a stronger, more interesting and productive place to
live.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Ms. Fox.
[The publication entitled "Analysis of a Proposal for an Educa-

tion Satellite" by the Edsat Institute, Washington, DC, submitted
by Ms. Fox, is retained in the files of the committee.]

[The prepared statement of Ms. Fox follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. Fox

Good morning Chairman Pell and Caairman Williams, I would like to thank you
for the opportunity to testify and bring you regrets from Edsat Institute President,
Shelly Weinstein and the Distinguished Advisory Board members, that they could
not be het.e to join you.

I am delighted to be here today on behalf of the Edsat Institute to speak in sup-
port of a public domain education satellite that will insure equitable and affordable

access to this technological highway hy all of this nation's elementary, secondary

and vocational schools, public libraries, adult learning centers, colleges, universities,
and government and community centers regardless of their geographic location or
demographic composition.

We believe that the time for action is now. Satellite technology is truly the 0
Negative or "universal mixer" for the world of technology. While the regulatory,
fiscal, and governance issues dealing with universal fiber optic availability are being
resolved, satellite technology can connect existing copper, microwave, and fiber
optic systems. With the advent of digitalized compression providing several hundred
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This means that a whopping 87% of the adults entering Kentucky's workforce

have less than a college degree.
Kentucky is working very hard to address this situation. An important facet of

Kentucky's educational reform package was the establishment of the nation's first

Workforce Cabinet, bringing together under one umbrella all of the state agencies

and organizations which operate outside the traditional K-12, community college

and university system (i.e. adult basic education, vocational/technical schools, Job

training, etc.) KET is working closely with the new Workforce Cabinet to develop

education and job training programs for this large, new target population. KET s
Star Channels system will soon play a central role in delivering education and

training opportunities to workers, emplorers, educators, and trainers throughout

the state.
The statewide technology highway that Kentucky has built is now helping to im-

prove the quality of life for every Kentuckian. Without it, pockets of workers and

students across the state would continue to be disinfranchisedwithout access to

the quality educational, informational and training opportunities now being distrib-

uted via KET's Star Channels system.
Nationally, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce recently testified at a subcommittee

hearing on technology and competitiveness that during the next 10 years, 42% of

Amer!za's workforceor an estimated 49.5 million workerswill need to be re-

trained in order to keep pace with changing job skills and employer demands. In

addition, another 37 million workers will need entry level job training during this

same period.
Local schools, libraries, businesses, adult learning, and vocational education cen-

ters will play an essential role in making these expanded learning opportunities a

reality. And their effectiveness will depend to a large extent on the information and

services that can be delivered to them via the full range of new telecommunications

technologies.
Intertiationally, the standard by which we measure a nation's product growth and

productivity correlates closely with the extent to which that nation uses telecom-

municationstelephones, computers, radio, TV, facsimile, etc. If we apply that

standard tc the technology used in education and other public matters in the United

States, our edunational telecommunications infrastructure is comparable to that of a

developing country.
The United States invests an average of $100 per student in computers for educa-

tion versus $50,000 per worker in private industry and $100,000 per worker in high

tech industries While all other sectors in U.S. society have been transformed by

technology, the public and educational sector have remained relatively untouched.
However, transformation is starting to take place. This transformation is happen-

ing as a result of efforts such as the federally-funded Star Schools program, massive

commitments to technology on the part of states such Missouri (for school broad

training) and Kentucky (for educational reform), and the development of extensive

inter and intra state library computer networks. Again, Kentucky's Department of

Libraries, headed by Jim Nelson, is a leader in this movement.
Kentucky is truly a microcosm of the nation's education problems and solutions.

Research recently completed by the U.S., Distance Learning Association states that

of 37 states 95% of them receive distance learning.
However fragmented and embryonic this transformation may be, a growing

market for an educational satellite already exists. A recent study by the Edsat Insti-

tute found that there are at least 111 providers of satellite-based instructional pro-

gramming. Of this number. twenty of the major ones purchased more than 76,000

hours of satellite time in the 1990-91 school year.
While it was difficult to determine the distribution of programming at specific

hours of the day. days of the week and months of the year, it is highly likely that at

some point all twenty of these agencies will want to transmit programming at the

same time. Concurrent programming by just these twenty agencies would create a

peak demand for twenty transpondersnearly 34 percent of the capacity of a 24

transponder satellite.
The EDSAT Institute examined the financing alternatives for a public domain

satellite. Public financing of an education satellite requires either a direct appro-

priation from the Congr. the contribution of an existing federal satellite, or ap-

propriations by state legislatures. Private financing is feasible if the entity Which

takes ownership of the satellite, or guarantees a long term lease for its use, has a

cash flow sufficient to assure payment or there is a governmental guarantee. of

such puynwnt in the event of default.
Although the actual size of the education market is unknown, the EDSAT Insti-

tute analysis indicates that it is substantial. It is estimated that twenty major edu-
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cation program providers will spend about $45.5 during the 1990-91 school
year for satellite time. It is plausible to assume that the expenditure by all educa-
tional agencies is substantially more than $50 million per year, since these twenty
agencies represent only eighteen percent of the 111 purchasers.

A cash flow of this magnitude should be sufficient to support a single satellit ;f. it
can meet the peak time demand of the agencies using it. While federal fund;
an education satellite might be available at some future time, the project nee, ut
be contingent upon it. The project could be self-financing if the buyers had an ap-
propriate vehicle for securing, governing and managing the use of the satellite.

The inability to confirm the number of purchasers and how much time they
would use constitutes a major obstacle to the immediate acquisition of a satellite for
education regardless of how it is financed. Neither the actual amount of transpon-
der time needed nor the technical configuration (C-Band and Ku-Band) at the satel-
lite could be determined. Qbviously, decisions about the design, construction and
launch of an education satellite cannot be made until these questions are answered.
The documented usage of satellites for instructional programming indicates that
there presently exists a market large enough to justify at least some form of cooper-
ative management and purchase of transponder time. For the longer term, it sets
the stage for the eventual acquisition of a satellite dedicated to education.

There is legitimate concern among the stakeholders that something be done now
to lower costs and provide predictable access for those education agencies which
presently are using satellite or have strong interest in doing so. The governors,
the president and the congress are seeking innovative ways to achieve national edu-
cation goals. Satellite technology can play an important role in such a strategy be-
cause it can provide access to multiple education programs of an interactive nature
simultaneously to every part of the nation at a relatively low unit-cost.

In the present commercial marketplace, the rising and unpredictable costs of
transponder time are at best limiting the use of televised instruction in rural and
often poor school districts: at worst, some school districts are beginning to reduce
availability of these instructional lesources. A strategy is needed that will enable
education agencies to secure maay of the benefits of a dedicated satellite now while
planning continues for the building and launch of such a satellite in the future.

What do we see as the role of the federal government? That role is still open in
our opinion. Currently, we see tht eo possible choices for federal involvement:

(1) t "partner" role, where the federal government would grant $180 million on a
ot, time-only basis to design, build and launch a satellite dedicated to educa-
tion. Such an investment is a logical follow up to the one hundred million dol-
lars they invested in the Star Schools program.

(2) A loan guarantee for investing states and entities so that they can launch
their uwn education satellite.

(3) Subsidy of partial transponder costs to assure stable and affordable costs for
users.

The states and schools are demonstrating the need and desire to use this technolo-
gy. Without low cost, affordable access, there is little hope of the sustained, systemic
transformation necessary for the United States to enter the new millennium as a
productive and competitive nation.

Thank you for your time and consideration in taking this issue under advisement.
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MEMO

TO: Ginni, Tim, John, Liz, Education Staff and Interactive Learning Staff

FR: Leslie

RE: Satellite Claismom Enrollments for 1991-92

IN: June 26, 1991

sac KENTucKy mra,
COURSE 90 - 91 TOTAL 91- 92 TOTAL 91.22M181, 91-9Z

Japanese I 1239 1299 31 1330
Japanese 11 309 497 5 502
Russian 1 876 702 2 704
Russian 11 181 313 0 311
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics

371
233

228
189

0
0

228
189

c.0
1-....

World Geography 488 331 0 331
Prob/Stat 579 221 121 344
Di scre te Math 459 196 123 319
Physics 329 198 196 394
Latin I 0 287 292 579
PreCalculus 0 85 82 167
German 1 205 0 246 246
German II 0 0 95 83

TOTAL 5269 4346 1195 5741

2126 - Students taught by Kentucky Satellite teachers
1195 - Enrollments for Kentucky
1072 - Kentucky students (count only Prob/Stat, not Discrete Math - they are the mum students)
1434 - SERC Students in South Carolina courses
1459 - SERC students in Kentucky courses
1832 - SERC students in Nebraska courses

98
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KET'S TWO-WAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
BRINGS KENTUCKUNS TOGETHER IN DIALOGUE

Star Channels Technology Permits Statewide Meetings,Seminars Without Travel

With more than 1,600 satellite dishes installed throughout the state, KET's pioneering Star

Channels satellite system has created a state-wide forum for the exchange of ideas.

The system developed by KET delivers live productions simultaneously to 1600 sites

throughout the state. The element that sets KET's satellite system apart from all others and has

made it a national kader in telecommunications is a keypad which enables participants to

respond to questions during the program.

According to KET Network Director for Broadcasting Tim Tassie, approximately 160 of

the satellite sites are equipped with the entire interactive technology package, consisting of the

keypad, a telephone, and a computer.

"These sites can interact in addidonal ways which enhance the teleconference or seminar for

both presenter and participant. Over the next few years we hope that all 1600 sites will become

so equipped," said Tassie.

The Star Channels satellite system was developed to beam live, interactive and advanced

high school courses to even the most remote areas of the state where they previously were not

available. Since their incepdon in 1989, Star Channels courses have been recognized rationally

for their role in filling the gaps in course offerings in Kentucky's educational system.

However, with satellite dishes now at every public school and some public libraries,

vocational schools, and state parks, business and government organizations are beginning to

realize the potential of a two-way communications network which encompasses virtually the

entire state.

KET has already completed projects using the Star Channels satellite system with several

public and private groups and has projects in the works with about 20 more.
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The Governors Scholar program delivered a two-hour orientation teleconference co sittts

throughout the state this year with Star Channels technology. Agricultural county exonsion

agents held a seven-session workshop via Star Channels for about 100 agents at 20 sites in the

state. In April, the Kentucky Department for Social Services used the technology for a three-

hour teleconference on training foster parents.

The Kentucky Development Committee, a groupof leaders from public and private

agenciea who work to stimulate economic development in the rural areas of the state, will use

the Star Channels system this fall to spread information to communities throughout Kentucky.

The committee believes the most effective development programs require cooperation

among all members of a community together with local, state end federal government. In the

'past, extensive travel was necessary to encourage cooperation among the various sectors in

communities throughout the state. But, it was also expensive.

"When you have 20 or 25 agency people who have to travel to a certain town, stay there for

a period, and then travel back home, it beconxs quite expensive and youreach a point where

you just cannot continue," said committee member Helen Weissinger.

Through the Star Channels satellite system, the committee will deliver live forums made up

of experts on rural development and representatives from communities where successful

development projects have been completed.

At the receptor sites, a unique wireless keypad developed by KET allows participants to

respond to questions throughout the program. The responses are delivered via telephone lines

back to KET within seconds and displayed on-screen. In addition, participants can call in by

telephone during the program.

Weitsinger says the Star Channels system is "both laborsaving and timesaving."

"We need to ge : information to everyone, from elected officials and small entrepreneurs to

the media and educators. By using the Star Channels technology, we can reach them all at a

state and local level to explain the ways in which they can work together for progress," said

Weissinger.

1 0
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When the Kentucky General Assembly passed the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act,

KET took advantage of its new capacities with the Star Channels technology to explain the act

and its implications in teleconferences deliveied to educators and administrators across the

state.

The system was also used to deliver professional development seminars to teachers,

helping them meet the continuing education requirements of the KERA.

In much ffie same way, the Continuing Legal Education Commission ot the Kentucky Bar

Association will use the Star Channels satellite system to deliver a series of training sessions

this year.

The sessions, designed to help beginning attorneys develop practical skills not learned in

the classroom, make up one area of the Kentucky Bar Association's continuing education

program. Traditionally, the seminars were held each year in Frankfort. But Lexington attorney

and commission member Brad Cowgill said it was always diffict It for new lawyers to take

time off to travel to a two- or three-day seminar.

"We have always tried to make the meetingas conven;ent as possible," said Cowgill. "But

we just cannot be as convenient as Star Channels are."

Cowgill said the commission is interested in transferring other areas of its program to Star

Channels delivery so that attorneys could fulfill continuing education requittments via the

satellite system.

"From the standpoint of our involvement with continuing euucation, the legal profession

has to be one group that can best take advantage ofthe Star Channels system. We have 10,000

people spread out acmss the state who are obliged to continue their professional training and

education," said Cowgill. "For us, coomuting with KT.' to help meet that need is a dream

come true."
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In June, the last in a four-part series of teleconferences designed to help Kentucky

businesspeople adapt to changing economic conditions will be conducted at 11 sites throughout

the state via Star r'.annels.

Produced by the Kentucky Science and Technology Council and the Kentucky Office of

Business and Technology, each teleconference in the pilot project titled "Innovations" consists

of a panel of experts discussing specific opportunities, dangers, and necessities in the current

economic situation.

Kris Kirnel, executive director of the Kentucky Science and Techr logy Cowie Ll says that

because of the enthusiastic and positive tesponse among participants, the council plans to make

the Innovations project a tvgular series next fall. Kimel says the Suu Channels system holds

particular promise for medium- and small aired businesses.

"The teleconferences give people across the state the opponunity to take part in a forum

conducted by experts,' Kimel said. "I see major potential for all sorts of outcomes beyond

simply receiving and sending information. The sessions have already stimulated a great deal of

discussion and networking among local businesses." "

Other businesses who have expressed interest in using the Star Channels technology to

fulfill their own particular communications needs are the World Trade Center, the Kentucky

Litearcy Commission, and the Kentucky Ans Council.

##
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KET Star Channels Professional Development Program Stamary
1990.1991
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KET Star Channels
Professional Seminars

1991-92 Preview

Professional Development Opportunities by Satellite. KET is pleased to offer educators
another academic year of high quality, convenient professional development opportunities via
its innovative Star Channels satellite system. During the upcoming school year, KET will offer
seminars on a wide variety of topics. The seminar topics have been selected for their
relationship with accomplishing the goals and objectives of the Kentucky Education Reform
Act. A local district Professional Development C.00rdinator may award professional
development credit to certified personnel for participating in these seminars if the seminars are
appropriate and have been designated as a district and/or school need.

Practical and Convenient. Each series of KET seminars includes a sequence of workshops,
each 90 minutes in length, supplemented by print materials and, often, a discussion center on
Learning Link, KET's electronic database. These seminars feature:

'stimulating ideas and useful research presented by inspirational educational leaders,
representing a variety of content areas and viewpoints, which you can use in your
classroom.
"practical advice, suggestions, and demonstrations from your colleagues, fellow
teachers who have successfully implemented featured programs in their classrooms.
'videotaped visits to classrooms what you can see both how teachers employ featured
instructional strategies and how students respond.
'information presented in several sessions, enabling participants to apply suggestions to
their own situations between sessions.
'the convenience of attending the workshop in your own school or district.

Live and Interacave. KET Star Channels Professional Seminars are live productions; each
seminar has been carefully designed to be very much like a live workshop occuning right in
your school. Active participation is encouraged both at the site and with the television
presenters. During the seminar, participants may communicate with the presenters by telephone
and a toll-free number and/or by keypad, if participating at a school outfitted with KET's
satellite equipment cabinet (the workshops are not limited to schools with KET's satellite
equipment cabinet, however). A handy "Site Coordinator's Guide" will help prepare sites to
fully participate in these seminars.

Timely Topics. You'll find a brief description of the seminars we're offering next year in this
packet. Topics were selected based on results of an extensive survey of staff etvelopment
needs completed this spring. Topics include: primary school (identified in Kentucky as a major
need on our staff development survey), integrated language arts, the collaborative teaching
model, new directions in foreign language instruction, middle school teaming, middle school
mathematics, arts in education, and cooperative learning. Content designers for these seminars
include Kentucky Department of Education specialists, university resource people, and
Kentucky teachers.
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A Free Senice for Kentucky Schools, In Kentucky, KET Star Channels Professio al
Seminars come to you at no charge. In order to support the seminars, a site will need to

provide:
*a site coordinator/s who will be responsible for hosting the workshop, operating the
television equipment, handing out and collecting materials, distributing and collecting
workshop evaluations, etc. KET will provide a "Site Coordinator's Guide" to help
coordinators Wiling" these seminar.
'copies of seminar print materials. One copy of the print materials will be sent to each
site to be duplicatW for participants.
'a comfortable site for the wminar, equipped to receive the satellite transmission.
Access to a phone in the room will encourage telephone interaction.

Registration. We hope the topics and advantages of KET Star Channels Professional Seminars
will encourage you to integrate these seminars into yourprofessional development plan for the
upcoming school year. You may pre-register now as a site for individual series or for the entire
package. 'You'll find a registranon form at the conclusion of this packet. We urge you to
register this spring for the fall seminars to ensure that you receive workshop materials and
other timely information before the seminars begin.

For more information about KET's Professional Development Program, contact Nancy
Carpenter, Teacher Resources Manager, KET, 600 Cooper Dr., Lexington, KY 40502, (606)

233-3000.

CALENDAR
KET Star Channels Seminars Tuesday Afternoons 1991-92

This Cakedar is subject to change. To ensure that you receive seminar materials and any updates or
schedule changes, please register for specific seminars by coatacdngKers Professional Development
Program. Seminar times are 400 pm 1113:00 pm cr So 530 pm ET/4:30 pm CT.

Sept. 17, 24, Oct. 1, and 8

Oct. 15, 22, and 29

Nov. 12 and 19.

Nov. 26, Dec. 3, and 10

Ian. 7, 14, and 21

Ian. 28, Feb. 4, and 11

Feb. 18, 25, Mar. 3, and 10

Mar. 17, 24, and 31

Primary School, Seminars 1-4

Integrated Language Arts, Seminars 1-3

Special MS in Education Workshops 1-3

The Collaborative Teaching Model, Seminars 1-3

New Directions in Foreign Language Instruction, Seminars 1-3

Spotlighting Middle School Teaming, Seminars 1-3

Middle School Mathematics, Seminars 1-4

Cooperative Learning 11, Seminars 1-3

48-030 0 91 5
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KET Seminar To s les
a emoons pm nutes

Primary School
This series will rusent the critical attributes of a developmentally appropriate primary school

program. The critical attributes to be covered will include: developmentally appropriate
educational practices. multi-age/multi-ability classrooms, continuous progress. authentic
assessment, qualitative repornng methods, professional teamwork, and positive parent
involvement.

Target Audience: K-3 classroom teachers and aides, elementary principals, elementary
supervisors.

Scheduler Four seminars (6.0 hours of televised mdning). September 17-October 8.

Integrated Language Arts
TWs three-part series will address ways to integrate the five Ian uagc /WS areaswriting.

reading, speaking, listening. and observinginto a sound instructional program. Teacher-
presenters and professionals will discuss and demonstrate ways to integrate all the areas within
the laneuage arts classroom as well is ways to carry these abilities into other areas of the
cuniculum.

Target Audience: K.I2 language arts teachers.
Schedule: Three seminars (4.5 hours of televised training). October 15-October 29.

Special Arts In Education Workshops
These hands-on arts workshops. presented by artists who have worked in schools and

innovative teachers, will give elementary teachers a variety of creative ideas and useful resources
which they can take back to their classmoins. Among the reseurces to be presented are KET
instructional series such as Imagine Thai a creative dramatics series, and Telling Tales, a
storytelling series, with tips on how these can be effectively used. Additional workshops are
planned to be presented from time to time during the school year.

Target Audience: Elementary teachers and arts specialists.
Schedule: Two teminars (3.0 Itours of televised training). November 12-19.

The Collaborative Teaching Model
The Collaborative Teaching Model focuses on appropriate delivery of educational services ir

the general education setting for at-risk students and those students with educational disabilities.
These sessions will provide participants with the most basic information necessary to implement
tHs model, including the philosophical basis for the model, gobipm solving tech-niques. team

scheduling, and communication skills. Sessions will include a practical overview of the
research and verified best practices for collaborative models: teacher-to-teacher factors for
sacceas: Vecific methods for problem solving for students with educational disabilities and those
considere4 to be at-risk for failure; and steps for creating and implementing a collaborative team.

Target Audience: General, special education, Chapter 1, and gifted education teachers:
principals; coordinators; instructional supervisors; counselors: psychologists; speech language
pathologists: and occupational and physical therapists.

Schedule: Three seminars (4.5 hours of televised training). November 26-pecember 10.

New Directions in Foreign Language Instruction
During January. 1991. KET presented four very well-received seminars for foreign language

teachers"Proficiency Oriented Foreign Language lnstruction"which focused on speaking
and listening skills. For 1992, KET will provide a series focusing primarily on reading and
writing skills in a proficiency-oriented classroom. Our new series will employ a format seimilar
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to that of the rust, which featured a nationally-known speaker, university professionals. teachers

of French, German, and Spanish, and visits to a variety of foreign language classrooms.
(Participation in "Proficiency-Oriented Foreign Language Instruction" is not a pre-requisite.)

Target Audience: Middle and high school foreign lanpuage teachers.
4' "tedule: Three seminars (4.5 hours of televised trainmg), January 7-21.

ening Middle Level Teaming
This series ce:nes on the. heels of the publication of die Carnegie Councirs Report c f the Task

Force on Edwation of Young Adolescents which calls for, among other things, the creation of

"schools-witt 1n-schools . . students and teachers grouped together as teams." Inst how do

teachers and aaministrators begin the process of establishing and working together as teams?

These seminar: sill demonstrate effective teaming strategies and the development and

implementation of :ntenlisciplinarytthemadc units. Middle level teaching teams will show the

developmental process of their work tortherand with students.

Target Audience: Teachers and administrators who work with middle grade students.
Schedule: Three seminars (4.5 hours of televised training). January 213-Februazy 11.

Middle School Mathematics
KET will continue in our current directionof providing teacher training related to the National

Council Teachers of Mathematics curriculumstandards. For the spring of 1991, we willoffer

four seminars on middle school mathematics, providing model lessons and materials developed.

tested, and presented by trained teachers. The seminars will cover the following topics:

Probability Experiments. Measurement and Data Analysis, Pans and Wholes, and Geometry. The

use of instructional technology (computers, calculators, etc.), manipulatives,and problem-

solving strategies also will be featured.
Target Audience: Middle school mathematics teachers.
Schedule: Four seminars (6.0 hours of televised training), February 18-March 10.

Cooperative Learning II
This series is a follow-up to the three-part series offered on cooperative learning during the

spring of 1991. The rust aeries aimed to provide teachers with a general awareness of

cooperative learning strategies ranging from the research about advantages ofcooperative groups

to specific information on grouping strategies. The presenter from this firn series, Nancy

Whitlock, plans to return with a series of seminars which go beyond the awareness level to

provide more in-depth training in two cooperative learning mo&ls (the Johnson and Johnson

model and the Johns Hopkins model). The training will combine the presentation ofresearch and

information with an applicadon of this information in group simulations on site.
Target Audience: Teachers, K-I2, with some training le eecPeradve learning (eg.,

participation in the spring 1991 version of "Cooperative Learning').
Schedule: Three seminars (4.5 hours of televised training); March 17-31.

OtherM'Pro essional Development Opportunities on KET Star Channels

Kentucky Activity Centered Elementary ScienceKET plans to continue working with the

Kentucky Science and Technology Council and the Kentucky Department of Education to

pmvide this training for elememery science teachers. Look for two 60-minute programs a month,

Thursday afternoons (dates to be announced) beginning in early fall.

KDE Teleconferences & 10ERA-Retated TrainingThe Kentucky Department of Education

will continue to provide state and federal updates, discussion programs, and other important and

timely informadon to schools via KET's Star Channels. From time to time, the department and

KET will jointly present information and training specifically related to KERA.
Special TopicsWatch for additional special topic seminars and other professional

development opportunities next year. Some topics under consideration include encouraging good

stud skills and teaching for global understanding.
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What teachers say about KET Star Channels
Professional Seminars

If it's Tuesday, it must be Professional Development Day on UT! This year, on Tuesday
afternoons alone, KET has provided over 34 hours of staff development training as a part of its

KET Star Channels Professional Seminars Program. (This does not include the over 42 hours

of additional training awl information for educators which has aired via KET's Star Channels

during the course of the school year.)
All KET seminars have an evaluation component. Here's a sampling of what we'. - heard

from teachers and site coordinators who have participated in LET Star Chann.,D tarofessional

Seminars this year

About KET's live, satellite-delivered training in general

"It's a great way to become aware of new teaching techniques!"

"The convenience of working in our own school was a great help!"

"Very good idea. I wish more teachers would take pan."

"Tnis is an excellent, efficient way of offering professional development which is more

appropriate for teaching specialties. Something interestingI think that is beginning to happen

here is that our staff is beginning to sign up formore than one seminar even though they have

already completed required hours. It is convenient, interesting and offered in small enough

doses that teachers are not overwhelmed by the amount of information presented at one time."

Enjoyed most? "Punching in answers ... active participation ... viewing the animated graphic

results from using the keypads ... answering on the keypads ... "

"The series was excellent. I like shon after-school sessions."

About Problem-Solving with iitanipulatives (PS MET)

"The teachers did an outstanding job. We really need to share ideas and this was an excellent

way to let others learn."

"My students will benefit from this training."

"I thought all the programs were informative and creative."

"This was one of the most valuable professional development training programs I've had in

years."

"It was fun getting together with other teachers, discussing new ideas, and learning new

teaching techniques."

About Integrating Prob/Stat and Discrete Math into the High School Curriculum

"The professionalism of the speakers made the program enjoyable to watch."

"Relating math to real-life type situations brings interest to the students,"
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"I enjoyed the variation of activities."

"Our school is pleased to have had the opponunity to participate in these seminars."

Koout Conceptual Physics

"This was an excellent seminai. It was exactly the kind of program I needed and could profit

from."

"Very irformative and thought-provoking."

"WeL donegreat demos! Good examplesconciseand clear explanation. Secured some

good tips and practical info."

"[The series) refreshed my memory and opened my eyes to new (old) ways of teaching
especially the reminder that not everything has to be mathematical in physics."

About Proficiency Oriented Foreign Language Instruction

"I enjoyed the classroom activities focusing on getting students to interact."

"I got several new ideas as well as discovered things I was already doing were proficiency

basal."

"This was one of the most valuable inservice times I've spent as it was on a topic of singular

interest."

"We appreciated having the materials packets to accompanythe sessions. This was a good way

to get our language teachers together to learn and share ... the sessions served as a stimulus for
further discussion among ourselves. Seeing the classes in action was also useful to encourage
people who aren't sure quite how to proceed or what the results will be."

About Writing Across the Curriculum

"I've become inspired enough to write a writingexercise as a follow-up to our reading and

discussion after,seeing Hamlet."

"I like the excellent examples of how to integrate writing in several curriculum areas at both

the elementary and high school levels."

"It allows one to view different ideas and techniques. Consequently, new ideas become

valuable teaching tools that allow more teaches options."

"The art teacher's ideas were relevant to my teaching area.... 1 am planning on writing poetry

to pictures of an by famous artists."

(poss additions: numbers of sites/teachers, number of states, comments for coop learning)
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KET Star Clianne1roiess ona seminars

Advpnce Rcgistration
chow Itetra li='MimmrTC)--11- 2 Zrarlis

o vance re 4 ster, comp ete return 11 orm roe to war ene
The Kentec Network. 600 Coo Dr. UWE u,2., KY 40502-2296.

'1

Site Information

School Name___
Contact Person/Mk*

Address Telephone Number

City State Zip

me Cannel helm is the person with whom KET sill sapient omen prim to the workshop. Some nonunion may be

ant out during the summer. If there loanable address to whiny skis information should be sent (for the summer only), please

indicate that hue:

Summer Address/Phone

Registration bptions:
1. You may reester for the complete package of 1991-92 KET Star Channels Professional
Seminars (listed below). If you would hite to register for this package, check the followingbox.

_Register Site for 9142 KET Professional Devdopment Package

2. Or you may register for each Individual arks. Please use the box below to indicate which
seminar series you are registering ix.

--4Frimary School

+/Integrated Language Arts

+/Special Arts in Education Workshops

+/The Collaborative Teaching Model

+/New Directions in Foreign Language

+/Spotlighting Middle School Teaming

+/Middle School Mathematics

+/Coo rative Leamin It

:friff711.11711: I

.11.101.1101

times Note: While pre-reeneatior is recommended, especially for the early fall seminars. another registretion opportunity

will be ted at the betinnin of the school ea.
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MAY 20, 1991

KET STAR CHANNELS USERS SUMMARY

The following is a current listing of all groups which have discussed firm or potential projects

for delivery on KET Star Channels which wIlUmay need support beyond the resources of the

Distance Learning staff.

GROUPS WITH CURRENT/FUTURE COMMITTED PROJECTS

Organisation: Kentucky Science and Tochnology Count, i, Inc.

Contact People: Kris Kimel, Executive Director

Project: Innovation pilot business teleconferences. Two are completed, two to go. Complete

Information la on file. Tiny ere very Interested In continuing this project In the fall.

Organization: Cabinet for Human Resources
Department for Health Services/Radon Program

Contact People: Jeana Phelps, Coordinator

Project: Two teleconferences (May 9, 1991 and September 1991) on radon In schools.

Umited funds are avallable ($5000) through a federal grant to cc.ver transponder time.
telephone line charges and location Shoofing at two school sites (for the second teleconference

only). Nancy Carpenter Is coordinating this project.

Organ:281ton: Kentucky Bar Association

Contact People: Jan Clark, Brad Cowg111

Project: Several meetings In the fall, 1990, resulted In a plan for the Kentucky Bar
Association to provide training to lawyers on thin occasions next year. Productions will

originate outside KET from the Unlversity of Louisville in November, from the University of

Kentucky In January, and from Northern Kentucky University in February for microwave to

KET and Oinking to sites at community colleges and state park!.

Organization: University of Kentucky College of Lihrary and Information
Science

Contact Person: Joy Terhune

Project: A proposal to KET was submit In February, 1991 The Frsucation staff is working

with them to implement an jittedra.prag rilinfor school Ithrarialgt. There would 119_12

sessions.190:110_ min.) over the 1991-92 school year. Uniax_produce. It necessary.

1 1 2
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PAGE 2

Orgenizetion: Eastern Kentucky University College of Nursing

Contact People: Dr. Carol Baugh and Deborah Whitehouse

Projects: EKU IS currently delivering Nursing 280, an intrcductory course, through the Star
Channels system. It is grgdegattaPJhaltsampus..laillehmand

and delivered to sites in Corbin and Somerset. This course Is taught once weekly ir three-hour
sessions for nine weeks. They have written a proposal for federal funding which would extend
the' pluject into the 1991-92 school year. They also plan to expand the number of receive
sites. If we can efficiently Import usage of the keypad system to out-of-house productions, they
are interested in exploring its use In their course.

Organization: UK College of Agriculture

Contact People; re Carla Nichols, Mark Eciov,
Rodney Kelly, Director of Program Services Division in the
Office of Secondary Vocational Education

Projects: An April meeting with Dr. Nichols produced several tentative ideas for KET
cooperation with UK College of Agriculture including ideas for *This is Kentucky- topics and
other agricultural progra,nming.

Dr. Nichols will be the teacher for a Iligh school course in advancest.anlmalsciance delivered via
Star Channels. The course will air Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays beginning in January,
1992, at 11 a.m. (ET), on the elementary side of the transponder. Provisions in the schedule
have been made. Production is planned to be done in KET's distance learning studios. Production
logistics are yet to be determined. This is a pilot course to about 15 schools and will culminate
with a test which, if passed, will make students eligible for college credit In the course.

GROUPS WITH COMPLETED PROJECTS & FUTURE PLANS -

Organization: University of Kentucky/Agricultural County Extension
Agents

Contact People: Ray Myer, Steve Riggins, Mark Ecioff

Project: Discussions with them last fall leo to a ..seven-seqaion_wrafkabcp._cm %codas
mallagener oounty extension agents. The workshop was held two days a week during
November Ira-December. Evaluations indicated good reception of this form of training at
approximately 20 sites with approximately 100 participants. The county extension agents
were very interested in pursuing future projects including a regularly scheduled informational
teleoonference.
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Organization: Eastern Kentucky UniversityrKantucky Department for
Social Services

Contact Person: Bruce Woiford

Potential Projects: Several discussions with them led to a thrAa.hourtetecnferencetomany
sites In Kentucky for the purpose opralginaioggLorerds The subject was A

one-hour facilitator training session wart:Win February and the teleconference followed on
April 13, 1991. A follow-up report is expected soon.

Organization: Kentucky School Boards Association

Contact Person: David Keller, Executive Director

Project: They did tralnlak for school board candidates last fall. They would like to explore
further activity.

Organization: Governors Scholars

Contact Person: LH Press, Director

Project: A meeting In December produced several ideas for use of Star Channels by Governors
Scholars program. One which has been implemented Is a 9No-hour orientation tel nference to
-mew -geoacaphicauy_astrikuliguillas_ellmlnating the need for Governors Scholars s a
travel. Results will soon be known.

Organization: University of Louisville

Contact Person: Jim Cheski

Projects: U of L has delivered several programs through Star Channels, Including tirea.nursing
JQnlersncea. A Saturday Career Pay ptogiorn w4e Jeleconleronce by an education expert to
a university In MO& We expect that many more programs will come frorilgin.

Organization: University of Kentucky

Contact Person: Paul LeVeque

Projects: UK has delivered several programs through Star Channels, Including lull enoineerino
urses and everal teleconferences. UK generally uses Its own uplink so that only

tansponder time s . We expecrifiinfiliny more programs will come from them.
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PI,GE 4

GROUPS WITH SPECIFIC PROJECTS SPECIFIC TIME NOT YET
COMMITTED

Organization: Kentucky Workforce Cabinet

Contact People: Sandy Gubser, Lucy Nelson, Beth Brinley

Potential Projects: Several possibilities have been discussed, beginning with, staff training
planned for next fall. There will potentially be three Initial programs on learning disabilities,
followed by other topics to be determined. Future projects may Include direct teaching to adult
students.

Organization: Kentucky Development Committee

Contact Person: Helen Weissinger

Potential Project: This project would take ...wee.,..dar_rel.j_._q_lie_.rn,n ral in
the state. Two site facilitator training sessions would take place In late August and September.
A halfday Saturday seminar in October would complete the project. An extensive file,
including input from many state agencies and organizations, Is being kept.

Organization: Kentucky Department of Personnel

Contact People: Barbara Roberts

Potential Project: Two short teleconferences thls fall regarding he I h insurance o lions for
other.state such as park, state vocational sc ool staf, ,

etc. Would be held In the afternoon in early en-".r.

Organization: Phl Delta Kappa

Contact People: Bob Carter, Eve Proffitt

Potential Project: We are currently discussion a teleconference regarding research as it
relates to KERA. The teleconference could possibly take place in the fall, 1991, and include the
need for research in its broadest definition to cbcument the successes of educational reform.

Organization: World Trade Center, Lexington

Contact People: Kenneth Current, Executive Director
Jennifer Kane, Assistant Director
Unda Richardson (World Trade Center, Oklahoma City)

Potential Projects: We have had several discussions with World Trade Center itaff beginning
with Sandy several weeks ago. We have discussed provIding training via Star Channels, which
would Apiece on-site workshops currently_held In Lexington, Louisville, and Northern
Kentuy. kvorkthop topics include fgjaign exchange. political and_economic risk end

..expods-losutance. They currently charge a $22 nonmember fee for these half-day workshops.
A memo and other information are on file.
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Organisation: UK Food and Nutrition Extension Program

Contact People: Dr. Darlene Forrester

Potential Projects: KET *greed to be part of a proposal to the USDA for funds to oonduct a
II funded, the Star Channels system

would &Pm traing to pfood parer: in schools across the state. Funding notifications will

be sent in mid-April. The proposal Is on file.

Organization: Kentucky Literacy Commission

Contact Person: Audrey Haynes

Project: KET agreed to be part of a grant to the ARC to deliver literacy training. The grant

would provide for three trainina sessions 'for literacy oroviAto. Results will be known soon.

Organization: Kentucky Ade Council

Contact Person: Marty Newell

Potential Project: Application pending to NEA for funds under a rural Initiative grant for state

arts agencies. This would be a series tv.icilr s lajangeieviiin rtr'
orgergfentawfIllag,--audlemeWnent, programming, eto.). Would like to

öduoe n conjunction with I<ET. In plann nis ages; earliest alr date fall, 1991. Would like

up to 10 programs for community groups to air In evening or Saturdays (for convenience of

volunteer boards who typically work during the day); also 2-3 programs after school for
teachers which KET Professional Development program can accommodate.

Organization: Eastern Ky University Soctal/Behavioral Science

Contact Person: Dr. Ken Nelson

Potential Project: Application pending to Fund for the Improvement ol Post-secondary

Education (one of 200 proposals, selected from over 2,000, for second round consideration).

Proposal Is for a f - , ,I . teaching of high school world

_dylliallon.igiusas. Scope: ten 90-minute programs to air spr ng, ; y isieilment
and continued inservice in 1993 and 1994. Applied for $2600-2700 for KET out-of-pocket,

not Including transponder time. Under consideration: use of keypads, producing at EKU and use

of KET only to uplink.

Organisation:

Contact Person:

Academic Edge

George Goldsworthy

Potential Project: Application pending to National Institute of Child Health & Human

Development/US Dept. of Heat' & Human SeMcesshould hear any day. If funded, would use

19 content and .iie videot materials for I r n. ke ads)

Court to be upi n e s a e pt. 1992. .. .one- lir

T;7 r' . $1,6$0 per broadcast for productIon-piTionnel,
fucilities, Interactive Inm IV, and transponder the (based on figures In support letter

from Sandy Welch); plus $5.000 for set, make.up, etc.

I t
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Organization: Western Kentucky University

Contact Person: Mike Lassiter

Potential Projects: Several conversations have been had with them regarding teleconferences on
....schnolialarm. They would produce for KEWS to KET. The first Is planned for 'ail, 1991.

/

Organization: EKU Dpartment of Correctional Services

Contact People: Bruce Wofford, Director
Fred Kolloff, Director of DMsion of Media Resources

Potential Projects: Bill Wilson has been discussing several project ideas with them. Proposal
summaries are on file.

Organization: UK Special Education Proposal

Contact People: Dr. Deborah Slaton

Potential Project: KET agreed to be part ot a proposal to the USOE for funds to conduct a project
to offer three cour ward al education cenification. Courses would ncl begin until fall
1992, roposai is pending.

Organization: Gov. Office for a Drug-Free Kentucky

Contact People: Gary Faukner, Executive Director

Potential Project: KET agreed to be part of a proposal to the Fed. Office for Substance Abuse
Prevention for funds to conduct a project which would include two teacher training
teleconferences annually. Proposal is pending.

GROUPS WITH GENERAL PROJECT IDEAS -

Organization: Kentucky Broadcasters Association

Contact Person: J. T. Whitlock, Executive Director

Potential Projects: Mr. Whitlock sent a letter last December suggesting that Star Channels
could be used for required disasi and emergeny services training. A telephone conversation
resulted in the suggestion by Mr. Whitloihat heôuid con ac Mike Malloy to pursue this
issue. No further communication has ensued.

Organization: Private Colleges

Contact Person: John Frazier

Potential Projects: Sandy passed along a discussion with Mr. Frazier regarding a degree
program using distance learning. Specific subject discussed was Pacific RIM Studies Program.
To our knowledge, no further discussion has been conducted beyond that initial contact.

117
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Orgenisation: Governmntal Servics Cnter, Frankfort

Contact Person: Ed Klee

Potential Projects: Several telephone conversations and a meeting with several of GSC staff
members led to many potential governmental training opportunities. Their staff were to
develop specific proposals and pursue the idea of establishing a production center and
microwave link from their facility in Frankfort to KET. It has been several months since our
last contact.

Organization: UK Agricultural Engineering Department

Contact Person: Dr. William Murphy

Potential Projects: in a meeting with Dr. Murphy and others at UK, we discussed the possibility

of dellvenua Radon training to IheiNnithem _region of the United States. This training would be

general In nalure ard ap* to the general public. NÔ further communication has ensued.

Organization: UK Dental School

Contact Person: Dr. Ed Lyon

Potential Projects: A meeting in the fall, 1990, resulted In two potential projects. One would

be an enema jraialar4sassion_shealth care professionals regarding__AIDS. The law

requires this training to take place in 1991- wim annicarliNiiiii7Sric-Oliakity, they want to
explore delivery of a course of study_which_sould certiftseople as dental Assistants.
Apparently, there are modules already developed which they believe would adapt very nicety to

the Star Channels system. There were to further refine their ideas and get back to us before

fall, 1991.

Organization: Vocational Schools

Contact Person: Barbara Burrows

Potential Projects: We have met with thls staff to explore many possibilities. They are to come

back to us with proposals.

Organization: State Parks

Contact People: Biueford Rice, Director of Resort Parks
Jim Kennedy

Potential Projects: We have met with thls staff to explore many possibilities. They are to come

back to us with proposals.

Organization: Kentucky Department of Libraries end Archives

Contact Person: Jim Nelson

Potential Projects: Several Projects have been discussed Including tho training of public

librerians and library trusties. Nothing specific yet.

Organization: Kentucky Assistive Technology Service Network

Contact Person: Cindy George, Director of Eastern Center

Potential Project: We have discussed the possibility of training-people_connactariAtitlinelpino
the -handicapped -learn to use-devices which allowihem io funetion more Independently. Could
deliver one-hour teleconference to 5 or 6 saes in eastern Ky. No firm timelines have been

suggested.
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Average number of
etudenta enrolled
each year

From 197549,
number formally
enrolled In OBD on
TV programs and
estimated viewere3

Prom 197549,
number of people
who pass the OED
exam after viewing
the KET/ORD
series4

398419, Ehyear
cumulative
economic impact
bated on 70% of those
passing the ORD
exam earning $3,300
more annually)5

112

=MED ON 'IV
USE AND DENETITS.19754989

Wang Appalachian liantackx

150,0001 50,0002 1,889 avg formally
enrolled in ORD on
TV

2400,000 700,000 19,448

1,239,000 433,000 11,452

$12,265,100,000 $4,068,700,000 $104,554,730

1Includes 50 states, Washington, D.C., Guam, Mexico, Canada
700 + adult learning centers
12 PDS systems (over 160 public stations)
$6 federal correctional systems, 6 state correctional fadlities
200 bases worldwide for the armed services

21noludes 13 states (over 200 adult learning centers)
10 PBS systems
12 federal eorrectional facilities

etate eorrectional tystems

1Based on Ihrmal enrollments in OED on TV and on GED on TV book sales,

4National and Appalachian figures based on extrapolation of Kentucky data from 1975.89
During this period VS of enrollees passed the exam. The yeerly average fluctuates A
1975 study of the Appalachian states by Oeorge Eyster of Morehead State University
established a PM pass rate, but the more conservative figure Is used above.

Based on Who Takes the ORD Ten, a national survey completed in 1980 by Andrew
Malisio end Doug Whitney (available from the American Council on Education). and On
1964 and 1986 U,S Department of,Labor data from the bureau of Statistics According to
1986 Department of Labor data, the unemployment raw for adults with 4 years of high school
was 6.916 competed to 11.6% for adults with lest than 4 years.
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With renewed national attention to adult literacy through Project Literacy U,S. (PLUS)
and other initiatives, efr-rts to admit. adults have increated dremstically during the lest
four years. The URI and benefits of The KETIGED Series have increased in four areal.

Mitt =WOW Sole, Were effective, direct instructionkir adults preparing for the
O. A new version of the KET series was completed in 1985 to update it content end
Meorporafa improvements based on experience with the original conies. The series hob
been the recipient of national and regional awards..

In states where prospective viewers are screened and enrolled in a GED on TV program,
the number of enrollees who take and pass the GED test is high In Kentucky, the pass
rate for people taking the test aftAr watching the series and using the accompanying
workbooks was 82% in 1987, 75% in 1988, and 67% in 1989 West Virginia began a GED
during 198849. To date, the pass rate for enrollees taking the test is 98%. This
exceptionally high rate is based on early samples of enrollees and is expected to drop

somewhat all MOM enrelless take the exam. In both programs, viewers ere 'crooned,

encouraged to watch the eerie, or referred to appropriate programs, tent workbooks, end

informed about dates and locations for the GED exam

Among the states broadcasting The /4E7'1GO Series, there art a variety of models for
bow prospective viewers ere screened, referred, and encouraged to take the GED exam
Many states and localities hove purchased right+ to duplicate sets of the 13, 30.minute
programs to make them accessible in a variety of settings.

In North Carolina, for example, the Center for Public Television and Community
C.1108e system work together to provide broadcasts end copies of the tapes In Detroit,
through public television station W/VS, The KET IOED Series tapes have been
incorporated into Adult Basic Educetion classroom programs and ere also used on a
check-out basis for adults who can not meet et classroom sites.

"Graduates of GED on TV given= receive personal and economic benefits. In .1990
KET conducted a follow.up survey wsth 779 reduates of the Kentucky GED on TV
program. The median age of the gradustrs was 33 at the time of the survey,with rent
in age from 19411: they completad the GED test 1.3 years earlier GED recipients reported
the following reasons for completing a GED:

unemployed/needed Job 5.8%

employed/needed better job 0,7%

wanted admission to vocationallob 13.8%

training, or college

wanted to amphaslyi importance of 27,3%
education to shildren

wanted self satisfaction 46,5%
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They oleo reported that the GED had helped them do the following

enroll in 'onus, junior or 26.7%
oommunity college, vocational
training or other program

obtain &Job, keep *job. or receive a 48.4%

promotion

increase income 81.3000/year 18.5%

increase income $3.7000/year 22.1%

increase income over $7000/year 11.8%

Of the 63.8% who were unemployed when taking the GED, half are now employed.

*Broadcasting 77s. WOW &rite serves as an awartnaill and no rultment tool for
basic skills programa. Msny states which are broadcesting the sense statewide have

covered its vahie for promoting adult literacy efforts. In Minnesota, broadcasts are
heavily promoted along with the statewide literacy hotline number. OwingJanusry
1990, the Minnesota hotline received a record 671 tells (the lergest number atolls per
=one received in over 5 years of operation) Over 380 callers specifically requested
information about GED programs. Other stews hive had similar results. During 1938.
89, the Kentucky GED on TV program promoted 3 enrollment periods for the broadcasts
and received 8972 calls Of that total, 2825 were enrolled in GED on TV after screening,
others received information and referrals to appropriate programs.

wilivadcarting The KET/GED Serie* has fostend public/Oyu* motor partnerships. In

most states that are broadcasting the series, representatives from businesses,
government, public television, cable systems, Adult Basic Education programs, and
other literacy providers come together to coordinate their efforts These coalitions
provide the necessary promotional end referral networks to make the statewide
broadcasts for the adults seeking basic skills instruction as effective as possible.

Businesses here been generous in their partnerships. In Kentucky Ashland Oil
Foundation made some of the first grants for new initiatives in utilizing the GED series
Since that time, KET has s.,; oyed generous support for its Mersey initiatives and has
sponsored a welkoordinsted GED on TV program.

In Minnesota, Colorado, and several other &tales, development and/or distribution of
Promotional materiels has been donated by businesses; broadcast rights have been
sponsored with public and private fnnding. In addition to promoting the GED on TV
program last year, The Contra Coto 711nee of Californie donated copies of the
sompanion books fbr the series to adult learners in their area. Numerous samples of
similar efforte can be found in communities where the GED aeries is broadcast.
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Senator PELL. We now turn to Mr. Frederic Glazer, who is the
director of the West Virginia Library Commission, Science tifid Cul-
tural Center, Charleston, WV.

Mr. GLAZER. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
What I'd like to suggest is a "national library card," which is not

evolutionary nor revolutionary, but merely a return to basics. A
simple, interactive entry to the public library is not a modem, code
access, computer terminal or high-tech communication devicejust
a nationally accepted card in the hands of a user is the essence of
creating an interchange between lenders of books and readers of
books.

In the beginning was the word. The word became the book, and
the natural consequence of this is the book in the hands of the bor-
rower. Through issuance of a nationally-recognized library card, it
would be possible for all of our citizens, young and old, urban and
rural, East Coast and West coast, Sun Belt and Snow Belt, to stepup to a circulation desk in any public library in America andborrow a book.

We can launch space probes thousands of miles into the atmos-
phere and communicate with crew and equipment. We can deploy
rne-half million troops halfway around the world and provide the
supplies and materials to sustain them. We are a very mobile socie-
ty. There were 650 million trips taken in 1988. A lot of people and
a lot of places, spending a lot of money. In fact, probably most of
them were using credit, as there were 108 million cardholders
using 859 million credit cards. We are advised "Don't leave home
without them." But we might as well leave our library cards home
because they aren't good when we cross over city, county or State
lines.

We are not required to qualify for a license to operate a car in
each State. Interstate banking has received a congressional go-ahead. Surely, we can provide our citizens with a library card
which can be accepted across State lines.

We must turn our attention to the unencumbered exchange of
books across political boundaries. The Federal funds pumped into
our Federal library program should be the rationale to offer all of
these materials to all of our citizens, regardless of State or place of
residence. Geographical and jurisdictional barriers must come
down if we truly believe that libraries serve democracy.

There can be one card for all Americansthe all-American li-
brary card. Senator Pell, I'd like to present you with the first all-
American library card. [Applause.]

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. GLAZER. I'd like to also present a card to Mr. Ramirez and

his family to visit library resources, West Virginia; and Ms. Kim-
ball, when you walk through West Virginia, we want you tu walk
into every library, and they'll be waiting for you.

Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Glazer.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Glazer (with an attachment) fol-

lows:1

1 '2
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. GLAZER

I am Frederic J. Glaze Director of the West Virginia Library Commission. West
Virginia is proud of its tradition of extending library service to all citizens, regard-
less of place of domicile.

In 1973 the West Virginia Library Commission created the nation's first State-
wide Borrowers Card. How, eighteen years later; we are preparing to extend use of
our library services to visitors in our communities who are away from home and
wish to borrow a book.

As a result of our third Governor's Conference on Libraries in 1990, West Virginia
offered the world's first International Library Card, honored at 51 locations around
the globe (Attachment 1).

Today we wish to strike a balance between a library card offered only for use
throughout West Virginia and one good for global travelers. A resolution from our
recently concluded Governor's Conference called for the creation of a National Bor-
rowers Card. To this end the West Virginia White House Conference delegation pro-
poses a resolution which would recommend the creation of a borrower's card nation-
ally recognized in public libraries in all states, tile District of Columbia and territo-
ries. We would encourage all states to endorse this concept in their Long Range
State Program. We hope that the White House Conference in its resolutions will
request Federal funding for LSCA Title III, earmarked to initiate implementation of
the National Card over a five year period.

If libraries are to serve democracy and provide for the enlightenment of all of our
citizens, there can be no barriers or restrictions to access of the materials in our
public libraries ... public hararies that have most-likely benefited in several ways
from Federal Library Services and Construction Act funds during the 35 years of
the Act. Specifically, Federal funds under LSCA Title III have been categorically set
aside for Interlibrary cooperation and resource sharing grants. The natural exten-
sion of Title III would call for encouraging and facilitating the interaction between
a library borrower and a public library ... giving the opportunity for a person
having a nationally accepted card to have borrowing privileges at any public library
in any state which receives any form of federal funds under ISCA.

To disallow citizen access to walk-in library service in publicly funded libraries is
a denial of democracy. Geographic location and domicile should not restrict or deny
any of us the opportunity to walk into any public library in America and burrow a
book ... provided that the person m a registered library user in their locality and
had an opportunity to acquire a n.it ionally recognized borr vers card. In a democra-
cy, the library not only collects anit stores information and materials, but the li-
brary distributes the information and materials. Freedom to know and acquire ma-
terials is an open door to rn unrestricted public library.

We are witnesses to rapid change and upheaval in nations which relied on repres-
sion and restriction of information to subject their people. The quest for democracy
has tumbled global walls of separation, and where information had seeped through
the cracks, it is now pouring across borders. The propelling force has been and will
continue to be the dream of democracy ... the desire for the free flow of goods, serv-
ices and information. The desire to know and discover wild crumble walls and
unlock chains of repression. From the ugliness of the Berlin Wall to Tianannmen
Square to the impoverishment of Soweto, the human spirit seeks release from un-
natural bondage.

We are a free people in a democratic society and we are certainly among the most
mobile in the world. In 1989. 34 million U.S. adults took a total of 170 million busi-
ness trips. All travel by U.S. residents in 1988 totalled 656.1 million trips taken by
1,232.5 million people. Distances travelled averaged almost 1,000 miles and over-
night stays averaged 4.6 days per trip. A lot of people, in a lot of places, spending a
lot of money! In fact, probably most of them left home using credit ... as in the
same year there were 108.4 million cardholders using 859.5 million credit cards! All
of which is to point out that travelers are advised "Don't leave home whthout it"...
the credit card. But these same travelers might as well leave their library cards at
home, because they wouhi not be able to borrow a book beyond their city or county
limits!

A nationally accepted borrowers card will democratize the opportunity for library
service. The issues considered at State conferences and subsequently selected for the
White House Conference identified no fewer than 30 instances which call for a na-
tionally accepted library card. The Chief Officers of State Library kgencies in their
Legislative Principles for the White Holse Conference declare a "Right to Quality
Library and Information Services. Every individual, regardless of geographic loca-
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tion, disability, age, literacy level or other condition shall hnvt. :icer,.!. to kIsic
brary service."

We can launch space probes thousands of miles hilt, ii,c mruoviwre and commu-
nicate with crew and equipment.

We can deploy one half million trmps halt way :11 multi the globe and provide the
supplies and materials to sustain tlioi,t

Fortunately or unfortuntilviy, kki Ilot required to qualify for a license to oper-
ate a car in each statc

Interstate hniikiiir h reirived Congressional go ahead.
Credit c:ItAls 110%0 croated an unprecedented ability to acquire goode and services

in evei v iit 't our country.
Surely we can provide our citizens with a library card which can be accepted

:icross State lines.
We must turn our attention to the unencumbered exchange of bwks and informa-

tion across state lines. There are federal funds pumped into our public library pro-
grams. This in itself should be part of the rationale to offer materials found in
public libraries to all of our citizens, regardless of state or place of residence.

Geographic and jurisdictional ba-riers must come down if we truly believe that
libraries serve democracy.

There can be one card for all Americansthe All America Library Card!
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'From the people who created the nation's
first Statewide Borrower's Card...

the world's first West,VirgInia
International Library Card

The West V.gw.1LANAly Code moon

Internatz onal
Libra Card/ AgtbaluiloLO ',partnership

midet

Beams of the enclosed library card are extended library privileges from Singapore to
Helviditand many places in between. All of the VTLS worldwide automated libraries
will boor this card to the distinguished West Virginians who visit these Libraries.

Yotirgateway to the world of information begins at the local public library and the
Westitginia Library Commission.
The W..is Ireleughteal Library Ord is hawed et the follower's locations.

AI.

BEST COPY MAILABLF
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Senator PELL. Now we'll hear from Richard Miller, who is the
State librarian from Helena, MT. We skipped over you before be-
cause I was hoping Mr. Williams would be back to introduce you,
but he is busy voting for the Whip on the House side.

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Senator Pell. I am glad to be here.
I am happy to be here to testify before this joint congressional

hearing and especially toI hopegreat Representative Williams
before the end of this hearing, from the great State of Montana,
my adopted home State.

The Chief Officers of State Library Agencies, COSLA, have asked
me to speak on their behalf. I will be drawing my remarks from a
document recently approved by COSLA and entitled, "Legislative
Principles for the White House Conference on Libraries and Infor-
mation Services," and although I don't have time to review all the
points of this excellent statement, a copy of which is attached to
my testimony, I would like to offer the following summary.

COSLA advocates four basic principles on which to proceed for
the improvement of library and information services in the United
States. First, every person, regardh s of geographic location, dis-
ability, age, literacy level or othei condition, shall have access to
basic library services.

Second, libraries and other information providers must use new
technology to improve services.

Third, well-educated and competitively-paid staff who continu-
ously upgrade their skills are essential for equal access to services.

Fourth, the Federal-State partnership needs to be strengthened
by means such as improving fiscal strategies, increasing discretion
at the State level, and an upgraded status for library programs
within the Department of Education.

I request that you read my complete testimony and the complete
text of the COSLA document for more details.

Finally, let me end by mentioning a few concerns from Montana
and from I think much of the West. Some months ago, a blue
ribbon panel in our State completed a report on "Libraries at
Risk," and I will attach a copy of that to my testimony as well.
Seyeral of the points made in that report include the possibility of
establishing joint public and school libraries, especially in small
towns; the need for creative public and private sector efforts, and
the lack of health care information to our rural areas. These issues
also emerged from our governor's conference.

We are also concerned about the literacy le%els on our Native
American reservations.

At the Federal level, I hope you will re-examine the difficulties
faced by large, sparsely-populated States such as Montana. Costs
associated with getting services to widely dispersed population cen-
ters, for mileage, for telecommunications and so forth, are prohibi-
tive. Just because people live in such areas does not mean that
they are less deserving or less needful of library services. I ask that
you recognize this fact and work with those of us in the West and
other sparsely-populated areas in sorting out an acceptable compro-
mise on this issue.

Several months ago, the Mark County City Library in WhIte Sul-
phur Springs moved to a newly-renovated library, and just to give

1 )6
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you an example of how things may be a bit different in the West,
they moved their books by putting them on wooden pallets, cover-
ing them with saran wrap, and moving them in a horse trailer.
Now, I am originally from Pennsylvania, and I guess I consider
myself a city boy to start with, so to make conversation I said, "Did
you sweep out the horse trailer before you moved the books?" And
I was informed in no uncertain terms that you don't sweep a horse
traileryou shovel a horse trailer. [Laughter.]

The West is indeed unique in some ways. I hope that Federal
support for libraries can reflect the diversity and uniqueness of our
country.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. [Ap-
plause.]

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Miller followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. MILLER

Good morning, Senator Pell, Senator Simon, and Representative Williams (and
other members of the committee if present), delegates, alternates, observers and
others present at this historic second White House Conference. My name is Richard
Miller, and I am the State Librarian in Montana. I am most happy to be here today
before this Joint Congressional Hearing, and especially to greet Representative Wil-
liams from the great state of Montana, my adopted home state, and thank you for
the opportunity to testify. I have been asked to testify today representing the Chief
Officers of State Library Agencies. I intend to begin my testimony doing just that, to
add comments specific to Montana and to the West (if I may be somewhat presump-
mous), and then to end with Montana-specific testimony. I mentioned the word
"presumptuous" because I have lived in Montana for only two and one-half years,
having sojourned for fourteen years in Missouri, and having been born and raised in
Pennsylvania. I hope that, in asking me to testify for the Chief Officers, there may
have been some recognition that I have lived and worked in three distinct sections
of the country. But I have a feeling that it hi. I more to do with the presence of
Representative Williams at this Joint Hearing, and the essential role he played in
the reauthorization of the Library Services and Construction Act and in his efforts
to promote the use of acidfree paper for federal government documents. We have
Senator PeH to express our thanks to also, for all his efforts in regard to acid-free
paper as well.

(USIA-RELATED TESTIMONY

I will begin by summarizing the document recently produced by COSLA entitled,
"Legislative Principles for the White House Conference on Libraries and Informa-
tion Services." This is an excellent document and is attached to my testimony
before you today. In the introduction to this document, COSLA noted the following:

The effective functioning e' American democracy, a literate and educated work-
force, and the productivity of our economy all require high quality and broadly
scoped library and information services.

Each level of governmentfederal, state and localhave roles and responsibil-
ities to play in providing these services.

This White House Conference offers an opttunity to iecxamine the federal
role in support of these services.

Despite regular attempt,: to eliminate or redute significantly funding for LSCA,
Congress has continued to recognize the need for its continuance.

The funding for college and university libraries has continued since 1964 but
has been weakened and is inadequate.

Since the placement of funding for school library media centers was moved
from categorical funding to block grant funding with discretion to be exercised
at the local level, such libraries have suffered tremendously from lack of ade-
quate funding.

The following legislative principles, approved June 28, 1991 at the COSLA meet-
ing in Atlanta, Georgia, reaffirm the organization's support for the Federal roles

1. "
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and action re;:omrnendati.ms included in the document. The following principles are

presented for your consideration:

Right to Quality Library and Information Services
Every individual, regardless of geographic location, disability, age, literacy level

or other condition, shall have access to basic library services.

Libraries need to strengthen existing services through partnership, with all

levels of government, especially to meet the needs of an ethnically and cultural-

ly diverse population.
Everyone knows how the demographics are changing in this countrywe are be-

coming more diverse. The workforce already consists of a larger number of groups

which previously were considered "minorities"women, African Americans, Native

Americans, other people of color, older Americans, and those with disabilitiesthan

has ever been the case in the past. We cannot afford not to educate all our people

since we no longer have the luxury of assuming a homogeneous workforce land per-

haps we never did, but only thought we did,. We also cannot afford to "write ofr'

whole sections of our country or whole sections of our cities because "those people

don't read and really don't need library services" or because they are located in

areas so sparsely populated that it is not cost-effective to offer services. These are

the areas from our future leaders are going to come. If we deny adequate library

services to these areas, we are "shooting ourselves in the foot" and responding to an

old model of service which no longer exists.

Technology Supports Improved Services
Improved technological resources are needed if library and information services

are to keep up with the ocmands of our Information Age. This was recognized in the

recent reauthorization of the Library Services and Construction Act in which allow

ances for technology were added to the language for Titles I, II and III, at the strong

ins:itence, as I understand it, of Representative Owen.

-National standards to provide for networking of existing resources are needed,

Libraries must be included in NREN, the National Research and Education

Network, in order to assure access to the widest possible constituency.

Library records must be converted to electronic formats to increase the base of

shared resources.
Libraries must have adequate equipment and trained staff to provide access to

these new technologies for their customers.

Better Personnel Means Better Sert,ice
Libraries and information centers need well-educated, competitively paid, and

well-trained staff in order to provide equal access to library services.

A significant shortage of professional librarians is forecast for the year 2000 be-

cause of the closing of a number of graduate library schools, and the "graying"

of the profession.
Library personnel must constantly upgrade their knowledge and skills through

continuing education in order to keep pace with changing technology, the infor-

fruition explosion, and more culturally diverse, better educated clients.

Strengthening the Federal/State Partnership
All federal programs for librmy services must be administered by the state li-

brary agency.
Fede...al library programs should have as few separate titles as possible. and

state library agencies should be allowed more discretion to direct federal funds

to meet Congressional priorities at the state and local levels.

Planning and evaluation of statewide library services are critical and must be

done in cooperation with..all types of libraries, other information providers,

agencies of state goveinment, and citizens of the state.

The federal government must recognize the role of libraries as information pro-

viders when addreming issues such as drug abuse, literacy and youth at risk

and include funding for libraries.
Funding formulas should allow tOr diversity among the states, "maintenance of

effort.' should be properly &fined. and forward funding should be sought for

The administrative level of library programs within the U.S. Department of

Education should be upgraded.

MONTAN A-RELATED TIMIMONY

Now that I have done my duty to represent COSI,A, I ask your indulgence for a

few more minutes while I add some Montana-specific (and perhaps Western perspec-
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five) comments. As I stated at the beginning of my testimony, I have lived in Mon-
tana for the past two and one-half years, and so it may be a bit presumptuous for
me to making statements which I purport to represent the Western perspective.
Nevertheless I will make such statements, based on the findings of Montana's Blue
Ribbon Panel on Libraries at Risk which was appointed by our State Library Com-
mission and headed up by James Nybo, wbo is the chair of Montana's delegation to
this conference. A copy of the findings of this panel is attached to my testimony
before you today. I will not go through all the findings, but commend it to your
reading. Some of the highlights of the study include the following:

The "risks" related to libraries in Montana fall under three main categories:
funding, cooperation, and technology. (Sounds very much like what we are deal-
ing with at this conference.)

Especially in smaller communities, the possibility of joint services and facilities
between public and school media centers must be explored because the tax base
is not sufficient to sustain two separate facilities.
Creative partnerships between public and private sectors must be explored and
established because of limited resources and if libraries can hope to keep up
with the information explosion, and new technology, etc.

Montana is about to become the country's largest U.S. House of Representa-
tives' district because the state will move from two representatives to one in the
House, this despite the fact that Montana is the fourth largest state geographi-
cally and its population grew about 2% since 1980.

I have heard the arguments and have had argumeats with my counterparts in
other states concerning representation and funding for larger, western, sparsely
populated states and there probably is no way to work around the fact that it costs
more to serve more people. That is why much federal funding is "population
driven." But I want there to be a recognition that it also costs more to reach people
in a state like Montanain mileage costs, in telecommunications costs, and so forth.
Having been born in Pennsylvania I, at one time, possessed the typically eastern
lack of understanding about the expansive distances in the west. I thought Pennsyl-
vania was a large state as I used to drive across it. But several years ago I used a
map produced by one of my staff during the LSCA oversight hearings in Kalispell,
Montana which shows Montana superimposed on a map of the midwest and parts of
eastern United States. Here is what it showed, If the northwest corner of Montana
were to be placed in Chicago, its eastern border cuts through WashinOon, D.C. Yet
the entire state has 7.'9,065 people.

I mentioned earlier that the United States cannot afford to ignore any of its
people, for the demographic reasons stated earlier. The new telecommunications
technology lends itself to providing services in a state such as Montana, but it does
not come cheap. And that is where the federal government comes. It is obvious that
with under 80000 people, the tax base is insufficient to support adequate services
of all sorts in the state. But, if the entire country is to be competitive, we will have
to recognize that people in remote parts of this land cannot be ignored. Given the
political realities of our country. one part of the country will not willingly give up
resources. Therefore, it will probably be necessary to increase the amount of fund-
ing under LSCA and other library-related funding. I ask that you specify such bind-
ing to recognize that difficulties faced by states such as Montana in attempting to
get library and information services to its citiwns. The lesson has recently been
learned with highway funding. The sparsely populated western states will be receiv-
ing more money in recognition of the many additional miles of road. But this was
only accomplished by "sweetening the pot,'' so to speak, so that more populous
states would not lose their highway funding.

I have learned much since moving to Montana. Recently Meagher County-City Li-
brary in White Sulphur Springs moved into a newly-renovated public library. The
hooks were moved by horse trailer, put on wooden palkts and wrapped in Saran
Wrap. Making conversation with a local official, I asked if the trailer had been
swept out before beieg used. I was informed that horse trailers are not "swept Out."
but "shoveled out." Some things are different in the west. Federal support for li-
hrarws needs to support and recognize tlwse differences.

Thank you tOr the opportunity to testify before you today.

1 .3
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LWISLATIVE PRINCIPLES DM THE WHITE MUSE Cf -iNFERENCE ON LIBRARIES AND

INPORMATION SERVICES

INTRODUrrION

Effective functioning of American democracy requirTs equal access to library anti
information services for all citizens. A literate, educated workforce supported by up-
to-date information resources end technology is essential if this country is to have a
productive economy competitive in the global marketplace. Therefore, the greatest
possible scope and quality of library and information services must be available to
all people.

Each level of government has appropriate roles and responsibilities to perform
which are complementary to one another, and each level must provide strong lead-
ership in the development of library and information services.

The White House Conference on Library and Information Services affOrds an op-
portimity to re-examine federal niles in support of library and infOrmation services.
Members of Congress have asked that the White House Conference recommend
.ways that the Library Services and Construction Act can be expanded and strength.
ened when reauthorized in 1994.

Since 1956 the Library Services and Construction Act has enabled states and lo-
calities to develop and improve services fOr all persons, to improve public library
facilities, and to create interlibrary cooperation and resource sharing networks. Con-
gress has repeatedly rejected administration proposals to eliminate LSCA, to narrow
its focus, and to reduce its funding. Federal assistance for college and univeisity li-
braries and fOr library education have been included in the Higher Education Act
since 1964, although provisions have been weakened wal funding has been inad-
equate. Federal support for school library media programs, once provided in the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Edueation Act, was weakened when these provisions were
incorporated into the Education Consolidation and Imprietement Act in 1981 with
use of funds de,erminetl solely at the local level.

The Chief Officers of State Library Agencies (COSLAi participated with other li-
brary organizations in developing and adopting the position paper Public hheoey
Services fin. a Diverse Peopie: The Roles of the Fertentl Government The Chief Offi.
cers reaffirm their support for the Federal roles ;Ind recommendiitions in-
cluded in that. &garment. To stri.ngthen these and other proposals, COSLA presents
the following legislative principles from the states for discussion by participants in
the White House Conference on Library and infOrmation Services.

HIGHT TO QUALITY LIBRARY AND INFoRMATION SERVa Es

Every individual, regardless of geographic location, &ability, age, literacy level
or other condition, shall have ;1(Tess to basic library seryict.s.

For eaeh American, the iibrary is the most popular and most available educatimi
and information resource. Increasingly, other government agencies depending

upon libraries as their primary or secondary distrihutor of infOrmat ion and materi-

als, ranging from environmental studies to tax farms However, the tax base and
capacity of' local governmental ands to provide adequate vollections, staff-

ing and services varies greatly. This calls for federal and state funding to etmire
equitable library services for all.

As the 2Ist century appronclu.s, libraries need to strengthen existing ervices
through a partnership of' federal, state, and local governments while developing new
collections and services to respond to needs of an ethnically and culturally diverse
popu/ation.

11.:cliNot.w,v SUPPORTS IMPItovED SEnvicKs

Libraries and other infOrmation prociders must utili/e iww and developing inbir-
mation teclundogies to address contemporary service requirements

Information resource sharing supported by national standards is a successful
strategy used by local libraries to xpand tvir service capacity. New technologies

which can greatly expand this i.apacity most he made available to and affordable
fer libraries and other information provider to address ,Aintompotary service re-
quirements.

--National standards whn-h strengthen technological relationships anning librar-
ies and other information ploviders be achie%ed

moposed ch and Faiiicat ion Nel Work HEN1 must include
libraries as important components of this new high mai technologiCal capacity
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State telecommunications networks must .incorporate libraries as key local con-
nections in the state's information infrastructure.

Library bibliographic records must be converted to electronic formats to broad-
en the base for general resource sharing.

Libraries must be encouraged to develop, maintain and provide access to quality
full-text databases of local and regional information.

All libraries must have the equipment and trained personnel to offer their cus-
tomers the resources and services available through the new technologies.

Libraries must effectively utilize information technologies to better manage their
operations and integrate information resources in new formats into more compre-
hensive service programs. Centers for technological innovation must be developed in
libraries t.o build on our profession's commitment to user service.

BETTER PERSONNEL MEANS BETTER SERVICE

Personnel who are well educated, competitively paid, and who continuously up-
grade their knowledge and skills are essential if everyone is to have equal access to
basic library services.

There is strong evidence tliat by the year 2000, there will be a serious shortage of
professional Librarians, The closing of a number of graduate library schools is
having an impact on this projected shortage. Aggressive recruiting, more scholar-
ships, expanded access to graduate library education, and improved salaries are all
needed to attract and retain "the best and the brightest" representatives of our di-
verse culture in a highly competitive workforce.

Personnel in libraries must upgrade their knowledge and skills by participating in
continuing education opportunities and programs in order to cope witn changing
technology, the information explosion, a more diverse and better educated clientele,
cultural diversity and other demands placed on the local library.

STRENGTHENING THE FEDERAL/STATE PARTNERSHIP

State library agencies are charged with the responsibility for the establishment,
improvement, and evaluation of library services statewide. These agencies are in a
wiique position in each state to evaluate the library needs of its citizens and develop
programs and services to meet these needs. Therefore, all federal programs for li-
brary services must be administered by the state library agency.

Federal library programs must be flexible so each state can determine how feder-
al funds are to be used to address the needs of the states. It must be recognized that,
due to differences among the states, federal priorities and state priorities do not
always coincide. In order to provide the best library service to all, COSLA recom-
mends that there be as few separate titles as possible in all federal library legisla-
tion and that the state library agencies be allowed more discretion to direct federal
funds to meet Congressional priorities at the state and local levels.

Planning and evaluation of statewide library services are critical functions of
state library agencies and must be done in cooperation with all types of libraries,
other information providers, agencies of state government, and citizens of the state.

The federal government must recognize the role of libraries as information pro-
viders in legislation addressing such pressing concerns as drug abuse, literacy, em-
ployment training, yotith at risk, and an aging population. Information components
of such programs must include funding for libraries.

To strengthen the federal/state partnership, special consideration should be given
to funding formulas which account for diversity among the states; a maintenance of
effort which is properly defined; and, forward funding for all federal library pro-
grams.

With these positive changes and retwwed efforts to upgrade ttw administnttive
level of library programs within the U.S. Department of Education, a strengthened

HI
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federal/state partnership will work for improvements in library and information
services to benefit Americans.

COSLA Legislation Committee
William G. Asp
James W. Fry
James B. Johnson
Bartholomew A. Kane
James A. Nelson, Chair
J. Maurice Travillian
Sharon G. Womack

Senator PELL. I am happy to say that we have been joined by
Congressman Owens and Congressman Neal, who will take owe
from here. I believe Congressman Neal will have some interesting
testimony to offer.

I wish everybody here good luck in this White House conference.
( hope you do as well as the last one, where 55 of your 64 recom-
mendations were incorporated into law. Some of the ideas that
have been advanced here are obviously excellent, and I would hope
that the percentage of acceptance and success may be the same.

I now turn the gavel over to Congressman Owens.
Mr. OWENS. [Presiding.] I understand Congressman Neal has a

statement to make.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE RICHARD NEAL

Mr. NEAL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late, but like the other members of our

caucus, the 274 members of the Democratic Caucus, they are on
Capitol Hill right now, participating for the election of the new
Democratic Whip, and that's why you and I obviously were late.

I want to thank Senator Pell as well. One of the things I am
proudest of in the 17 years that I have been in public life from the
city council to the mayor's office to Congress has been consistent
support for libraries. I'd like to offer just a couple of brief quotes
that I think are not only timely, but I also think that they very
clearly demonstrate that the library, as Mr. Cohen of the Washing-
ton Post reminds us, is an essential public service.

"If this Nation is to be wise as well as strong, if we are to
achieve our destiny, then we need more ideas from more wise men
reading more good books in more public libraries." That's a quote
from Senator John F. Kennedy, who was responding to a question-
naire in the Saturday Review on October 29 of 1960.

But most importantly, for those of us in Western Massachusetts,
we are reminded of Kennedy's journey as President to dedicate the
Frost Library at Amherst College.

"Libraries are memories, and in this library you will have the
memory of an extraordinary American, much more than that,
really, an extraordinary human being. And also you will have the
future. And all the young men who come into this library will
touch something of distinction in our national life and, I hope, give
something to it." Those were President Kennedy's remarks on Oc-
tober 23 of 1963 as he dedicated the Frost Library.

Now these are remarks from Congressman Neal.
Many people in these hard economic times have come up with

the idea of cutting library services as a way of balancing a local,

t I hug
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State or Federal budget. The current administration is requesting a
cut of more than 75 percent in the Education Department library
programs from the $143 million appropriated last year to $35 mil-
lion this year.

These people should look back at our history to see how other
generations dealt with similar situations. Listen to this. During the
height of the Depressiovi, the Mayor of Boston, James Michael
Curley, increased the number of libraries and their employees to
over 600 people. Today Boston has 485 employees.

The great New York City Library, which is a mecca to all of us,
located on 5th Avenue, was open 365 days a year during the De-
pression. Today it is open 6 days, with limited hours.

These reductions that are discussed today come at a ,,Ame when
services that a library provides are needed more than ever. Studies
have shown that a larger number of people use the library and its
services in times of economic hardship than when the economy is
in an upward swing. Many people will browse the want ads looking
for new jobs, but also we understand that they are there for a
sense of relaxation and information.

With less discretionary funds, the library offers a place where
the entire family can go and to enjoy an evening out without
having to pay for it.

Today, all across this Nation, hundreds of libraries are facing the
realization of closing down. Many point out that libraries are not
essential services, as fire or police protection. And while libraries
are not in the business of saving or protecting citizens' lives, they
certlinly are in the business of molding and shaping a young boy
or a youdg girl's mind. [Applause.]

W.ien we lose a library, we forfeit the opportunity for someone to
benefit and to better themselves. Someone to fall in love with the
simple joy of reading. Someone when new hopes and dreams and
ambitions are about to be dashed.

Let this generation follow the legacy of previous generations and
commit ourselves to maintain these treasures of the mind.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and to remind all who are
here today that I remain steadfast in my support of the concept of
the public library. The Founders never intended the public library
system to be a private enterprise undertaking. It was always in-
tended to be supported by the public and for the public, and I think
that it is tragic what we are allowing to happen across this country
in the name of fiscal responsibility.

Thank you all very much. [Applause.'

OPENING STATEMENT OP REPRESENTATIVE JESSE OWENS

Mr. OWENS. I won't harass you with another statement today. I
want to thank you for the 16 minutes you gave me at your session
yesterday. There are two points I would like to make, however.

One is that I went to the Congressional Research Service and got
a detailed listing of the appropriations for libraries since they
began with the Federal Government in 1957. The authorization
was first in 1956, and it took a year before they gave us I think the
first $2 million in 1957.
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I had my staff add up all the appropriations since 1957 until
now. They totalledand I left the slip at my office, so I don't have
the exact amount$2.3 billion over 35 years; $2.3 billion is the
Federal contribution to libraries over 35 years. An aircraft carrier
will cost you $3.5 billionone aircraft carrier.

The tc _le is set here in Washington, and unfortunately is picked
up by the States and local governments, that libraries are not sig-
nificant. The tone is set here. The last President put zero in the
budget for libraries for every year that he was President. This one
has chosen to be more kind and put in $35 million. Fortunately, in
the House we have already raised that to $126 million. [Applause.]
Before you applaud, you should understand $126 million represents
a cut for the Library Services and Construction Act.

Finally, I say that to urge you to make certain that the delibera-
tions of this White House Conference are personally delivered by
you to your congressmen. Everything possible must be done to
raise the level of awareness of congressmen, so that the tone set in
Washington is changed over the next few years.

I walk around all the time with the words of Shakespeare's King
Lear ringing in my ears: "Fools be not to bear it tamely; touch me
with noble anger' when I see the waste that goes on herc. and
compare that with the paltry sums that they are willing to give the
libraries, I am ang. all the time. You should go to your congress-
men with some of tliat same anger.

Thank you. [Applause.]
I understand there is a 4-minute video from "MacNeil-Lehrer"

that we're going to see right now.
[Videotape shown.1
Mr. OWENS. Unless some witness has one last statement to make,

we can let Roger Rosenblatt have the last word. I une rstand we
had extraordinary testimony, and I regret the fact that the election
of the Democratic Whip has kept some of us away, but I assure you
I will examine the testimony in writing.

Are there any last urgent statements?
[No response.] e
[Additional statements submitted fa the record follow:]

PREPARED STATEMKNT OF MAR. BENDER

1 am David R. Bender, Executive Director of the Special Libraries Association
(SLA), and I want to thank the members of the .loint Congressional Hearing on Li-
brary and Information Services for thl.opportunity to 'discuss the role of our Asso-
ciation and the special library in the White House Conference on Library and Infor-
mation Services. The Association and its membuys are dedicated to the advancement
and nnprovement of communications and the dissemination and ultimate tit.:e of in-
formation and knowledge for the general welfari; of' all users

SLA is an Interruitional organization of incur than 1:1,001/ librarians, infmnation
managers, and brokers. Special librarians and jnformation professionals serve busi-
ness, media, finance, research, science, government, musiums, trade associations. re-
search institutions, and nonprofit organizations. The one common thread in these
libraries and information centers is that all have collected and organized specialized
information in specific subject areas or in the supimrt of specific missions in order
to meet the informati9n needs of their respective clienteles.

While essentially established to assist the users within their own institutions, the
purpose and mission of' sitecial libraries and information centers have expanded as
the environment in which they serve has grown and advanced in the InfOrmation
Age. The special library/infrirmation center now provides a wide range of informa-
tion services, to a not so limited clientele (particularly in g, librariesi, and
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plays a major role in the advancement of information policy and information prod-
ucts and services which foster and promote these policies.

Delegates to the national meeting of WHCLIS must understand and appreciate
the value and role of special libraries/information centers and the professionals who
service these collections. The resources of special libraries are vital to the develop-
ment of this nation technically, scientifically, and socially by virtue of the advance-
ments made by the organizations and institutions within which they serve. These
special library collections are there for others to use; therefore, special libraries can
have a role in meeting the information needs of the community at large.

No national library and information services program, nor national information
network (such as the proposed National Research and Education Network), should
be planned or implemented without the assistance and expertise of the special li-
brarian/information professional.

National information policies and strategies must incorporate the wealth of spe-
cialized information which could be made available to even larger segments of our
citizenry. General public libraries and citizens need to be cognizant of the fact that
these collections can help meet the needs of a variety of users. Special librarians
want to play a part in providing local, state, and national information services and
indeed, special libraries must be an integral part of the total information picture.

SLA's constituency represents a broad spectrum of subject areas and is an experi-
enced cadre of librarians and information specialists. According to our 1991 mem-
bership survey, more than half of SLA's members are in the corporate sector.
United States industry has recognized that improved productivity and competitive
advantage depends on how well information and knowledge resources are utilized in
developing products and services. William Esrey, who spoke at the opening session
of WHCLIS about productivity, eloquently discussed the pivotal role of the corporate
information center at his corporation, United Telecom, and made special mention of
the outstanding work done by the corporate librarian, who is a member of SLA. We
know that there are many other SLA members who have done much to communi-
cate the value of the corporate/special librarian to the captains of industry.

SLA has gone on record in support of the goals and concepts of this second White
House Conference, and a contingent of SLA members, elected leaders, and staff at-
tended both White House Conferences, The following are some of the issues which
address the needs of SLA members and we hoped would be addressed during
WHCLIS

ways the library community can and should work with the private sector in the
dissemination of government information;

privatization/contracting out;
the growing role of librarians/information specialists in the globalization of in-

formation;
the important role played by corporate, federal, and other special libraries and

information centers;
strengthening peblic-private partnerships as federal funding for library-related

initiatives dwindles;
maintaining open access to government information to guarantee democratic
and economically sound economy;

protecting the confidentiality of library records maintained in public institu-
tions;

--preservation of books and other publications regardless of format;
marketing the profession and other resources offered by all librarians and infor-
mation specialists;
understanding and use of new and emerging technologies by the library/infor-
mation profession as well as the end-user;

copyright and intellectual property; and
national information policies.
Again, on behalf of SLA and its members, I want to thank the members of the

Joint Congressional Hearing on Library and Information Services for this opportu.
nity to share our thoughts on libraries and information services as we prepare for
the 2Ist century. We appreciate the assistance provided by the both the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science.; and WHCLIS staff in making
SLA part of the planning process for this 1991 Whit. House Conference.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. WARDEN

I am Margaret S. Warden, former Montana State Senator; former member of the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science; a former member of the

133
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Montana State Library Commission; and a long time supporter of adequate funding
for all kinds of libraries.

I have seen the growth of libraries with the passing of Library and Services Con-
struction Act. This has made it possible for rural states like Montana to provide
more coverage for the large and small libraries.

Sheila Cates from the Montana State Library has collaborated with me in provid-
ing this material from Montana which I am sending by FAX this afternoon.

Please send this to Rick Jerue for the Joint Congressional Hearing in conjunction
with the Joint Hearing that Congressman Pat Williams and Senator Claiborne Pell
are chairing in conjunction with the White House Conference on Library and Infor-
mation Services.

Funding for libraries in Montana currently is a mixed bag. On the state level, a
certain amount of success has been achieved from the past two legislative sessions.
Libraries in Montana received general fund state aid support for the first time in
the 1989 legislative session when the Montana legislature approved a state aid pack-
age, that included a statewide library card, interlibrary loan reimbursement, sup-
port for the six public library federations and direct stste aid for public libraries.
However, funding was only authorized for the interlibrary loan reimbursement and
the federation support. The state's library community maintained its lobbying ef-
forts, and in the 1991 session, as well as retaining the interlibrary loan reimburse-
ment and federation support, funding was also approved for direct state aid for
public libraries. In the fall of 1991, Montana's Public libraries will be paid $,125/per
capita and $.125/per square mile from the germ-al fund.

Library funding at the local level has not been as successful, The December 1990

"Report of the Blue Ribbon Panel on Libraries at Risk to the Montana State, Li-
brary Commission" reiterated the severe impact the 1986 fr...eze on local property
tax levels has had on local libraries, "This funding constraint has placed local
public libraries in a horrendous squeeze, caught between increasing demands for
services, rising costs of materials, and declining, revenues to provide them." After
two years of successful emergency mill levies in Lewis & Clark County, Helena.
voters turned down the same proposal this year, and as a result the library has had
to lay off staff, close on Mondays, reduce branch hours, and slash its book budget by
approximately 80% for this next fiscal year. Great Falls Public Library will have a
materials budget of only $50.000when a library its size typically would have a ma-
terial's budget of $150,000. Public libraries in northern and eastern Montana have
told the State Library they are anticipating efforts to reduce their fiscal year 1992

budgets.
The Blue Ribbon Panel also addremed the status of other types off libraries in

Montana. For school library media centers. the panel reported that in 1990. Mon-
tana's 769 schools had only a total of :ill f'ull time equivalent certified school librar-
ians (that translates to only 40%) and many elementary school libraries are staffed
only by aides.

Academic libraries in Montana have also suffered dramatic budget woes. It has
been 15 years since tl.e University of Montana's Mansfield Library has added to its
overall number of journals. Montana State University has canceled 25'7( of its jour-
nal titles in the last five years. Inflation in the costs of materials has continued una-
bated, so the libraries' purchasing power has diminished significantly. In addition
the number of professionally trained librarians in Montana's academic libraries has
decreased. Currently the director's position is open at three of' the University Sys-
tem's six libraries.

There are a few bright spots on the horizon: The University of Montana's Mans-
field Library received funding for cooperative automation with the Missoula Public
Library. It also will be one of the libraries to participate in the Library of Congress'
American Memories Project. Parmly Billings Library will open its doors to users
more hours each week beginning this fall. Missoula Public Library anticipates a
substantial budget increase for fiscal year 1992. Butte-Silver Bow Public Library
will be moving into a newer, larger facility later this year.

It is also impossible to discuss libraries and library service in Montana without
mentioning I,SCA funding and its impact in Montana. LSCA funds have provided
staff and resources at the State Library to assist Montana's public and institutional
libraries in providing improved library service to their patrons. In addition, ISLA
supports a major portion of the State Library's Library for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped which serves approximately 2,500 Montanans.

LSCA has also had a direct impact on Montana's local communities. Since 1983
Title II funds have built new libraries in Laurel and Belgrade and funded extensive
additions or helped acquire new facilities far flavre-Hill County Library, Meagher
County/White Sulphur Springs, Bitterroot Library/Hamilton, Lincoln Branch
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Lewis & Clark County, Plains Public Library, Lewistown City Library, and Sidney
Public Library. There have been other LSCA projects in Flatlwad County, Winnett,
Fort Benton, and Scobey as well as a new location for Glendive in the next few
months and a new building fbr Boulder's Community Library.

Titles I and III funds have been used to: help the state's libraries share their lim-
ited reso ce:; through supporting Montana as a founding member of the now West-
ern Library Network (WLN), provide grants to libraries to add their holdings to the
Western Library Network's database (5 million plus holdings of libraries in Mon-
tana and the Pacific Northwest), and provide grants to 39 libraries in the state to
acquire WLN's Laser Cat technology (microcomputers, CD ROM drives, and Laser-
('atWLN's database on compact disk). Missoula Public Library, one of the first li-
braries in the state to be active in local literacy efforts, received some of its first
funding from a Title I grant from the State Library Commission. Five school librar-
ies in communities where no public library exists (Alberton, Lambert, Lame Deer,
Marion. Opheim) were funded to demonstrate how they could extend their hours
and services to the non-school public. Of the five, four have continued to offer public
library service to their communities, two of them (Marion and Opheim) as official
branches off the county library system. Niiwty eight Montara librarians (school,
public, academic and special) from Baker ta Eureka and Darby to Plentywood have
been trained to provide enhanced reference services to their patrons through two
ISCA-funded Reference Institutes held in June of 1989 and 1991 in Helena. Though
it has not yet been approved fbr funding the concept of a statewide libra-y card was
successfully demonstrated by 14 libraries in southeastern Montana through an
I SCA-funded project.

The Library Services and Construction Act has done much to improve library
service in Montana. However. because we are a small state in terms of human and
material resources, there is still much to be accomplished that needs continued fed-
eral. support.

Thank you for the opportunity to tell you about Montana's libraries.

The joint hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittees were adjourned.]
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